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ABSTRACT
The widespread adoption in the U.S. of the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
(NGA/CCSSO, 2010) provides an unparalleled opportunity for systemic changes in mathematics
education. Central to successful implementation of these standards is well-qualified teachers of
mathematics, with university mathematics courses serving as a key context for teacher
development of content knowledge, problem-solving skills, and productive beliefs. One potential
means of developing mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) and mathematics selfefficacy of prospective elementary teachers (PTs) is through a promising pedagogical tool called
the Singapore Modeling Method ([SMM], Ministry of Education, Singapore, 1997). A pictorial
method for a wide variety of mathematics word problems, the SMM uses rectangular bars to
represent either known or unknown quantities. However, the use and study of the SMM during
university mathematics courses are very limited. Hence, this study is guided by these research
questions: (1) Does prospective elementary teachers' MKT change during a Foundations of
Number and Operations course that uses the SMM? (2) Do prospective elementary teachers'
mathematics self-efficacy beliefs change during a Foundations of Number and Operations course

that uses the SMM? and (3) How do prospective elementary teachers describe changes,
particularly in their MKT and mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, during a Foundations of Number
and Operations course that uses the SMM? Using a SMM intervention, the study explored if
changes occurred in PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. The context for the study was an
Early Childhood and Elementary Education (ECEE) Foundations of Number and Operations
class at a large, urban university in the Southeastern U.S. Participants included 32 elementary
PTs completing the course as a requirement for their ECEE major. An explanatory mixed
methods design was used, with quantitative data collected via three MKT assessments and a selfefficacy beliefs survey administered before and after the SMM intervention. Qualitative data
were collected via semi-structured, individual interviews of a random sample of six participants
with the aim of illuminating quantitative findings. Data were also collected via student artifacts.
The findings of this study provide insights into the effectiveness of the SMM as a means of
elementary PT development in university mathematics courses.
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1 The Problem
Overview
The widespread adoption in the U.S. of the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics ([CCSSM], NGA/CCSSO, 2010) provides an unparalleled opportunity for systemic changes
in mathematics education. Central to successful implementation of these standards is wellqualified teachers of mathematics, with university mathematics courses serving as a key context
for teacher development of content knowledge, problem-solving skills, and productive beliefs.
One potential means of developing mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) and mathematics self-efficacy of elementary prospective teachers (PTs) is through a promising pedagogical
tool called the Singapore Modeling Method ([SMM], Ministry of Education, Singapore, 1997). A
pictorial method for a wide variety of mathematics word problems, the SMM uses rectangular
bars to represent either known or unknown quantities in a problem. While there are some studies
involving the SMM with K-5 students, the study of the SMM during university mathematics
courses for elementary PTs is very limited.
Research Questions
This study was guided by the following research questions: (1) Does prospective elementary teachers' MKT change during a Foundations of Number and Operations course that uses the
SMM? (2) Do prospective elementary teachers' mathematics self-efficacy beliefs change during
a Foundations of Number and Operations course that uses the SMM? and (3) How do prospective elementary teachers describe changes, particularly in their MKT and mathematics selfefficacy beliefs, during a Foundations of Number and Operations course that uses the SMM? Using the SMM intervention in the context of mathematics problem-solving content, this study explored if changes occurred in elementary PTs’ MKT, mathematics self-efficacy, and other emer-
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gent findings. This study also explored any associated nuances of these shifts through collecting
and analyzing a combination of quantitative and qualitative data.
Purpose and Rationale for the Study
According to Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) test results, there
is a significant and growing gap between students’ mathematics achievement in the U.S. and that
of other developed nations (Darling-Hammond, 2010; National Center for Education Statistics,
[NCES], 2003; Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD], 2013). On
these tests, students in the U.S. performed moderately well on problems involving lower-level
skills, such as reading and understanding data directly from tables and diagrams and applying
easily manageable formulas. Students struggled, however, with higher-level problems involving
the creation, use, and interpretation of models of real-world situations and using mathematical
reasoning (OECD, 2013). Only 8.8% of students in the U.S. reached the top two mathematics
achievement levels, compared with about 12.6% of students across all 34 participating developed
nations. For Canada, the proportion was 16.4% at these upper two levels, whereas more than
30% of students in Hong Kong, Korea, and Singapore reached these levels (OECD, 2013). Since
PISA testing is known to have a significant emphasis on problem solving, these findings clearly
support the need for an increased problem-solving focus for students in K-5 classrooms. In turn,
these findings provide motivation for teacher educators to seek ways to better prepare PTs to be
successful mathematics problem solvers themselves and to encourage them to create problemrich classrooms in their teaching future.
Coupled with the need for increased problem-solving capabilities of students, the nature
of work in the U.S. has changed from an emphasis on producing goods from natural resources
toward an emphasis on information and technology services, and it is clear that the U.S. “needs
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to move much more decisively than it has in the last quarter century to establish a purposeful,
equitable education system that will prepare all our children for success in a knowledge-based
society” (Darling-Hammond, 2010, p. 2, italics in original). Even though there has been an effort
in recent years to offer equitable educational opportunities to all children, Darling-Hammond
cited that “only 1 in 10 low-income kindergartners becomes a college graduate” and that in recent years “our high school graduation rates have dropped from first in the world to the bottom
half of industrialized nations” (p. 3). Clearly, there are troubling inequities in the educational system throughout the U.S., and mathematics education stakeholders must respond to the current
state of affairs with efforts to improve education at all levels, from elementary schools to middle
schools and high schools, along with the preparation of teachers for these levels. There are many
positive signs, though, of effective reform initiatives across the U.S., including the efforts of the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics ([NCTM], 1989, 1991a, 1991b, 2000, 2006, 2014)
through its various publications, along with the widely adopted CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010).
Both NCTM and CCSSM emphasize developing number sense and mathematics problem
solving. The NCTM (2000) has stated in its Principles and Standards for School Mathematics
(PSSM), “Young children’s earliest reasoning is likely to be about number situations, and their
first mathematical representation will probably be of numbers” (p. 32). Number sense, fluency
with operations, base 10 understanding, and problem solving are key themes of the elementary
mathematics curriculum. Several important foci are apparent in the CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO,
1010) elementary mathematics curriculum. For example, the concepts of number and operations
are a foundational basis of mathematical literacy and mathematics problem solving.
Additionally, NCTM’s (2000) PSSM and the CCSSM’s Standards for Mathematical Practice ([SMP], NGA/CCSSO, 2010) articulate the expectation of computational fluency for all stu-
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dents in the context of mathematical reasoning and problem solving. The National Research
Council’s Adding It Up ([NRC], 2001) echoed this vision and provided some clarification. In the
NRC’s view, conceptual understanding is “comprehension of mathematical concepts, operations,
and relations” (p. 116) and “an integrated and functional grasp of mathematical ideas” (p. 118).
The NRC further states that “procedural fluency refers to knowledge of procedures, knowledge
of when and how to use them appropriately, and skill in performing them flexibly, accurately,
and efficiently” (p. 221). Conceptual and procedural fluency are important and intertwined goals
of mathematics education at all levels.
In addition to the salience of number and operations concepts in the elementary curriculum, algebraic thinking is a critical theme in the CCSSM. Number and operations and algebra are
naturally and intricately connected, with real number sense and operations skills serving as
strong foundations for success in algebra. Disconcertedly, when considering specific areas of
mathematical struggle for students in the U.S., algebra has posed a perennial challenge, both
conceptually and procedurally. For example, across the country, failure rates in formal secondary
and college algebra courses vary but run as high as 40% or 50% (Pappano, 2012). Increasingly
so in the U.S., algebraic reasoning is critical for advancement into scientific, technological, engineering, and mathematical (STEM) fields. Very often, algebra can be a stumbling block for students whether or not they pursue STEM-related careers (Lott, 2000). Relatedly, according to the
National Math and Science Initiative ([NMSI], 2014), only 44% of U.S. high school graduates in
2013 were ready for college-level mathematics courses. Also, 38% of students who started as
STEM majors did not graduate with a STEM degree (NMSI, 2014). Students may set their sights
on a lucrative STEM-related career and find that the challenging content of mathematics courses
offers hurdles they simply cannot overcome. The NMSI organization’s leadership predicted the
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U.S. may be short as many as three million high-skilled workers by 2018 (NMSI, 2014). In elementary, middle, and high schools and in many colleges, students struggle with algebra content
and their own defeatist attitudes about their chances for success with algebra content. In response
to this need, members of the mathematics education community have long called for including
algebraic thinking standards in the elementary curriculum “with the goal of removing the abrupt,
often derailing transition from arithmetic to algebra” (Strand & Mills, 2014, p. 386).
In response to these aforementioned concerns about improving mathematics education in
the U.S., the NCTM has published a series of documents (1989, 1991a, 1991b, 2000, 2006,
2014) describing recommendations for reform in mathematics education. For example, NCTM’s
PSSM (2000) offers detailed process and content standards and also underlying visionary principles for elementary, middle, and high school mathematics education. NCTM’s six guiding principles feature the issues of equity, curriculum, teaching, learning, assessment, and technology.
Their five process standards focus on problem solving, reasoning and proof, communication,
connections, and representation, and their five content standards include number and operations,
algebra, geometry, measurement, and data analysis and probability.
Most recently, NCTM’s Principles to Actions (2014) was developed in response to the
fact that standards alone do not enable teachers and students to realize high levels of mathematical achievement. This document details essential elements of effective teaching and learning, access and equity, curriculum resources, tools and technology, assessment, and professionalism. It
also suggests specific conditions, structures, and policies that must exist to ensure mathematical
success for all students. In this influential document, NCTM presented a range of “troubling and
unproductive realities” (p. 3), including: too much focus on procedural understanding rather than
meaning or applications that require these procedures, low expectations in curricula and practice
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for many segments of society, limited access to instructional materials and technology, an overemphasis on high-stakes testing with assessment instruments that fail to emphasize problem solving and reasoning, and isolated teachers without supportive professional development opportunities. As educators in the U.S. address these concerns in productive ways, NCTM asserted that
mathematics education will “move from ‘pockets of excellence’ to ‘systemic excellence’” (p. 3),
like Singapore and several other developed countries have in recent decades. One effort toward
systematic improvement is the CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) with its SMP (NGA/CCSSO,
2010) that emphasize problem solving, reasoning, and communication throughout the elementary
grade levels. Notably and related to this study, the CCSSM Operations and Algebraic Thinking
content domain features arithmetic and algebraic reasoning, with a strong emphasis on problem
solving.
Well-qualified teachers are essential both to successful implementation of the CCSSM and of
teaching practices aligned with recommendations of the NCTM. Teacher preparation programs are a
key context for developing needed teacher competencies and productive beliefs, including MKT and
mathematics self-efficacy, both of which are explored in this study. The study of MKT has its roots in
Shulman’s (1986, 1987, 2000) work, and the study of mathematics self-efficacy has its foundations in
Bandura’s (1977, 1986, 1993, 1997) work.
In the context of a mathematics course in an elementary teacher preparation program,
this study primarily focused on PTs’ growth in MKT as a result of the SMM intervention. MKT
has two general components (Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005). The first component, mathematical content knowledge (MCK) or subject matter knowledge, involves both common knowledge of mathematics that any well-educated adult should have, or common content knowledge (CCK), and
mathematical knowledge that is specialized to the work of teaching that teachers should know
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(Ball et al., 2005; Fennema & Franke, 1992; Hill, Sleep, Lewis, & Ball, 2007). This second aspect of MCK, specialized content knowledge (SCK), includes such skills as error analysis, communicating multiple strategies for any one problem, evaluating methods on the basis of accuracy
and efficiency, being comfortable with various mathematical representations, carefully selecting
problems and cognitively demanding mathematical tasks and activities, communicating precise
meanings of mathematical terms, and developing the art of using both clarifying and consensus
building questions to promote student engagement and learning. Additionally, MCK includes
horizon content knowledge (HCK) which is an awareness of how mathematical topics are related
over the broad swath of the mathematics curriculum. First-grade teachers, for instance, need to
know how the mathematics they teach is related to the mathematics students will learn in second
and third grade to lay the groundwork for what will come later. Furthermore, upper elementary
mathematics teachers should know the mathematics content in the middle school curriculum.
Research consistently links teachers’ MKT and student achievement in mathematics. In the
past couple of decades, mathematics education scholars have intensely focused on the kinds of
knowledge that teachers need for teaching mathematics and the ways of developing this MKT.
For example, in Hill, Rowan, and Ball’s (2005) analysis of 700 first- and third-grade teachers
and almost 3,000 students, they found that teachers’ performance on the instruments’ knowledge
for teaching questions, which included both CCK and SCK items, significantly predicted the size
of student gains. These researchers further found that third-grade teachers’ scores on the Learning Mathematics for Teaching/Teacher Knowledge Assessment System Mathematics Knowledge
for Teaching (LMT/TKAS MKT) Measures (Hill, Schilling, & Ball, 2004) were better predictors
of their students’ achievement than such factors as average time spent in mathematics instruction, years of experience, certification status, student socioeconomic status (SES), student ab-
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sence rate, and average length of mathematics lessons. Significant to this study, they recommend
that mathematics content courses for elementary PTs aim to both help them overcome their
weaknesses in mathematics knowledge and, as the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences ([CBMS], 2010) articulated, to “develop a deeper and more comprehensive view and understanding of the mathematics they will or already do teach” (p. 23).
Additionally, the importance of productive dispositions, including mathematics selfefficacy, has been a long-standing focus in mathematics education. In Mathematics Education of
Teachers II (referred to as MET II), the CBMS (2010) offered advice to mathematics educators
who strive to impact PTs’ self-efficacy. The CBMS concluded that “instructors may need to
spend time focusing on the importance of not only a productive disposition toward mathematics,
but a recognition of the depth and importance of elementary mathematics” (p. 34) in the CCSSM
(NGA/CCSSO, 2010).
Mathematics self-efficacy is an important teacher disposition. Initially conceptualized by
Bandura (1986), self-efficacy consists of two components: efficacy expectations and outcome expectancies. An efficacy expectation is a person’s belief in his or her capability to conduct a behavior successfully, whereas an outcome expectancy is his or her belief that the behavior will
result in specific results (Bandura, 1993). While this study focuses on elementary PTs’ selfefficacy toward doing mathematics in a university mathematics content course, the study’s underlying goal is to impact both PTs’ MKT and self-efficacy with a clear view toward future impact on student and teacher learning. Researchers have found that self-efficacy can be a better
predictor of behavior than actual capability because it can influence what individuals actually do
with the skills and knowledge they possess (Pajares & Miller, 1994; Pajares, 2003). Significantly, teacher efficacy has also been shown to correlate positively with student achievement and
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motivation (Brown, 2012; Henson, 2002; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001), making it a
critical factor influencing students’ opportunities to learn.
During teacher preparation programs, specifically mathematics content courses for elementary PTs, one potential means of developing MKT and mathematics self-efficacy is through
the SMM, which has shown to be a promising pedagogical tool with students (Beckmann, 2004;
Ho & Lowrie, 2014; Hoven & Garelick, 2007; Murata, 2008; Ng & Lee, 2009). The SMM is a
pictorial method used to solve a variety of arithmetic and algebraic word problem types. With
this method, students use rectangular bars to represent either known or unknown quantities in a
problem-solving situation. These bar models work for whole-part or additive comparison situations. This versatile model can also be used to solve problems involving multiplicative comparisons, multiplication, or division. These quantities may involve whole numbers, decimals, fractions, and percents, and the SMM serves as a bridge from arithmetic to algebraic thinking as students transition from pictures to an equation that helps them solve the problem.
Several studies support the use of SMM with elementary and middle grades students. For
instance, the research of Koedinger and Terao (2002) with 35 sixth-grade students in the U.S.
offered significant evidence supporting the use of pictures as a pedagogical method for developing and encouraging algebraic reasoning. Their study’s findings offered credence to the SMM’s
impact in helping to reduce problem-solving difficulties by “providing localized groupings of
relevant information . . . reducing the need for matching symbolic labels . . . [and using] diagrams [to] support perceptual inferences that are often easier than corresponding symbolic inferences” (p. 1). Similarly, Ng and Lee (2009) worked with fifth-grade children in Singapore and
concluded that “the use of visual and concrete representations improves performance in solving
word problems” (p. 283), citing other positive research results with adults (Lewis, 1989) and
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with second graders (Willis & Fuson, 1988). Speculating on some of the differences between approaches to mathematical curriculum development and enactment in the U.S. and Singapore,
Beckmann (2004) highlighted the difference in level of teaching and learning expectations when
she declared, “because of this pictorial, sense-making approach, the elementary texts used in
Singapore can include problems that are quite complex and advanced” (p. 42).
In a 2010 study, Breaking the cycle: An international comparison of U.S. mathematics
teacher preparation, Schmidt (2010) compared primary and middle school teachers in the U.S.
with those in 16 other countries. Schmidt found that American teachers had weak training mathematically and less mathematics coursework than teachers in high-performing nations. Furthermore, elementary PTs typically have weak mathematics backgrounds, gaps in MCK, mathematics anxiety, and traditional beliefs about mathematics (CBMS, 2010). To help assuage this problem, mathematics content courses at colleges and universities are some of the last opportunities
to provide PTs needed mathematical content for effectively teaching children in their future
classrooms. Since mathematics content courses for PTs are a “fledgling focus of research in
mathematics education” (Hart, Oesterle, & Swars, 2013, p. 431), the SMM intervention featured
in this study is an attempt to meet this critical PT preparation need.
Given these findings, the SMM may have potential to impact the development of elementary PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. As there is very little evidence about the impact
of the SMM on improving elementary PTs’ MKT and self-efficacy beliefs with mathematics
problem solving, the purpose of this study is to explore the SMM in the context of elementary PT
preparation for mathematics problem solving. This focus supports the emphasis of the NCTM
and CCSSM on teaching arithmetic and algebraic thinking topics earlier in the mathematics curriculum, with a conceptual, problem-solving focus.
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Significance of the Study
Based on its successful use with elementary students, the SMM may have potential to
promote the mathematical development of elementary PTs in university content courses. With
only a few studies in the research literature focusing exclusively on elementary and middle
school students, though, the amount of research literature is particularly lacking for the SMM
with this study’s target population (Cai, 2003; Englard, 2010; Ho & Lowrie, 2014; Koedinger &
Terao, 2002; Ng & Lee, 2005, 2009; Willis & Fuson, 1988). While some research has been carried out evaluating problem-solving instruction in controlled situations with K-12 students
(Adibnia & Putt, 1998; Nisbet & Putt, 2000; Rittle-Johnson & Koedinger, 2005; Suydam, 1980),
research involving elementary PTs is still an area where future study could potentially identify
the features of effective forms of problem-solving instruction. There is some evidence that students in the U.S. can use the SMM to solve mathematics word problems that would ordinarily be
quite challenging for them (Koedinger & Terao, 2002). However, there is very little evidence for
the impact of the SMM on improving PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy with mathematics problem solving, providing clear motivation for the current study.
In the context of an elementary mathematics teacher preparation course, this study involved exploring the impact of the SMM with elementary PTs’ MKT as well as mathematics
self-efficacy. Using an explanatory sequential mixed methods approach, the study involved first
collecting and analyzing data largely quantitative in nature and then collecting and analyzing data largely qualitative in nature as a means of explaining the quantitative results. This blending of
methods provides a fuller and deeper picture of these elementary PTs’ changes in MKT and
sense of mathematics self-efficacy related to the SMM intervention. Furthermore, this study il-
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lustrates ways in which mathematics educators can encourage PTs to develop MKT and mathematics self-efficacy with a mathematics problem-solving focus.
Prior to the study, I conducted a field test at my College that offered clear direction for
this exploration. An elementary algebra assessment showed significant needs for the participating PTs. This assessment was developed and administered toward the end of the Fall semester of
2014 during an Algebraic Concepts course, and the sample of students (n = 19) scored 70% on
patterns, 78% on generalized arithmetic, 78% on functions, 56% on multiplicative comparisons
and proportions, and 83% on integer operations and real number sets. The PTs’ overall average
on this instrument was 72%. The next year, in the Fall semester of 2015, on a revised version of
this researcher-developed Algebraic Concepts assessment, a sample (n = 31) of two classes of
elementary PTs scored 83% on patterns, 72% on generalized arithmetic, 65% on functions, 52%
on multiplicative comparisons and proportions, and 61% on integer operations and real number
sets. The PTs’ overall average on the instrument was 67%. This assessment also had a teaching
confidence self-assessment survey component, and those results were also compelling.
Since the focus of this SMM study is on evaluating elementary PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy in the context of problem-solving, other reliable and valid assessment measures
needed to be incorporated, but these preliminary results pointed to the clear need for research on
how to improve PTs’ MKT and their mathematics self-efficacy. Also, noticing the 56% overall
average on multiplicative comparisons and proportions in 2014 and the 52% overall average on
these topics in 2015, it is important to note that in this study, the Foundations of Number and
Operations course professor and I chose to implement the SMM intervention alongside some of
the content areas that PTs have tended to struggle with the most.
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Anecdotally, a 2-day SMM intervention was facilitated at my College with 31 Algebraic
Concepts PTs in the fall of 2015. On the first day, after modeling the SMM several times with a
variety of number types and operations involved, students worked together in collaborative
groups on a classwork assignment with help when the need was evident. For several of the problems, these students communicated their solution process in a whole-class discussion toward the
end of class. On the second day of instruction, the class approached more difficult problems involving multiplicative comparisons and proportional thinking with a healthy mix of modeling,
small group classwork, and whole-group sharing of work toward the end of class. These PTs performed well on the SMM homework assignment and made unsolicited comments about liking
the SMM the next class day. Even more significantly, the course’s Unit II test from the previous
year had been revised to include three new problems that were like those on the SMM classwork
assignment. On this test, students worked those three problems successfully using the SMM, but
several PTs also used the method for other problems on the test, some of which were quite challenging. These students’ approaches were impressive, to say the least.
Based on the current body of research literature with K-12 students and these positive
teaching experiences with elementary PTs, it is clear that the SMM may have potential to impact
elementary PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. Therefore, in the context of a university
mathematics content course, this study endeavored to explore the SMM problem-solving intervention and its potential to change elementary PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy.
Theoretical Framework
The architect, Frank Lloyd Wright, once stated, “From the ground up makes good sense
for building. Beware of from the top down” (as cited in Carpenter & Fennema, 1992, p. 457).
The goal, then, in this section is to establish how this study’s intervention is grounded in Piaget’s
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cognitive theory and in Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory. In their study of the use of diagramming
for algebraic problem solving, Booth and Koedinger (2012) linked their work with Piaget’s theory of cognitive development and, more specifically, the use of concrete experiences from which
young students can abstract higher order concepts. The SMM intervention featured in this study
also started with concrete experiences and simpler problems, steadily progressing toward more
abstract problems and methods. In another study specifically involving the SMM, Ng and Lee
(2009) referred to the wide variety of situations appropriate for this problem-solving heuristic as
generally within children’s zone of proximal development ([ZPD], Vygotsky, 1978). Similarly,
this study’s SMM intervention targeted PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy through collaborative teaching strategies and PTs’ ZPD. These are two of several implications of Piaget’s
constructivist cognitive theory and Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory of learning.
Piaget’s cognitive theory. A Swiss biologist who became an eminent child psychologist,
Piaget understood that children are active, motivated learners who organize what they learn
through their experiences. Educational methods, then, should appeal to children’s spontaneous
mental activity, with teachers serving to spur their students on toward “initiative, play experimentation, reasoning, and social collaboration” (Devries & Kohlberg, 1987, p. 20). Active teaching methods presuppose a student’s interest and imply cooperation between adults and children
and among children themselves.
According to Piaget, children first learn through physical experiences or actions on physical objects. In a later stage, they progress toward logico-mathematical experiences as they reflect more abstractly about characteristics of objects and their relationships to one another. While
these two experiences behave as two poles for every action, Piaget also discussed a third type of
knowledge, social-arbitrary knowledge, with people as its source. Piaget’s theory of cognitive
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development suggests that it is necessary to provide concrete experiences from which young students can abstract higher order concepts (Kamii & De Vries, 1974). Quite a few empirical studies support the hypothesis that transitioning from grounded representations to more abstract ones
is an effective instructional technique (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2001; Goldstone & Son,
2005; Koedinger & Anderson, 1998; Moreno & Mayer, 1999; Nathan, Kintsch, & Young, 1992;
Nathan & Koedinger, 2000; Romberg & de Lange, 2011; Schwartz & Black, 1996). In his constructivist view, Piaget promoted active teaching methods aimed at promoting children’s own
construction of their knowledge. Piaget and Garcia (1971) wrote that children need “events or
phenomena to explain or goals to reach in an intriguing situation” (p. 26) to reach their highest
potential. These “intriguing situations” do not include lectures, repetition, drills, programmed
instruction, audio-visuals, or teacher demonstrations if they serve to limit student autonomy.
Piaget held the view that students develop cognitive schemas or networks and actively
modify their schemas as they are exposed to and internalize new ideas (Van de Walle, Karp, &
Bay-Williams, 2016). Schemas are consistent, reliable, goal-oriented strategies that help children
interact with their physical environment and organize their mental processes to achieve some intended result (Mayo, Bigner, & Grayson, 2012). This schema modification process occurs
through assimilation and accommodation. With assimilation, students take in new or unfamiliar
information through experiences in their lives and incorporate this new information into their
existing knowledge base: “Assimilation occurs when a new concept ‘fits’ with prior knowledge
and the new information expands an existing network” (Van de Walle et al., 2016, p. 26). When
the new concept does not fit with their existing schema, the child is in a state of disequilibrium,
and their thinking must accommodate the new information. Accommodation occurs when old
ideas are changed or replaced based on experiencing new sensory input.
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In addition, Piaget posited that “children’s ‘erroneous’ ideas are necessary to their construction of knowledge and intelligence” (De Vries & Kohlberg, 1987, p. 29). Thus, the child
often learns from his or her mistakes, accommodating or adjusting cognitively to this new information. In response, students react to and incorporate the existing schema, bringing themselves
back to a place of equilibrium. Mayo and his colleagues (2012) summed up these ideas when he
wrote, “children alternate back and forth between periods of cognitive alignment (equilibrium)
and cognitive discomfort (disequilibrium) as they adapt to the world around them” (p. 128). Piaget (1948/1973) elaborated on the value of making and learning from mistakes:
In order to understand certain basic phenomena through the combination of deductive
reasoning and the data of experience, the child must pass through a certain number of
stages characterized by ideas which will later be judged erroneous but which appear necessary in order to reach the final correct solution. (p. 21)
Compared to traditional teaching approaches that value modeling of correct facts and strategies,
this valuing of “erroneous ideas” is radical and counterintuitive. As Piaget further argued, “only
this (spontaneous) activity, oriented and constantly stimulated by the teacher, but remaining free
in its attempts, its tentative efforts, and even its errors, can lead to intellectual independence”
(pp. 105-106).
Piaget’s (1970/1973) work led him to call for educational reforms that consider children’s
reasoning potential. Stressing the importance of children being encouraged to develop their own
logical understandings, Piaget stated:
If logic itself is created rather than being inborn, it follows that the first task of education
is to form reasoning. The proposition “every person has the right to education” … means,
therefore, in the first place, “every human being has the right to be placed in a scholastic
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environment during his formation which will enable him to build until completion the
basic tools of adaptation which are the process of logic”. (Piaget, 1972a, b, 1974a)
Piaget here passionately asserted his belief that children have the right to the sort of instruction
that encourages and enables them to develop deep, logical, conceptual understandings for themselves through active engagement in the learning process, with the overarching goal of increasing
intellectual independence or autonomy.
While Piaget’s biological roots led him to develop a theory which recognizes the powerful influence of the physical environment on a child’s learning, his theory also incorporated the
critical influence of a learner’s interaction with other people. Piaget’s constructivism holds that
learning is constructed within the person’s mind, but that there is a clear interplay between the
classroom environment or culture and the individual learner. The learner interacts with and contributes to the classroom culture, and the classroom culture impacts the learner. Both interactions
with the physical environment and with other people enhance cognitive development. Piaget
viewed social interactions with peers and teachers as essential for healthy cognitive development
(Piaget, 1948/1973).
Piaget viewed teachers as having four critical roles: as an evaluator, organizer, stimulator,
and collaborator (Piaget, 1970/1973). Reflecting MKT principles, the teacher must have solid
knowledge of the child’s mental, social, physical and spiritual development to properly assess
their progress. They must have skills in selecting and organizing activities and tasks, and they
must stimulate children’s interests and promote their reasoning. Teachers also should strive, in
Piaget’s view, to be a companion as well as a guiding mentor in the teaching and learning process. In “emphasizing the child’s construction and de-emphasizing the teacher’s instruction” (De
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Vries & Kohlberg, 1987, p. 36), Piaget still maintained the teacher’s very active role in providing
a healthy mixture of direction and freedom.
Implications for this study. Piaget’s cognitive theory holds that learning is constructed
in a person’s mind. Piaget also believed that there is a clear interplay between the learner and
classroom environment or collaborative culture. As such, there are several implications of Piaget’s theories which apply to PT preparation efforts, in general, and to this study. One very clear
implication of Piaget’s cognitive theory involves teachers purposefully planning rich interactions
or “intriguing situations” (Piaget & Garcia, 1971, p. 26) with their students, giving students opportunities to adapt and expand on their existing cognitive networks. A second implication for
effective learning is teachers planning activities that push students to think reflectively. Students
must be challenged and encouraged to mentally engage in learning activities and to think about
connections within mathematics and between mathematics and other areas of interest. The inquiry-based learning approach stresses the importance of explanations and justifications for reasoning, rather than just the solutions – the reasoning process, not just the final product. It is very
important for students to have time to struggle with content and to experience some Piagetian
disequilibrium as they battle both well-defined and open-ended problems (Van de Walle et al.,
2016). Effective teachers ask probing questions and maintain high expectations for students to
grow as critical and autonomous thinkers.
Effective teaching and learning also involves the use of multiple approaches or strategies.
In powerful classrooms (Schoenfeld, 2014), students regularly discuss a variety of methods to
solve a problem. Good students plan, monitor, and evaluate their own problem-solving strategies.
Once students have mastered basic mathematical facts and understand the operations and connections between operations, both conceptually and procedurally, effective teachers encourage
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students to brainstorm various approaches to problems, model the use of new problem-solving
strategies, and teach students metacognitive techniques for monitoring and checking their progress. Students should be encouraged to evaluate one another’s strategies and to communicate
constructive criticism in a respectful manner. Students should feel free to make mistakes during
the learning process. Often, other peers in the class share a student’s misconceptions, and effective teachers find ways to address those errors publicly in ways that affirm each student’s worth.
Students work with the teacher and other students in critically evaluating one another’s problemsolving strategies, moving from incorrect and less efficient ways of thinking to correct and more
efficient strategies for a given problem.
When teachers facilitate discussions, pose questions, carefully scaffold instructional activities, and generate collaborative problems or cognitively demanding worthwhile tasks, they
enable students to grow in their conceptual knowledge and procedural skill. Each of the lessons
in the SMM intervention were carefully scaffolded from concrete to more and more abstract,
with an arrangement of number and operations skills that matched CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO,
2010) standards. In addition to PTs posing a problem from a SMM image, PTs participated in
several collaborative activities, including the Centimeter Grid Paper Activity with Unifix cubes
and the Centers Activity. Interactive lessons were designed to help PTs understand the operations
and connections between operations, with the goal of increasing conceptual understanding. The
problem-solving tasks and activities progressed from single-digit whole number problems up to
problems involving percents, ratios and proportions, and even algebraic problems involving multiple steps. The interview data in this study revealed PTs’ general appreciation for learning a variety of problem-solving strategies, including the SMM, and these PTs viewed the SMM as a
particularly organized, efficient, and visually clear method.
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The SMM is a strategy that is well suited to bridge the gap between grounded, semiconcrete representations and arithmetic and algebraic equations, enabling PTs to become strong
and efficacious mathematical problem solvers. The SMM intervention incorporated many of Piaget’s constructivist principles and their implications for teaching and learning.
Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory. A Russian psychologist, Vygotsky had a background in
law, history, philosophy, and literature, and he reviewed and critiqued Piaget’s theory in the
1920s and 1930s. While there were significant differences in their theories, Vygotsky shared
Piaget’s view that the learner actively seeks meaning. Vygotsky’s emphasis, however, was on
cognitive processes and the social setting. He asserted that children learn about their world
through their interactions with their peers and significant adults in their lives (Van de Walle et
al., 2016). Vygotsky (1978) wrote,
From the very first days of the child’s development, his activities acquire a meaning of
their own in a system of social behavior and, being directed toward a definite purpose,
are refracted through the prism of the child’s environment. The path from child to object
passes through another person. (p. 30)
As this quote illustrates, Vygotsky appreciated the value of social, cultural, historical, and psychological tools in a child’s cognitive growth (Mayo et al., 2012). The importance of the social
environment in a child’s development is, in Vygotsky’s view, of paramount importance.
Expanding on this notion, Vygotsky believed that the way in which information is internalized or learned depends to a great degree on whether it is within the learner’s ZPD. The ZPD
refers to the difference between what a learner can do with help from others who are more capable and what they can do without help. Essentially, then, the ZPD is “the region in which the
transfer of ability from collaboration with adults or more competent peers to internalization of
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the new capacities occurs” (emphasis added, Berk & Winsler, 1995, p. 24). With relevance to
this study on the SMM, Vygotsky indicated in his writings that assisted problem solving is important for determining a student’s ZPD (Gredler, 2012). Thus, Vygotsky specified that effective
instruction naturally involves well-designed collaborative tasks or activities and interactional
discussions in problem-solving contexts. Teaching and learning occur best as assistance is offered at critical times when student performance requires this assistance. Assistance is only provided when needed, and decreasing amounts of assistance are provided as students progress
through their own learning paths toward intellectual autonomy.
While many educational assessment tools involve seeing what children can do on their
own, Vygotsky tested what children could do with adult assistance or the help of capable peers.
The child naturally imitates more mature peers and adults in his or her life from a moral and
cognitive standpoint. An adult’s process of helping children make sense of their experiences in
appropriate ways is known as semiotic mediation and is another critical aspect of Vygotsky’s social development theory (Gredler, 2012; Van de Walle et al., 2016). Vygotsky was convinced
that children mature not only through classroom experiences, but whenever and wherever the
learner stretches his or her thinking to apply higher order thinking (Gredler, 2012). Vygotsky advised that simply engaging the child in challenging tasks is insufficient for cognitive development, but that challenging activities with sufficient support is the key to a child’s learning.
Vygotsky also had a realistic view of when a child is ready for learning. He believed that the intellectual imitation that occurs in the ZPD is not a capability of early childhood or preschool
children; rather, it takes a certain level of maturity to achieve (Vygotsky, 1978).
Vygotsky further maintained that teachers need to affirm children who are quick to move
from not knowing to knowing with some instructional help. In their work with ZPD, researchers
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Cobb (1994) and Goos (2004) suggested that in a true mathematical community of learners, there
is something of a common ZPD that emerges across learners in addition to the ZPDs of individual learners. Therefore, effective teachers have a sense of the classroom pulse as well as the learning potential in each individual student. Students bring to the classroom setting cultural experiences and understandings that must be valued by peers and teachers alike, and teachers should
aim to organize classroom experiences and provide assistance with their students’ ZPDs in mind,
both individually and collectively. Related to this SMM problem-solving study, Vygotsky characterized ZPD in the problem-solving realm as the distance between the actual developmental
level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable
peers (Vygotsky, 1978).
Vygotsky proposed that a child’s culture or environment offers physical and cognitive
tools that make daily living more effective and efficient (McDevitt & Ormrod, 2010). Particularly significant to this SMM study, these tools include speech, writing, the number system,
memory aids, actions, pictures, and mathematical symbols to convey meaning (Mayo et al.,
2012; Van de Walle et al., 2016). Vygotsky believed that thought and language initially developed separately but grew to become more and more intertwined throughout a child’s social development. Along these lines, Vygotsky (1978) wrote, “The most significant moment in the
course of intellectual development … occurs when speech and practical activity, two previously
completely independent lines of development, converge” (p. 24). He further posited that when
thought and language first merge, children talk aloud to themselves. This self-talk eventually becomes talking to themselves mentally, which is known as inner speech. As children engage in
difficult problem-solving tasks, this inner speech is very much a part of the reasoning and inter-
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nalization process. According to Vygotsky, “children solve practical tasks with the help of their
speech, as well as their eyes and hands. This unity of perception, speech, and action, which ultimately produces internalization” (p. 26), is the key to problem-solving success.
Scaffolding is another concept typically associated with Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory
(Van de Pol, Volman, & Beishuizen, 2010). Just as a construction crew builds a scaffold to work
at higher levels on a building, effective teachers scaffold lessons to push or to encourage students
to reach higher levels of conceptual understanding and procedural skill. Scaffolding provides a
framework to assist children as they learn new content through small steps. Initially, the parents
and teachers provide a lot of support and encouragement, and then they incrementally reduce
their assistance as the child can complete more and more of the task independently (Mayo et al.,
2012).
When scaffolding performance tasks, teachers give support to students appropriate to
their current level or at a slightly higher level. This first aspect of scaffolding, called contingency, is “often referred to as responsiveness, tailored, adjusted, differentiated, titrated, or calibrated
support” (p. 274) and can involve a variety of diagnostic strategies, both formal and informal.
The next aspect of scaffolding occurs when the teacher intentionally withdraws or fades this support to encourage transfer of responsibility to the student. The rate of fading clearly depends on
the student’s demonstrated level of maturity and competence. Effective teachers exercise wisdom
and sensitivity throughout this contingency and fading process, with the ultimate goal of students
taking ownership of the learning process and results. All of this corresponds well with the growing emphasis on problem solving in the elementary curricula, with collaborative discussions, and
with the teacher’s very active involvement in tailoring the curriculum to student’s prior and ongoing experience, with the overarching goal of student learning.
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As an illustration of how this relates with the SMM, Murata (2008) examined how visual
problem-solving representations may mediate the teaching and learning of mathematics over
time in Japanese elementary classrooms. Many research teams have used the Zone of Proximal
Development Mathematical Learning Model to explain the process of mediation (e.g., Fuson &
Murata, 2007; Murata & Fuson, 2006). In her study, Murata (2008) explored the use of the tape
diagram primarily through textbook analysis. Murata indicated that the consistent and coherent
use of one representation can bridge students’ understanding over time, essentially enabling students to focus more clearly on mathematical relationships and problem-solving processes. Murata’s study also recognized a big difference between the U.S. and Japanese curricula in their emphasis on various representations, including drawings, to support problem solving. Murata concluded that “mediating tools, such as tape diagrams, support people’s cognitive development by
helping organize their experiences in a systematic way” (p. 401), providing added weight to the
SMM’s potential to help students succeed in mathematics problem solving.
Echoing and elaborating on Vygotsky’s seminal work with ZPD, Tharp and Gallimore
(1988) and Gallimore and Tharp (1990) offered a four-stage ZPD model. Their stage I is the
stage when assistance is provided by more capable others. Stage II is the stage when assistance is
provided by a person through their own internalized self-talk. In stage III, students truly make
knowledge their own through an “internalization-automatization-fossilization” (p. 377) process.
Finally, stage IV is the stage with “de-automatization … as performance that was once mastered
slips away over time” (p. 377).
Corresponding with these four stages are four phases of the ZPD mathematical learning
model (Gallimore & Tharp, 1990). With model teaching in Phase 1, the teacher draws out and
works with students’ prior knowledge and experience. Using knowledge of students’ levels of
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understanding, teachers carefully craft a meaningful learning atmosphere from which to elicit
students’ ideas. In Phase 2, the teacher focuses on or introduces mathematically desired methods
and helps students build networks of knowledge as they understand and practice these methods.
As students generate incomplete yet conceptually sound approaches and methods, teachers focus
the students’ attention on the mathematics behind the approach through effective questioning and
facilitation. If such ideas are not generated by students, teachers may make a bridge between student ideas and the core mathematical ideas at this phase. In Phase 3, the teacher helps students
gain fluency with the desired methods so that the student can continue along their learning trajectory. In Phase 4, the teacher facilitates comprehension by occasional delayed practice with feedback, and the teacher helps students make connections between this content and other content.
Significant to the study, the SMM or tape diagrams serve as a representational tool to assist students in the internalization process. Similar to the way that Vygotsky’s (1978, 1999) selfspeech does, tape diagrams provide consistent structure to students’ thinking, potentially helping
students focus their attention more directly on the core concept for the given problem (Murata,
2008). As we saw earlier, mediating tools such as tape diagrams help students organize their
thoughts in a systematic way, enhancing their conceptual understanding (Murata, 2008).
Implications for this study. The SMM intervention incorporated many of Vygotsky’s
principles and their implications for teaching and learning. This was accomplished through careful scaffolding of well-paced instruction which moved from concrete to abstract and from less
difficult to more difficult tasks and activities. Throughout the study’s intervention, collaborative
group activities were used, and the intervention teacher strived to be sensitive to the classroom
pulse and to each student’s ZPD during the facilitation of learning.
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Another implication of Vygotsky’s theory is that teaching and learning takes great care,
patience, and insight. Vygotsky characterized a teacher’s attempt at direct communication of
concepts from their head to the head of the student as “educationally fruitless” (McDevitt &
Ormrod, 2010, p. 125). Vygotsky would challenge the “sprint and cover . . . content-loaded curricula” (p. 126) mindset that dominates many classrooms in the U.S. today. Effective teachers
take time to help students develop deep, conceptual understanding of foundational principles rather than covering periphery items at breakneck speed. This viewpoint of Vygotsky’s aligns well
with the slow school movement supported by Holt (2002/2008). Slow schools use a “less is
more” (p. 326) philosophy and emphasize depth of understanding over coverage, encouraging
enrichment and love of learning.
Another key implication of Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory is the innate ability of students to succeed with help from peers and mentors. Vygotsky’s (1978, 1999) sociocultural theory stressed that each learner is unique and valuable and intellectually gifted in a variety of ways.
Each student brings their own collection of prior experiences and understandings, and effective
teachers honor and appreciate the experiential diversity in their classroom. Effective teachers are
aware of each student’s ZPD and the collective ZPD in the classroom.
Another important implication of Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory involves scaffolding,
which is based on the idea that a task otherwise outside of a student’s ZPD can become accessible if it is carefully structured. For relatively new concepts, it is important for teachers to start
concretely and help students move step-by-step in their thinking toward abstraction through carefully planned activities and stages, and this assistance can be accomplished using manipulatives,
technology, peer interaction, and various other mediating tools. Vygotsky stressed the value of
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students being aware of their own mental processes and found that as children mature, their problem-solving strategies become increasingly mental (Gredler, 2012; McDevitt & Ormrod, 2010).
The NCTM (2000, 2014) calls for a radical shift from teaching as telling to teaching as
engaging students to work creatively and collaboratively using worthwhile mathematical problem-solving tasks. These implications of Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory apply generally to PT
development efforts and in many ways to this study. Effort was made throughout the SMM intervention to develop well-paced instruction and use various mediating tools, to scaffold instruction from concrete to abstract tasks and activities, and to incorporate a variety of collaborative
learning activities.
Overview of the Study
Both the preparation and implementation of this SMM study were grounded in Piaget’s
constructivist and Vygotsky’s sociocultural theories and principles. Central to successful implementation of NCTM (2000) and CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) principles and standards is wellqualified teachers of mathematics, with university mathematics courses serving as a key context
for teacher development of MKT, mathematics problem-solving skills, and productive beliefs
about mathematics. Also, the researcher’s prior experiences using the SSM with elementary PTs
in college courses have highlighted its potential. With this theoretical foundation, past experiences, and NCTM (2000) and CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) principles and standards in view, this
study employs both quantitative and qualitative methods to examine the potential influence of
the SMM on elementary PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy.
More specifically, the study employed an explanatory sequential mixed methods approach by first collecting largely quantitative data and then largely qualitative data, with the
qualitative data intended to illuminate and deepen understandings of the quantitative findings
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(Creswell, 2014). The context of this study is a mathematics course for PTs at a large, urban university in the Southeastern U.S. Early in the study, the 32 PTs in the Foundations of Number and
Operations course provided a variety of MKT and mathematics self-efficacy pretest data. After
this series of pretests and after the SMM intervention, posttests were given to the same 32 students. During the intervention, the students also provided a variety of student artifacts. After analyzing this quantitative and qualitative data as a means of answering the first two research questions in the study, a random sample of six students from this larger group provided individual,
semi-structured, interview data. The qualitative data from interviews and student artifacts helped
the researcher answer the third research question, contributing greater depth to the study’s overall findings.
Summary
Chapter 1 introduced theoretical foundations for the study and the rationale for the use of
the SMM as an intervention to help elementary PTs improve their mathematical problem-solving
skills. The chapter also included an introduction to the accompanying research questions on elementary PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, the significance of the study, and other assumptions.
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2 Review of the Literature
Overview
Chapter 2 describes in greater detail the researcher’s journey to the topic for this SMM
study, the literature review search criteria, and the study’s conceptual framework, showing clear
connections to NCTM’s (2000, 2014) reform efforts and to the CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010).
Next, an extensive review of literature related to the research questions includes sections on elementary PTs’ general strengths and weaknesses with number and operations and algebraic thinking content. Since the research questions and findings involved MKT, mathematics beliefs, and
mathematics self-efficacy changes in a problem-solving context, this chapter also includes sections on MKT, mathematics problem solving, mathematics beliefs, and mathematics selfefficacy. There is a section on CCSSM’s number and operations standards, which match the
course context for the study. Since the SMM is a nice bridge from arithmetic to algebra, the
chapter includes an early algebraic thinking section, as well.
Search Criteria
The researcher’s journey to the topic for this SMM study started with an initial interest
in early algebra and elementary PT training. For the most part, this story begins with my transition from one college to another and my calling and desire to impact elementary PTs’ views and
abilities with number and operations sense and with early algebraic thinking. Through 5 recent
years with nine junior-level elementary PT cohorts and many years before that with sophomorelevel elementary PTs, there has been growing success in terms of helping students overcome
their fears of algebra and problem solving, handling common student misconceptions, encouraging students’ mathematics self-efficacy, engaging students with worthwhile mathematical
tasks, challenging students to develop their own understanding of various mathematics con-
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cepts, and promoting a positive disposition toward mathematics. Since well before I applied to
the University’s educational doctorate (Ed. D.) program in Curriculum and Instruction, my goal
has been to expand my knowledge of the development of elementary PTs’ number and operations conceptual understanding and algebraic thinking skills.
The literature review preparation for this study was sparked by several professors at the
University. Early on in the educational doctorate program, my dissertation committee chair, Dr.
Swars Auslander, provided several articles to read along with direction to explore certain scholarly journals and books, including publications from NCTM, the American Educational Research Association (AERA), the Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators (AMTE), the
North American Chapter of the Psychology of Mathematics Education (PME-NA), the Journal
for Research in Mathematics Education (JRME), and The Mathematics Enthusiast (TME).
Searches for articles through the University library site and Google Scholar and searches for
books through Amazon have also proven very productive. I have some experience with the
Foundations of Number and Operations course at two colleges in the same university system.
For my College’s Topics in Algebra for Early Childhood Education (ECE) Majors course that I
regularly taught, the textbook by Van de Walle and colleagues (2016) includes many recommended resources. Incidentally, this text was highly recommended by Dr. White-Fredette, one
of my dissertation committee members. During a writing workshop in the fall of 2015, Dr. Hart,
another of my dissertation committee members, helped me to focus my research questions, to
expand my key word search, to further refine my literature review outline, and to pursue several
new areas of exploration. Also, each of the doctoral program courses have provided opportunities through readings and projects to explore various aspects of this study. Grouws’ (1992)
Handbook of research on mathematics teaching and learning and Lester’s (2007) Second hand-
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book of research on mathematics teaching and learning have also proven to be extremely valuable reference tools. The University’s ECEE mathematics endorsement courses involving number and operations and algebraic concepts have been particularly helpful for the mathematics
content background for this study.
Through readings and participation in professional development opportunities, I settled
on the Singapore modeling approach to mathematics problem solving as the study’s intervention.
The combination of Darling-Hammond’s (2010) theme of international assessment comparisons
and a local professional development workshop for elementary in-service teachers fueled my initial interest in the SMM as a potential intervention for this study. To examine how the SMM may
impact both the MKT and mathematics self-efficacy of elementary mathematics PTs, I conducted a review of scholarly literature conducted from the 1980s to the present. Key words for
searches have included Elementary education, Early childhood education, Prospective elementary teachers, Early algebra, Piaget, Constructivism, Vygotsky, Sociocultural theory, Zone of
proximal development, Scaffolding, Mathematical knowledge for teaching, Pedagogical content
knowledge, Mathematical content knowledge, Specialized content knowledge, Mathematics problem solving, Mathematics content courses, Mathematics beliefs, Mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, Teacher efficacy, Singapore box diagramming method, Singapore modeling method, Strip
diagrams, Tape diagrams, Picture algebra, Thinking blocks, Differentiated instruction, Representations, Productive mathematical discussions, Cognitively Guided Instruction, and Mixed
methods.
Perhaps most significantly, each book and article typically led to several more in sort of
a snowball effect. As encouraged by my committee, I tended to focus on more recent research,
but found that some of the research extended back to the mid-1980s. Research related to the
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SMM, tape diagrams, strip diagrams, thinking blocks, or the picture algebra method for problem
solving is relatively recent, with only 20 or so related articles, books, and studies to date. Some
of these books and articles are theory-to-practice in nature, which suits well the emphasis of the
University’s Ed. D. Program in Curriculum and Instruction, and many of the books and articles
are empirical in nature, with a good balance of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods research. These resources all provided both the foundation and needed guidance for the specific
research focus of this study.
Conceptual Framework
Overview. The SMM is a mathematics problem-solving heuristic used in some K-12
classrooms in the U.S. today. Since the study uses this method in the context of a Foundations of
Number and Operations course for elementary PTs, this section will give a broad overview of the
historical background and growth in emphasis in elementary curriculum standards on elementary
mathematics problem solving, with a primary focus on number and operations and early algebra
content. This section will also establish clear connections to NCTM’s (2000, 2014) curriculum
standards and its visionary, overarching principles. This section will conclude with a discussion
of the recent CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) for the pre-K–5 elementary grades, again with an
emphasis on elementary mathematics problem solving.
Historical background. This section provides an overview of the historical background
and growth in emphasis in elementary curriculum standards on elementary mathematics problem
solving, with primary focus on number and operations and early algebra content. Schoenfeld
(2007) offered a comprehensive overview of mathematics education research involving problem
solving. Late in the 1960s, a small number of researchers (e.g., Kilpatrick, 1967; Lucas, 1972;
Kantowski, 1977) who were motivated by Pòlya’s (1945/2014, 1954/1990) writings on problem
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solving began identifying the heuristic practices used by students in the process of solving problems. Early studies considered correlations between the uses of various problem-solving strategies and problem-solving success. Later studies began to characterize problem-solving processes
and their impact on problem-solving success more directly. Much of the original problemsolving research had been done in laboratory studies, but the clear trend in educational research
is toward classroom studies like this SMM study. “The study of learning in classroom environments—especially in reform or standards-based classrooms which, although not necessarily focused on problem solving per se, were focused on mathematics as a sense-making activity—
called for developing new analytical techniques and perspectives” (Schoenfeld, 2007, pp. 539540). As research studies moved from the laboratory to the classroom, researchers have developed some new tools and techniques for “grappling with the creation and the analysis of environments intended to foster sense making” (p. 541).
As Schoenfeld (2007) described in further detail, the curriculum-related story of mathematics problem solving in the U.S. over the past half century is one of pendulum swings, with
the pragmatic focus of mathematics instruction moving back and forth between teaching for understanding on the one hand and teaching for mastery on the other. Through the 1950s in the
U.S., the traditional curriculum held sway. Arithmetic was studied in grades K-8, algebra 1 in
grade 9, Euclidean geometry in grade 10, algebra 2 and sometimes trigonometry in grade 11, and
pre-calculus or calculus in grade 12. Besides a high attrition rate in mathematics courses from
year to year, “the content of the traditional curriculum was mostly procedural, although it did
have a conceptual underpinning” (p. 542). Under this scenario, the nation’s elementary school
teachers, who tended not to be conceptually sophisticated with mathematics content, were asked
to teach bodies of mathematics that they had not studied and with which they were not comforta-
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ble. The net result was a backlash, the “back to basics” (p. 542) movement, which swept most of
the new mathematics out of America’s classrooms. An emphasis on rote, procedural, cognitively
lower level approaches dominated U.S. classrooms through much of the 1970s.
Through the 1980s and into the 1990s, most states required that students take only 1 or 2
years of mathematics to qualify for a high school diploma, but several important events moved
the U.S. toward reform. In the early 1980s, An Agenda for Action (NCTM, 1980) was published
with problem solving at the forefront. This important document made eight recommendations,
the ﬁrst of which was: “Problem solving must be the focus of school mathematics in the 1980s.”
It went on to elaborate on this statement with a series of recommended actions:
The mathematics curriculum should be organized around problem solving….; The deﬁnition and language of problem solving in mathematics should be developed and expanded
to include a broad range of strategies, processes, and modes of presentation that encompass the full potential of mathematical applications….; Mathematics teachers should create classroom environments in which problem solving can ﬂourish….; Appropriate curricular materials to teach problem solving should be developed for all grade levels….;
Mathematics programs … should involve students in problem solving by presenting applications at all grade levels….; Researchers and funding agencies should give priority …
to investigations into the nature of problem solving and to effective ways to develop
problem solvers. (pp. 1–5)
In Schoenfeld’s (2007) view, the ﬁrst ﬁve of these recommendations were largely ignored
throughout the 1980s; problem solving did become a fashionable term, but its implementation in most classrooms and its depiction in most textbooks was poor. Although the new texts
typically invoked Pòlya’s name and described the four stages of problem solving (under-
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standing the problem, developing a plan, executing the plan, and looking back) from Pòlya’s
(1945/2014) How to Solve It, the actual contents of the textbooks in the U.S. remained unchanged for the most part. In practice, problem solving typically meant solving routine oneor two-step word problems.
Through the 1980s, however, the research base regarding problem solving became
much more robust (Schoenfeld, 2007). The nation’s competitiveness became an issue once
again—this time in economic rather than military terms. Through the 1970s and 1980s, the
U.S. economy faltered while Japan’s economy and other countries’ economies grew stronger.
A very inﬂuential report, A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform (National
Commission on Excellence in Education [NCEE], 1983) painted this picture in dramatic
terms:
Our Nation is at risk. Our once unchallenged preeminence in commerce, industry,
science, and technological innovation is being overtaken by competitors throughout
the world.… The educational foundations of our society are presently being eroded
by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and a
people…. (p. 1).
Continuing this momentum, in early 1989, the Mathematical Sciences Education Board
(MSEB) produced a report, Everybody Counts, which called for serious national attention to
the reform of mathematics education in the U.S. along several lines. The MSEB called for
quantitative literacy for all U.S. citizens as well as the pursuit of high achievement in STEM
fields. They focused on the systemic high mathematics failure and drop-out rates for Latinos,
African Americans, and Native Americans. In addition to calling for answers to address this
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huge loss of human potential, they also expressed concern about the problematic traditional
curriculum and encouraged a rethinking of mathematics content structure at all grade levels.
Also, during this time, NCTM put forth several influential publications, which were
instrumental in continuing this mathematics education reform momentum. These are described in more detail in the next section.
NCTM’s publications. In response to these calls for change in mathematics instruction and
curriculum content, NCTM (1989) published Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics, which presented comprehensive direction for mathematics teaching, learning and
assessment in the elementary, middle, and high school levels. Similar in some ways to Everybody Counts (MSEB, 1989), this document also promoted the societal goals of mathematically
literate workers with a positive disposition toward lifelong learning and opportunity for all.
These K-12 standards (NCTM, 1989) also articulated ﬁve general goals for all students, including that: they learn to value mathematics; they become conﬁdent in their ability to do mathematics; they become mathematical problem solvers; they learn to communicate mathematically; and
they learn to reason mathematically. Here again, the movement toward implementing such lofty
goals has been met with some resistance.
In 2000, NCTM’s PSSM expanded on their earlier work, with several underlying visionary principles for teaching and learning and better written process and content standards. NCTM
(2000) developed six overarching guiding principles, five process standards for each grade level
grouping (pre-K−2, 3−5, 6−8, and 9−12), and five content standards for those same grade level
bands. The popular statement that the U.S. curriculum was ‘‘a mile wide and an inch deep’’
came from the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study’s (TIMSS, 2007) evaluation of the traditional mathematics curriculum. The statement spoke to their contention that “the
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NCTM made a big mistake in the late 1980s, and has ﬁnally seen the light” (Schoenfeld, 2007, p.
549), a positive reference to NCTM’s (2000) PSSM.
Foundational to current reform efforts, NCTM’s (2000) six guiding principles include
equity, curriculum, teaching, learning, assessment, and technology. Equity requires high expectations and a teacher mindset that acknowledges student potential and accommodates for student
need through resources and support. Next, the mathematics curriculum must be “coherent, focused on important mathematics, and well-articulated across the grades” (p. 14). With implications for this study’s focus on MKT, teaching and learning involves knowing students as learners, utilizing a variety of pedagogical strategies to challenge and support student learning, and
targeting “profound understanding of fundamental mathematics” (Ma, 1999). Next, as a “routine
part of the ongoing classroom activity rather than an interruption” (NCTM, 2000, p. 23), assessment should be used to enhance student learning and to make sound instructional decisions. Lastly, technology provides essential tools for supporting effective mathematics teaching and learning, even impacting what mathematics is actually taught.
NCTM’s (2000) five process standards focus on problem solving, reasoning and proof,
communication, connections, and representation. Central to this SMM study, the theme of problem solving helps teachers and students build mathematical knowledge through situations that
arise in mathematics and other contexts. Students learn a variety of strategies to apply appropriately when the need arises, and they learn to think about which strategy is more efficient for a
given problem as they monitor and reflect on their own problem-solving processes. “Such reflective skills (called metacognition) are much more likely to develop in a classroom environment
that supports them” (p. 54). Effective teachers actively draw out students’ reflectiveness about
their own thinking, promote positive disposition toward mathematical problem solving, and en-
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courage responsibility for learning through clarifying questions and through valuing students’
funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 2001). Similarly, effective teachers promote students regularly
making and investigating mathematical conjectures through reasoning and proof. Students then
develop their abilities to communicate clearly their mathematical reasoning to peers, teachers,
parents, and others. Communicating ideas precisely through the language and symbols of mathematics and analyzing and evaluating the mathematical thinking and strategies of others is another essential process standard. Next, students see the connections between one mathematical
idea and another, and they recognize and apply mathematics in other disciplines. Representation,
the last process standard, involves using various means like tables, formulas, and graphs to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas. Students use representations to “model and
interpret physical, social, and mathematical phenomena” (NCTM 2000, p. 70), and strong problem solvers flexibly move back and forth between various representations.
NCTM’s (2000) five content standards include number and operations, algebra, geometry, data analysis, and probability. Similar to the process standards, these content areas apply in a
clear progression to each grade level band: pre-K–2, grades 3-5, grades 6-8, and grades 9-12.
Both number and operations and algebraic thinking are relevant to this study and, along with the
CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) Operations and Algebraic Thinking content domain, will provide
a conceptual basis for this study. Operations and algebraic thinking standards will be discussed
in greater depth later in this literature review.
To complete the loop, so to speak, NCTM’s Principles to Actions (2014) was developed
in response to the fact that standards alone do not enable teachers and students to realize the goal
of high levels of mathematical achievement. This important document then highlights essential
elements of effective teaching and learning, access and equity, curriculum resources, tools and
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technology, assessment, and professionalism. It also suggests specific conditions, structures, and
policies that must exist to ensure mathematical success for all students. The authors point out a
range of “troubling and unproductive realities” (p. 3). As mentioned earlier, these include too
much focus on procedural understanding rather than on conceptual meaning, low expectations in
curricula and practice for many segments of society, limited access to instructional materials and
technology, an overemphasis on high-stakes testing with assessment instruments that fail to emphasize problem solving and reasoning, and isolated teachers without supportive professional
development opportunities. As educators in the U.S. address these concerns, they argued, the educational system will move from having isolated instances of excellence to having more systemic and general excellence, like Singapore and several other developed countries that use the
SMM.
NCTM’s Principles to Actions (2014) also discussed eight high-leverage teaching practices, and several of these have clear implications for this study’s intervention. The first of these
essential skills for promoting deep learning of mathematics is a goal orientation. Effective teaching “establishes clear goals for the mathematics that students are learning, situates goals within
learning progressions, and uses the goals to guide instructional decisions” (p. 10). The second
practice is particularly fitting for this study: implementing tasks that promote reasoning and
problem solving, with specific attention to “multiple entry points and varied solution strategies”
(p. 10). The third practice involves multiple representations. Here, teachers “[engage] students in
making connections among mathematical representations to deepen understanding of mathematics concepts and procedures and as tools for problem solving” (p. 10). The next two practices are
related to classroom interactions that take place between teachers and students: facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse and pose purposeful questions. The sixth practice is also particu-
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larly fitting for this study: building procedural fluency from conceptual understanding. Effective
teachers help students construct procedural fluency on the foundation of conceptual understanding as they solve mathematics problems. Effective teachers “support productive struggle in learning mathematics … as [students] grapple with mathematical ideas and relationships” (p. 10). The
last of these eight high-leverage teaching practices involves assessing students’ learning. Effective teachers use a variety of formative and summative assessments as they “adjust instruction
continually in ways that support and extend [student] learning” (p. 10).
Grounded in the NRC’s (2001) work, NCTM’s (2014) Principles to Actions describes
mathematical proficiency as having five interrelated strands: conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, strategic competence, adaptive reasoning, and productive disposition. See Figure 1
for The Strands of Mathematical Proficiency (found in Philipp & Siegfried, 2015, p. 490).

Figure 1. Strands of Mathematical Proficiency (adapted from National Research Council, 2001)
In NRC’s (2001) view, “conceptual understanding (i.e., the comprehension and connection of
concepts, operation, and relations) establishes the foundation, and is necessary, for developing
procedural fluency (i.e., the meaningful and flexible use of procedures to solve problems)” (p. 7).
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Procedural fluency involves flexibility, accuracy, and efficiency in problem solving. In Philipp
and Siegfried’s (2015) view, procedural fluency is knowing when and how to apply procedures
in a problem-solving context, whereas conceptual fluency is “holding deep and rich connections
among ideas” (p. 489). This distinction and relationship between conceptual and procedural fluency is particularly critical for this study in the domain of beliefs about mathematics. With application to PTs’ MKT in this study, NRC (2001) further describes strategic competence as “the
ability to formulate, represent, and solve mathematical problems” (p. 7) and adaptive reasoning
as “the capacity to think logically and to justify one’s own thinking” (p. 7). The fifth strand of
mathematical proficiency, productive disposition, is “the tendency to see sense in mathematics,
to perceive it as both useful and worthwhile, to believe that steady effort in learning mathematics
pays off, and to see oneself as an effective learner and doer of mathematics” (p. 131). Productive
disposition, then, has a mathematics self-efficacy component, and besides PTs’ MKT and beliefs
about mathematics, self-efficacy is the other major construct explored in this study.
These five strands correspond directly with NCTM (2000) process standards and the
SMP (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) and have direct bearing upon the major constructs in this SMM
study, PTs’ MKT, beliefs about mathematics, and mathematics self-efficacy. In this study, problem solving is the intervention’s primary mathematics context, and the next section describes the
mathematics education reform movement’s focus on problem solving.
Problem solving. As we saw earlier, NCTM (1989) asserted that problem solving “should
be the central focus of the mathematics curriculum” (NCTM, 1989, p. 23), and Pòlya
(1945/2014) and others (e.g., Branca, 1980) maintained that problem solving is the goal of mathematics learning. More recently, the NCTM reiterated its call for problem solving to form an integral part of the mathematics curriculum (NCTM, 2003). Indeed, mathematics instruction
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should be centered on engaging students in meaningful problem-solving tasks and activities that
promote critical thinking (NCTM, 2009; NRC, 2012). There is little evidence, however, to indicate that this focus on problem solving is actually occurring as it should in classrooms (Anderson, 2003; Kennedy, 2005; Lovitt, 2000; Schoenfeld, 1992, 1994, 1996a, 1996b, 2007; Stigler &
Hiebert, 2009), providing some impetus for this SMM study.
The SMM aligns well with Pòlya’s (1945/2014) four-step heuristic as a visual problemsolving strategy. Pòlya’s (1945/2014) four-step plan is widely advocated by researchers (e.g.,
Schoenfeld, 1980; Suydam, 1980; Van de Walle et al., 2016) for encouraging problem solvers to
understand the problem, devise a plan, carry out the plan, and look back and examine the solution obtained. The following strategies have been identiﬁed as the most widely used in solving
problems: guess and check, draw a picture, make a list, make a table, work backwards, look for a
pattern, use logical reasoning, solve a simpler problem, and write an equation (Charles, Mason,
& Garner, 1985; O’Daffer, 1985). As the focal intervention for this study, SMM is a visual problem-solving strategy involving picture drawing, and this study explores its influence on PTs’
conceptual understanding and decision making.
Mathematics education researchers have found that the two types of knowledge needed to
learn and do mathematics are conceptual knowledge and procedural knowledge (Rittle-Johnson,
Siegler, & Alibali, 2001). While both aspects of learning are important, conceptual understanding should drive procedural understanding and fluency. Conceptual understanding implies
knowledge of a particular concept, how it relates to already acquired ideas, the contexts in which
it is applicable, and its limitations (McIntosh, 2002). Hiebert and Lefevre (1986) define conceptual knowledge as a “connected web of knowledge, a network in which the linking relationships
are as prominent as the discrete pieces of information” (p. 3). Skemp (1978) described it as ‘rela-
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tional understanding’ in that one knows “both what to do and why” (p. 9). He further differentiated between conceptual and ‘instrumental understanding’ which he described as ‘rules without
reasons’ (p. 9). Procedural understanding speciﬁcally refers to a student’s tendency to apply a
procedure without being able to explain why or how the procedure works.
The Lesh Translation Model (Lesh, 1979; Lesh, Post, & Behr, 1987) was originally designed to represent understanding of conceptual mathematical knowledge. It consists of five categories of representation. Refer to Figure 2 for an image of The Lesh Translation Model.

Figure 2. The Lesh Translation Model (Lesh, 1979; Lesh, Post, & Behr, 1987)
The first category in this model is representation through realistic or experienced contexts. The
second is symbolic representation, using the language of mathematics. The third category in the
model is language representation. The next is pictorial representation, and the last is representation with concrete, hands-on models. In many respects, the goal of conceptual understanding is
met as students represent concepts using these five categories of representation, as well as translate within and between these representations. While the SMM is primarily a pictorial problem
solving strategy which can involve concrete models, all five of these representational categories
are emphasized in the SMM approach.
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Along these lines, it is important that mathematics content courses for PTs be structured
with a focus on conceptual understanding to build meaning for procedures in problem-solving
contexts (Stohlmann, Cramer, Moore, & Maiorca, 2015). In their study of Singaporean students
across a range of grade levels, Kaur and Blane (1994) found that the poorer problem solvers resorted to coping strategies such as ﬁnding the numbers and applying an operation to them or
guessing at the operation to be used. Properly understood and used, the SMM is a visual problem-solving strategy that has potential to make it easier for students to decide what makes sense,
increasing conceptual understanding through a pictorial method
Through cognitive task analysis studies, two major problem-solving processes are generally identified: problem representation and problem solution (Kintsch & Greeno, 1985; Mayer,
1985; Newell & Simon, 1972; Noddings, 1985; Riley, Greeno, & Heller, 1983). In the case of
mathematical problem solving, these two processes may be analyzed in more detail. Problem
representation can be characterized as involving two substages: problem translation and problem
integration (Mayer, 1985). Problem translation draws on students’ linguistic and factual
knowledge, whereas problem integration relies on students being aware of problem types and
recognizing structures which help students understand the relationships within the problem,
which may be a particular strength of the SMM. Similarly, the problem solution process can be
characterized as involving the substages of solution planning and solution execution (Mayer,
1985). A similar distinction between the subprocesses of problem representation has been made
by Kintsch and Greeno (1985). According to these researchers, a textbase, or mental representation of the problem text, is constructed as the student reads the problem. This mental representation expresses the semantic content of the problem. Then, the solver constructs a problem model
that integrates the information from the textbase to express the mathematical situation in the
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problem. Therefore, according to Kintsch and Greeno (1985), a student could read and comprehend a problem's text but still not have an understanding of the problem's mathematical situation
and, hence, not be able to derive an accurate solution equation.
While problem development is often subjective, qualities of a good problem have been
discussed by various mathematics education researchers. Schoenfeld (1982) has developed a list
of characteristics of a good problem, summarized below:
• The problem needs to be accessible. That is, it is easily understood, and does not require specific knowledge to get started toward the solution.
• The problem can be approached from a number of different ways.
• The problem should serve as an introduction to important mathematical ideas; it
should have clear connections to meaning.
• The problem should serve as a starting point for rich mathematical exploration and
lead to other good extension problems.
These sorts of problems align well with Stein, Smith, Henningson, and Silver’s (2000) vision of
using worthwhile mathematical tasks and with the NCTM (2000, 2014) and CCSSM
(NGA/CCSO, 2010) reform efforts to promote mathematics problem solving at cognitively challenging levels. Each item in Schoenfeld’s (1982) list have relevance for this study.
Schoenfeld (1985, 1987a, 1987b, 1992, 2007) has carried out very systematic mathematics problem-solving research overviews, and he describes the good problem solver as having
knowledge that is well connected and composed of rich schemata. In his view, good problem
solvers also tend to focus their attention on structural features of problems rather than on surface
features, and perhaps most importantly, they monitor and regulate their problem-solving efforts.
As seen in Strand and Mills’ (2014) research overview and in Chrysostomou, Pitta-Pantazi,
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Tsingi, Cleanthous, and Christou’s (2013) study, these notions provide good support for this
SMM study with elementary PTs. This Singapore modeling study involves a visual problemsolving strategy which has potential to change the way PTs’ approach and handle a wide variety
of problem-solving tasks.
According to Lester and Kroll (1993), problem-solving performance is inﬂuenced by ﬁve
factors: knowledge acquisition and utilization, control, beliefs, affects, and socio-cultural contexts. Monitoring one’s own problem-solving behavior involves metacognitive thinking, and
many researchers (e.g., Wilson, 1998; Yeap & Menon, 1996) have identiﬁed metacognitive
thinking as being “integral to the problem solving process and crucial to problem solving success” (Muir, Beswick, & Williamson, 2008, p. 230). The affective domain, which includes individual feelings, attitudes and emotions, is an important contributor to problem-solving behavior
(Lester & Kroll, 1993). Motivation, interest, conﬁdence, perseverance, willingness to take risks,
tolerance of ambiguity, and resistance to premature closure all impact a student’s problemsolving performance (Lester & Kroll, 1993). According to Middleton and Spanais (1999), when
students engage in tasks in which they have intrinsic motivation, they tend to exhibit a number of
pedagogically desirable behaviors including increased time on task, persistence in the face of
failure, more elaborate processing, the monitoring of comprehension, and selection of more
difﬁcult tasks, greater creativity and risk taking, selection of deeper and more efﬁcient performance and learning strategies and choice of activity in the absence of extrinsic reward. Expert
problem solvers, however, actively monitor their progress, decide which solution paths to explore, and whether to abandon, pursue, or change approaches or strategies (Seldon & Seldon,
1997). Novice and expert problem solvers display similar kinds of emotional reactions during
problem solving, but according to Seldon and Seldon (1997), experts handle their emotions bet-
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ter. Good problem solvers are often intrinsically motivated by curiosity and challenge, and although they may experience frustration, it does not defeat them; they press on (Breslow, 2001).
Novices tend to work passively and can be easily distracted by some difﬁculty or something irrelevant (Breslow, 2001). Experts, however, work actively, begin with a plan, and monitor it accordingly. They are also prepared to check their solution for reasonableness, explore further, and
generate alternative solutions (Cai & Brook, 2006).
This current SMM study situates itself among concerns raised by researchers, such as
Darling-Hammond (2010), Lovitt (2000), and Schoenfeld (1992, 2007), who argue that if problem solving is meant to be at the center of mathematical instruction, then why do so many students display poor problem-solving behaviors, as evidenced in TIMSS and PISA testing results?
Is it because teachers have treated mathematics problem solving superﬁcially, as claimed by
Schoenfeld (1992, 2007), or because many problems presented to students in mathematics classes are not genuine to their experience and do not often require students to engage in higher order thinking processes, as claimed by Willoughby (1990)?
Several answers to these questions have been found by various mathematics education researchers. Through analyzing students’ errors, Kilpatrick (1978) found that students could
beneﬁt from instruction which illustrates how the procedures work, gives ample opportunity for
discussion, practice and reﬂection, and supports and encourages the learner’s efforts. Davis and
McKillip (1980) recommended the provision of a variety of problems, such as problems that tap
into children’s interests, problems that do not always involve numbers, and problems without
questions. Worked examples and instructional examples have also been shown to promote the
acquisition of different problem-solving strategies (Atkinson, Derry, Renkl, & Wortham, 2000;
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Schorr, Gerjets, Scheiter, & Laouris, 2002). Other researchers, such as Lowrie (1999) advocate
the use of problem posing, one of the problem-solving tasks in the SMM intervention.
Again pertinent to this SMM study, detailed studies on individuals’ problem-solving behavior are generally rare, especially for elementary PTs. The SMM intervention clearly focused
on problem solving, problem posing, exposure to a variety of problem types, tapping into PTs’
interests, and so on. Since problem solving is a prevailing theme in the CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO,
2010), the next section describes the Common Core in greater depth.
Common Core State Standards for Mathematics. With clear emphasis on problem solving,
the widespread adoption in the U.S. of the CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) provides an opportunity for widespread changes in mathematics education at all grade levels. As described earlier, the
NCTM process standards of problem solving, reasoning and proof, communication, representation, and connection are foundational proficiencies for mathematics education (NCTM, 2000).
Another critical foundational piece mentioned earlier is the NRC (2001) report Adding It Up,
which specified details about the following strands: adaptive reasoning, strategic competence,
conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, and productive disposition.
Resting solidly on this NCTM and NRC reform vision, CCSSM’s SMP (NGA/CCSSO,
2010) promote strong mathematics conceptual understanding. For instance, one standard encourages teachers and students to “make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.” Another
standard emphasizes mathematical modeling with this description: “mathematically proficient
students can apply the mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace”. With further relevance to this SMM study, these standards offer recommendations for younger students that they use “concrete objects or pictures to help conceptualize
and solve a problem”. These standards also state that elementary students can construct argu-
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ments using concrete referents such as objects, drawings, diagrams, and actions. At least three
other standards have particular implications for this study: “reason abstractly and quantitatively”,
“construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others”, and “model with mathematics”.
The CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) introduce the Operations and Algebraic Thinking
(OA) domain in kindergarten. Specific kindergarten-level standards in this domain reveal the
CCSSM’s emphasis on problem solving with number and operations working alongside algebraic thinking content. For example, the first standard involves representing addition and subtraction
with objects, fingers, mental images, drawings, sounds, acting out situations, verbal explanations,
expressions, or equations. Another standard directs students to solve addition and subtraction
word problems, and to add and subtract within 10 by using objects or drawings to represent the
problem. Thus, SMM use can be initiated in kindergarten.
In grade 1, four CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) OA clusters further develop this connection between number and operations and algebraic reasoning. The first cluster involves representing and solving problems with addition and subtraction whole numbers. In this cluster, the
first standard extends addition and subtraction to within 20, with greater detail about the types of
operation scenarios. Aligning well with the Cognitively Guided Instruction ([CGI], Carpenter,
Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 1999) framework, the CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) directs
first graders to encounter situations involving adding to, taking from, putting together, taking
apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions. Next, students understand and apply properties of operations and explore the relationship between addition and subtraction. Students are to
understand the relationship between subtraction and addition as an unknown or missing addend
problem. Related properties include the commutative, associative, and identity properties for ad-
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dition. In another standard, students demonstrate fluency for addition and subtraction within 10.
They develop strategies such as counting on, making 10, decomposing a number leading to 10,
using the relationship between addition and subtraction, and creating equivalent known sums.
Last, students work with addition and subtraction equations. They understand the relational
meaning of the equal sign and determine if equations involving addition and subtraction are true
or false. Students determine the unknown whole number in an addition or subtraction equation
relating three whole numbers. These true/false and open sentences are consistently recommended
by researchers and educators as effective starting points for understanding the meaning of the
equal sign in an equation and developing relational thinking, which are critical early algebra
concepts (Carpenter, Franke, & Levi, 2003; Van de Walle et al., 2016).
For the three CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) grade 2 OA clusters, students are to represent and solve problems involving addition and subtraction, to add and subtract within 20 with
greater mental fluency, and to work with equal groups of objects. Students use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve one- and two-step word problems involving situations of adding to,
taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions. In
order to establish a foundation for multiplication, second graders work with rectangular arrays of
equal-sized groups of objects, with up to five rows and five columns in the array. Clearly linking
number and operations and early algebra, students also work with odd or even numbers and generalizations involving sums of these numbers.
Multiplication and division problems are prominent in the four CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO,
2010) grade 3 OA clusters. Students interpret products and quotients of whole numbers within
100. Students apply the commutative, associative, identity, and inverse properties to multiplication, and they learn the distributive property. Memory fluency is a major goal in the elementary
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grades, so that by the end of grade 3, students know from memory all products of two one-digit
numbers. They solve word problems in situations involving equal groups, arrays, and measurement quantities by using drawings and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem. Third-grade students solve problems involving the four operations. Students
also identify and explain patterns in arithmetic including patterns in the addition table or multiplication table, and they explain these patterns using properties of operations.
For grade 4 in the CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010), the first of three clusters builds up to
students solving multistep word problems posed with whole numbers and having whole number
answers using the four operations, including problems in which remainders must be interpreted.
Students continue to represent these problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity, and they assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and
estimation strategies involving rounding. Students in fourth grade prepare for proportional thinking as they learn to distinguish multiplicative comparisons from additive comparisons. They also
explore factor pairs for a whole number in the range 1 to 100, explore multiples, and determine
whether a number in the 1 to 100 range is prime or composite. Finally, they generate and analyze
number and shape patterns that follow a given functional rule.
The pinnacle of elementary school, grade 5 has two OA clusters in the CCSSM
(NGA/CCSSO, 2010). First, students write and interpret numerical expressions using parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and then they evaluate expressions with these
symbols. Next, students explore initial understandings of functions. They analyze patterns and
relationships as they generate two numerical patterns using two given rules, identify apparent
relationships between corresponding terms, form ordered pairs consisting of corresponding terms
from the two patterns, and graph ordered pairs for this function on a coordinate plane.
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These are the CCSSM’s (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) OA content standards that elementary PTs
need to learn and to teach students in grades K-5. In a very nice series of reflections about the
CCSSM, Schoenfeld (2014) wrote, “CCSSM focuses on two deeply intertwined aspects of mathematics: the content people need to know, and the knowhow that makes for its successful use,
called mathematical practices” (p. 737), and then he likened the content to a carpenter’s tools and
the practices to the sense of what it means to make furniture. In this study, the SMM touches on
a wide variety of arithmetic and algebraic problem-solving content which span CCSSM
(NGA/CCSSO, 2010) curriculum from kindergarten on, potentially helping elementary students
enter the middle school mathematics curriculum with effective and efficient tools in their problem-solving strategy toolkit.
Elementary Teacher Development in Mathematics
Overview. Since the context of this study is a mathematics content course for elementary
PTs in a university ECEE teacher preparation program, this section first discusses elementary
teacher preparation in mathematics and then explores MKT in greater depth. Next, using current
research, the section will raise and address specific mathematical content areas where elementary
PTs are generally strong and weak, focusing on mathematical problem solving throughout the
discussion. Another section delves into mathematics self-efficacy tendencies for elementary PTs,
which is another of the study’s other main focal points. Finally, there is a section on changing
beliefs, which emerged as a surprising finding in this study. PTs offered evidence of a shift from
viewing mathematics as a set of procedures to viewing mathematics as a conceptual web of interconnected ideas (Ambrose, 2004), linking this change to the SMM intervention. Since the
CBMS (2010) noted that elementary PTs typically have weak mathematics backgrounds, gaps in
MCK, mathematics anxiety, and traditional beliefs about mathematics, this section is particular
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critical to lay the groundwork for the study’s significance. These items have implications for
PTs’ MKT, beliefs about mathematics, and mathematics self-efficacy.
Elementary teacher mathematics education. The context of this study is a mathematics
content course for elementary PTs in a university ECEE teacher development program. Research
has shown that many PT’s lack conceptual knowledge (Behr, Khoury, Harel, Post, & Lesh,
1997) as well as a deep understanding of the mathematics needed to teach, which is MKT (Ball
et al., 2005; Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2001). In their 2010 report, CBMS noted two critical
pillars for mathematics teacher education: a well-qualified teacher in every classroom and a challenging curriculum. Therefore, this section discusses issues and trends in elementary teacher
mathematics education in some detail.
Strongly grounded in NCTM (2000, 2014), CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010), and NRC
(2001) principles, the CBMS (2010) report further recommended more in-depth pre-service
study of school mathematics, increasing PTs’ recommended number of semester credit hours to
12. Incidentally, students in the ECEE bachelors-level program at the University featured in this
study take courses in Elementary Statistics, Foundations of Number and Operations, Geometry
and Spatial Sense, and Algebraic Concepts, along with two Mathematics Methods in Elementary
Education courses oriented toward the primary and upper elementary grade levels. The University therefore offers 12 semester credit hours of mathematics content and 6 credit hours of mathematics methods coursework. CBMS also recommended “6 hours of number and operations,
treated algebraically with attention to properties of operations, with the remaining 6 hours devoted to additional ideas of algebra (e.g., expressions, equations, sequences, proportional relationships, and linear relationships), and to measurement and data, and to geometry” (p. 31). With its
number and operations and early algebra focus, the University’s Foundations of Number and
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Operations course featured in this study is perhaps the most significant course in the ECEE
mathematics content sequence, and the University seems to be following CBMS mathematics
course guidelines.
CBMS (2010) offered several recommendations for the mathematics that teachers should
know. Their first major recommendation was that PTs need mathematics content courses that
develop a solid understanding of MKT. Along these lines, they stated, “Prospective teachers
need to understand the fundamental principles that underlie school mathematics, so that they can
teach it to diverse groups of students as a coherent, reasoned activity and communicate an appreciation of the elegance and power of the subject” (p. 17). Teachers need to have expertise in
“monitoring their own progress as they solve problems, attending to precision, constructing viable arguments, seeking and using mathematical structure, and making strategic use of appropriate
tools” (p. 1).
CBMS (2010) offered several recommendations for mathematicians’ roles in the mathematical education of PTs. For institutions like the University in the study, PT education must be
recognized as an important part of the mathematics department’s mission. They added, “more
mathematics faculty need to become deeply involved in pre-K–12 mathematics education by participating in preparation and professional development for teachers and becoming involved with
local schools or districts” (p. 19). They declared that oversight of PT development programs
should be the responsibility of a faculty member with expertise in teacher education and mathematics content. Another similar recommendation stressed the importance of the growth of a
mathematics community strongly supporting PT development.
CBMS (2010) also offered recommendations focused on elementary PTs and teachers.
PTs should not be relying on past learning experiences or mathematics that is more advanced
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than they will teach, but rather, PTs should study the mathematics that they will teach in great
depth, and from the teaching perspective. Importantly, with respect to mathematics content
courses and professional development for elementary teachers, CBMS (2010) wrote that the educational community “should not only aim to remedy weaknesses in mathematical knowledge, but
also help teachers develop a deeper and more comprehensive view and understanding of the
mathematics they will or already do teach” (p. 23). The SMM intervention in this study endeavored to help PTs shore up weaknesses and enhance problem-solving strengths at the conceptual
knowledge and procedural skills levels. Highly related to this recommendation, the CBMS
(2010) supported the notion that all mathematics courses for PTs “develop the habits of mind of
a mathematical thinker and problem-solver, such as reasoning and explaining, modeling, seeing
structure, and generalizing” (p. 19), all core principles in the SMM intervention. Related to
MCK, the CBMS further recommended that an elementary teacher should study in depth, and
from a teacher’s perspective, the vast majority of K-5 mathematics, its connections to pre-K
mathematics, and its connections to middle school mathematics.
Teacher preparation should, according to CBMS (2010) guidelines, offer PTs meaningful
opportunities to engage in mathematical practice. CBMS promoted “opportunities to do mathematics and to develop mathematical habits of mind” (p. 33, italics in original). Echoing
CCSSM’s SMP (NGA/CCSSO, 2010), CBMS (2010) promoted that PTs should have a nurturing
environment in their mathematics content coursework that encourages them to make sense of
mathematics problems and persevere in solving them. PTs should have opportunities to experience enjoyment and satisfaction as they work hard to solve problems, both individually and collaboratively. As CBMS authors wrote, PTs should “have time and opportunity to reason abstractly and quantitatively, to construct viable arguments, to listen carefully to other people’s reason-
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ing, and to discuss and critique it” (p. 33). They should have opportunities to model with mathematics in real-life contexts. Particularly significant to this study, PTs should “know ways to use
mathematical drawings, diagrams, manipulative materials, and other tools to illuminate, discuss,
and explain mathematical ideas and procedures” (p. 33). Last, PTs need “opportunities to look
for and use regularity and structure by seeking to explain the phenomena they observe as they
examine different solution paths for the same problem” (p. 33). With exposure to a variety of instructor- and student-generated problem-solving strategies, PTs should have chances to evaluate
problem-solving strategies for their reasonableness and efficiency.
In its Preparing teachers: Building sound evidence for sound policy, the NRC (2010)
concluded that current research and professional mathematics educator consensus point to the
need for all mathematics teachers to rely on “mathematical knowledge for teaching, that is,
knowledge not just of the content they are responsible for teaching, but also of the broader mathematical context for that knowledge and connections between the material they teach and other
important mathematics content” (pp. 114-115). A major construct in the study’s research questions, MKT is the theme of the next section.
Elementary teacher mathematical knowledge for teaching. Motivated by the desire to improve mathematics instruction in the U.S., researchers in the education community have responded by studying the complex nature of effective teaching. Ball and her colleagues’ (2008)
understanding of MKT clearly has its roots in Shulman’s (1986, 1987, 2000) work involving
teacher knowledge. Shulman’s major categories of teacher knowledge included a content
knowledge category which involves knowledge of the subject and its organizing themes and
structures. Another category in his model, curricular knowledge, involves a teacher’s awareness
of the variety of instructional materials available to them. Shulman’s (1986) framework also in-
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cluded content-specific dimensions which together comprise what he referred to as “the missing
paradigm in research on teaching—‘a blind spot with respect to content that characterizes most
research on teaching, and as a consequence, most of our state-level programs of teacher evaluation and teacher certification’” (pp. 7-8).
The last, and arguably most influential, of Shulman’s (1986) three content knowledgerelated categories was the concept of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). Shulman defined
PCK as comprising “the most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most powerful
analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations, and demonstrations” (p. 9) that help make the
material comprehensible to others. PCK also includes an understanding of what makes the learning of specific topics easy or difficult, including both the conceptions and preconceptions that
students of different ages and backgrounds bring with them to the learning context (Ball et al.,
2008). Remarkably, in the two decades since these ideas were first presented, Shulman’s presidential address (1986) and the related Harvard Education Review article (1987) have already
been cited in more than 1,200 refereed journal articles (Ball et al., 2008). This interest is demonstrated by no less than 50 citations to these two articles in every year since 1990. Perhaps most
significant is the fact that Shulman’s work has citations appearing in 125 different journals involving professions ranging from law to nursing to business, as well as in educational research
articles from journals involving preschool students all the way through doctoral studies. Much of
this interest has focused directly on PCK. According to Ball and her colleagues (2008), in the
mathematics realm, PCK bridges MCK and the practice of teaching.
One commonly held view about teacher education is that PTs need to know whatever
mathematics is in the curriculum plus some additional number of years of further study in college mathematics. Another idea is that PTs and teachers need to know the curriculum in a deeper
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way plus some amount of PCK. In response to this debate, Ball and her colleagues’ (2008) thorough consideration of the mathematical demands of teaching yielded “a wealth of tasks that require mathematical knowledge and skill” (p. 398). They were initially surprised how much special mathematical knowledge was required even in the everyday tasks of teaching—developing
assessment instruments, assigning student work, listening to student discussions, grading or
commenting on student work, and so on. Research over the last few decades has shown that the
nature of teaching mathematics requires a different sort of knowledge than the mathematical
knowledge that is required for most other professions (Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005; Ball, Thames, &
Phelps, 2008; CBMS, 2010). Ball and her colleagues referred to this knowledge as MKT which
they define as “mathematical knowledge needed to perform the recurrent tasks of teaching mathematics to students” (Ball et al., 2008, p. 399).
Ball and her colleagues (Ball & Bass, 2000; Ball, Lubienski, & Mewborn, 2001; Hill,
Ball, & Schilling, 2008) argued that MKT has two strands, MCK or mathematics subject matter
knowledge and PCK. Based on their analysis of the mathematical demands of teaching, Ball and
her colleagues (2008) hypothesized that Shulman’s content knowledge could be subdivided into
three components, and Shulman’s PCK also has three components. The Mathematics Knowledge
for Teaching Framework is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The Mathematics Knowledge for Teaching Framework (Ball et al., 2008, p. 403; image
found in buildingmathematicians.wordpress.com)
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Common content knowledge (CCK) is mathematics content that everyone should know as a responsible citizen and is thus not specific to teaching. Specialized content knowledge (SCK) is
mathematics knowledge special to the work of teaching, and includes methods of presenting
mathematical ideas, identifying the key mathematical ideas in an instructional task, modeling
multiple strategies for any one problem, evaluating methods on the basis of accuracy and efficiency, being comfortable with various representations, carefully selecting problems, communicating precise meanings of mathematical terms, using effective analogies and illustrations, and
anticipating different ways to think about mathematics, including common misconceptions or
error patterns. Research has found that higher levels of SCK are correlated with stronger student
learning outcomes (Ball & Hill, 2008a; Hill et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2008) and that SCK tends to
be underdeveloped in teachers (Hill et al., 2005). Differentiating between these two important
MCK constructs, Ball and her colleagues (2008) considered recognizing a wrong answer as
CCK, and they felt that SCK involved “sizing up the nature of an error, especially an unfamiliar
error, [which] typically requires nimbleness in thinking about numbers, attention to patterns, and
flexible thinking about meaning” (p. 401). Evidence of PT’s MCK growth shows up very clearly
in this study’s qualitative data.
The third component of MCK, HCK shows up in the study’s course context, as the
Foundations of Number and Operations course clearly includes some middle grades mathematics
content. HCK involves understanding the big picture of how mathematics topics fit together and
interrelate over the span of a mathematics curriculum (Ball et al., 2008). Along these lines,
CBMS (2010) supported the notion that an elementary teacher should study in depth, and from a
teacher’s perspective, the entire K-5 mathematics curriculum, along with its connection to prekindergarten mathematics, as well as its connections to grades 6-8 mathematics.
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Ball and her colleagues (2008) also posited that Shulman’s (1986) PCK could be divided
into three components. On this PCK side of their model, knowledge of content and students
(KCS) involves understanding students’ thinking and common error patterns. KCS combines
knowing about students and knowing about mathematics. Teachers must understand and even
anticipate what students are likely to think and what they will find confusing in a mathematics
topic. Another domain, knowledge of content and teaching (KCT), combines knowing about
teaching and knowing about mathematics. During a classroom discussion, a teacher must decide
when to pause for more clarification, when to use a student’s comment to clarify a mathematical
point, and when to ask a new question or pose a new task to extend students’ learning. Lastly,
they viewed knowledge of content and curriculum (KCC) as another critical component of PCK.
Teachers learn the curriculum content at deep conceptual levels and make good use of curricular
resources like NCTM’s (2000) principles, their process and content standards, and CCSSM
(NGA/CCSSO, 2010). In this study’s intervention, PCK is clearly evidenced by the course and
intervention instructor’s scaffolding decisions, choices of teaching and learning activities, and
choices of assessment instruments.
Reflecting on their contribution to mathematics education research, Ball and her colleagues (2008) concluded that their new categories, definitions, and examples were an effort to
elaborate on, and not replace, Shulman’s (1986) construct of PCK. For instance, two of their
domains—KCS and KCT—coincide with the two central dimensions of PCK identified by
Shulman (1986). However, they also viewed their work as developing in more detail the fundamental idea of subject matter knowledge for teaching “by establishing a practice-based conceptualization of it, by elaborating subdomains, and by measuring and validating knowledge of
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those domains” (Ball et al., 2008, p. 402). Backed by significant research, they have concluded
that there is evidence that MCK and PCK work together in developing professional competence.
Challenging the notion that students are simply to receive top-down instruction, Lieberman and Pointer Mace (2008) wrote an insightful comment involving MKT to the next president
of the U.S.: “teachers are on the front lines of a changing society. Teaching as telling is no longer
appropriate for a knowledge society that needs students who are prepared in problem solving,
adaptability, critical thinking, and digital literacies” (p. 226). Ball and Forzani (2010/2011) further illustrated the complex nature of effective teaching: “Despite the prevailing view of teaching
as requiring little more than patience, basic content knowledge, and liking children, teaching is
‘unnatural’ work” (p. 40). They explained this provocative statement: “At its heart, teaching involves being able to ‘unpack’ something one knows well to make it accessible to and learnable
by someone else” (p. 40). Effective teachers relate with their students’ perspectives and carefully
plan learning tasks and activities, breaking down content into accessible pieces so that their students can learn. Effective teachers learn to utilize methods that are not necessarily the way they
themselves learn best, and good teachers are constantly finding better ways to help students see
big picture ideas. Ball and Forzani’s conclusion about MKT was particularly powerful. “There is
a professionally based bottom line: Surgeons must meticulously carry out procedures that result
in high levels of success; pilots must land planes safely. Teachers, too, must teach skillfully so
their students learn” (p. 45).
Mathematics education research offers some clues to alleviating PTs’ MKT weaknesses
so that they can teach skillfully. As mentioned earlier, American teachers have weak training
mathematically and generally less mathematics coursework than teachers in high-performing nations (Schmidt, 2010). To help solve this problem, research indicates that effective PT develop-
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ment is “sustained, focused on important content, and embedded in the work of collaborative
professional learning teams” (Hirsh, 2009, p. 2). Along these lines, research shows that the critical features of effective PT development also include active learning opportunities (Birman, Desimone, Porter, & Garet, 2000). Writing about the importance of reflection and interaction in
teacher development, Shulman (2000) expressed his view adamantly that if we can help PTs
“engage in active thinking about what they know and how they know it and if we can create conditions where they can discuss what they know with others, we significantly raise the likelihood
that the problems diminish” (p. 132). The use of active thinking tasks and activities in a collaborative framework was a significant feature of this study’s intervention.
Several research studies have highlighted the importance of MKT. Exploring this construct, Ball (1990) used questionnaires and interviews with over 200 PTs through the Teacher
Education and Learning to Teach study (TELT) at the University of Michigan. Findings indicated that PTs lacked explicit understanding of concepts and principles even when they could perform the calculations involved. Similarly, in their work with 700 first- and third-grade teachers
and almost 3,000 students, Hill et al. (2005) found that teachers’ performance on their
knowledge for teaching questions―including both CCK and SCK―significantly predicted the
size of student gain scores, even though they controlled for student socioeconomic status (SES),
student absence rate, teacher credentials, teacher experience, and average length of mathematics
lessons. A similar study concluded that only MKT was a significant predictor of student outcomes, with an effect size almost double that of the general cognitive ability (Rockoff, Jacob,
Kane, & Staiger, 2008). In their work with California’s Mathematics Professional Development
Institutes, Hill and Ball (2004) found that “the more teachers engage with mathematics in ways
that afford them opportunities to explore and link alternative representations, to provide and in-
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terpret explanations, and to delve into meanings and connections among ideas, the more flexible
and developed their knowledge will be” (p. 346).
While effective teaching is clearly a complex phenomenon, it is clear from the body of
research literature to date that strong MKT is one of its key components. Interestingly, in a study
conducted in Germany with a representative sample of Grade 10 classes and their mathematics
teachers, Baumert et al. (2010) found that the level of teachers’ mathematics PCK was a significant predictor of students’ mathematical achievement, whereas teachers’ levels of MCK were
not. In other studies, results on the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) used in this
study have been linked to gains in teacher quality and student learning. For instance, Hill, Ball,
Blunk, Goffney, and Rowan (2007) found that higher scores are related to higher-quality mathematics instruction, where higher quality is defined by examining the mathematics that occurs in
the classroom.
This SMM study focused primarily on changes in elementary PTs’ MKT and found evidence in the interview data of several themes involving changes in PTs’ SCK, in particular. The
next section explores research involving elementary PTs’ struggles with mathematical problem
solving.
Elementary teacher mathematics problem solving. Elementary teachers and PTs’ aversion
to mathematics problem solving is well documented in mathematics education research, and this
section elaborates on many of these findings. Since the SMM is a mathematics problem-solving
strategy, this section is particularly central to this study.
In her writing, Pappano (2014) has stressed the importance of mathematics problem solving. Mathematics education experts agree with her that the U.S. mathematics educational system
is in crisis and that “traditional approaches of treating math like a cold-blooded subject amid the
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warm and engaging world of K-12 schooling are a big part of the problem” (p. 10). Pappano
urged educators to “(change) students’ relationship to the subject and (help) them build ‘math
identities,’ make curricula more relevant, and recast our image of math success” (p. 11). Mathematics educators need to actively lead students to be “puzzlers and questioners” (p. 10). In Pappano’s view, students need to be “spending time ‘mucking around,’ trying ideas, making mistakes, and then trying different ideas” (p. 11). These are paths to their developing skills in reasoning and making and supporting an argument. In short, the goal is “problem-solvers, not answer-getters” (p. 14).
Supporting Pappano’s views, Schoenfeld (2014) described powerful classrooms as ones
in which “students are supported in ‘productive struggle,’ which helps them build their mathematical muscles” (p. 738). He added, “In powerful classrooms, students have the opportunity to
‘talk math,’ to exchange ideas, to work collaboratively, and build on each other’s ideas (just as in
productive workplaces)” (p. 738). These sorts of changes align well with Stein, Smith, Henningson, and Silver’s (2000) work on worthwhile mathematical tasks and with the NCTM (2000,
2014) and CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) reform efforts and vision for mathematics problem
solving.
In their overview of 21 research articles delving into PTs’ SCK with a focus on algebraic
reasoning, Strand and Mills (2014) offered very clear insights into PTs’ strengths and weaknesses and outlined important needs for further study. In their research overview, Strand and Mills
(2014) developed these exclusionary criteria for their review of relevant research: specific attention to algebra content, attention to solid research design methods, and focus on elementary PTs’
SCK. In papers published in the years from 1998 through 2012, one theme they discovered was
that PTs generally have strong procedural skills and can make mathematically sound generaliza-
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tions for many different types of patterns. They noted, however, that PTs often struggle to produce generalizations involving arithmetic sequences of non-multiple integers. Strand and Mills’
overview further suggested that PTs struggle to logically develop their own symbolic justification, regardless of the pattern involved. Next, PTs tend to struggle with correctly using algebraic
symbols, interpreting graphical representations, and making connections between various representations. The various uses of the equal sign are an area of particular concern, with PTs tending
to hold an operational view rather than a relational understanding of equality. They suggested
future research exploring whether there is a type of arithmetic that best prepares students to progress to formal algebra. Also, PTs generally have limited problem-solving strategies and often
rely on inefficient or incorrect computational methods. While PTs have strong procedural skills
involving linear functions, they tend to struggle interpreting graphs of linear and nonlinear functions and handling related story problems. Furthermore, PTs often try to use proportions in nonproportional problem scenarios. Pertaining to this study, the SMM has been shown to be helpful
as a problem-solving strategy for a variety of story problems including ones involving linear
equations and proportional thinking, and these problem types are included in the SMM intervention.
Recognizing the visual nature of the SMM, Chrysostomou and colleagues (2013) offered
a very helpful study which focused on the preferred cognitive styles and problem-solving strategies of 83 PTs in the context of number sense and algebraic reasoning. In their study, they focused on two goals: first, to examine the possible relationship between a new cognitive style approach and achievement in number sense and algebraic reasoning tasks; and second, to explore a
possible relationship between the strategies that PTs used and their cognitive styles. They identified a gap in the research literature on relationships between cognitive styles, number sense, and
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algebraic reasoning, along with the fact that previous research considered visualizers as one homogeneous group. Their research involved two phases, with elementary PTs completing both a
mathematics test and a cognitive style questionnaire. The research team coded the responses using categories that Hiebert and Carpenter (1992) had developed. They also used a cognitive style
questionnaire from Blazhenkova and Kozhevnikov (2009) which measured spatial imagery preference, object imagery preference, and verbal preference. Besides the test results, the report
showed very instructive PT sample responses to test items. The researchers found that only spatial imagery is related to achievement in number sense and algebraic reasoning. PTs with spatial
imagery preference “probably operate at a proceptual level (Gray et al., 1997, italics added) and
move flexibly between conceptual and procedural strategies” (Chrysostomou et al., 2013, p.
220). While no interviews were carried out to help strengthen their study, Chrysostomou and colleagues notably found that PTs with an object imagery or verbal preference should be exposed to
technological tools that pair physical events or objects to their graphical or spatial representation
to enhance their MKT. The researchers encouraged future research into how to help PTs with an
object imagery or verbal preference.
In his work with PTs, Liljedahl (2004) wrote about the moment that PTs have a breakthrough or “aha!” moment in the context of doing mathematics. Interestingly, he found that the
breakthrough experience has a positive and sometimes profound or transformative effect on a
learner's beliefs and attitudes about mathematics, as well as their beliefs and attitudes about their
ability to do mathematics. In addition to this self-efficacy component, the results of his study also indicated that a measure of control can be exercised over the breakthrough experience through
the manipulation of a problem-solving environment. More specifically, Liljedahl highlighted the
use of problem-solving journals, ongoing and frequent peer interactions, and the careful selection
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of engaging problems as potential solutions to students’ struggles with mathematics problem
solving.
Since there is general agreement that problem-solving success is not as much a function
of variables related to the task itself as it is of the problem solver, educational research has been
focusing on students’ and teachers’ traits, dispositions, and experiential background (Lester,
1994). PTs’ beliefs about mathematics are another crucial part of the solution to their struggles
with mathematics problem solving. The next section will explore research involving elementary
teachers’ mathematics beliefs. Changes in PTs’ mathematics beliefs during the SMM intervention were a surprise finding in the qualitative interview data.
Beliefs about elementary mathematics. Beliefs are the personal values and judgments that
are formed through past experiences of individuals (Raymond, 1997), and beliefs are perhaps the
best indicators of the decisions that individuals make throughout their lives (Bandura, 1986;
Dewey, 1933, 1997; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Pajares, 1992). Beliefs then can be viewed as personal assumptions of truth which serve as dispositions toward action (Ambrose, Clement, Philipp, &
Chauvot, 2004; Pajares, 1992; Rokeach, 1968). There are critical interactions between beliefs,
attitudes, and behaviors in the learning process (Kloosterman & Stage, 1992). Because mathematical beliefs can have a negative impact on students’ learning success, it is important that educators promote positive mathematical beliefs during a student’s school life (Raymond, 1997). In
Philipp’s (2007) review, he argued that “for many students studying mathematics in school, the
beliefs or feelings that they carry away about the subject are at least as important as the
knowledge they learn of the subject” (p. 257).
Since beliefs have somewhat of a filtering effect on one’s new experiences, beliefs are often quite durable and resistant to change (Pajares, 1992). A majority of PTs and in-service prima-
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ry teachers have beliefs about mathematics that are “narrow, formal, and rigid” (Grootenboer,
2008; Szydlik, Szydlik, & Benson, 2003). These beliefs are well established, resistant to change,
and have been found to influence their decisions about pedagogy (Cooney, 2001; Pajares, 1992).
PTs often enter their teacher preparation coursework with preconceived beliefs about various aspects of mathematics that they formed as students (Goodman, 1988; Lortie & Clement, 1975;
Lubinski & Otto, 2004). Because beliefs have been developed through experience, reflection upon that experience is critical to belief change (Pajares, 1992; Tillema, 2000).
Teachers’ and PTs’ beliefs about mathematics, teachers’ beliefs about knowing and learning mathematics, and teachers’ beliefs about children’s doing and learning mathematics all influence their teaching of mathematics (Ambrose et al., 2004; Hart, 2002; Leder, Pehkonen, &
Törner, 2006; Philipp, 2007; Steele, 1994, Thompson, 1992). Significantly, Hart (2002) wrote,
“There is substantial evidence that teachers’ beliefs about mathematics impact their teaching of
mathematics” (p. 4). Lortie and Clement (1975) wrote about the importance of PTs’ apprenticeship of observation through countless hours as students, and many researchers have chronicled
the impact of this informal training in shaping their ideas about teaching and learning (Ball &
Cohen, 1999; Feiman-Nemser, 1983; Grossman, 1990; Wideen, Mayer-Smith, & Moon, 1998).
Ernest (1989) identified three relatively simple conceptions of mathematics. First, the
problem-solving view is a belief system with “an expanding field of human invention which is
dynamic and problem driven” (Grootenboer, 2008, p. 482). Second, the Platonist view of mathematics holds that there is a structured, unchanging body of knowledge (Earnest, 1989). Last,
Earnest (1989) described the instrumentalist view as thinking of mathematics simply as a collection of procedures, facts, and skills. The mathematics beliefs of PTs have commonly been described in Platonist and instrumentalist terms (Ambrose, 2004; Szydlik et al., 2003). PTs tend to
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think of mathematics as a set of rules, skills, and procedures that are memorized without understanding and as a subject with right and wrong answers that only the best and brightest can understand (Sowder, 2001; Stipek, Givvin, Salmon, & MacGyvers, 2001). This instrumentalist
view is not generally thought of as conducive to quality mathematics education (Lloyd &
Frykholm, 2001; Stipek et al., 2001).
PTs often enter their teacher preparation coursework assuming that they already know
what they need in order to teach. Weinstein (1989) characterized this orientation as an optimistic
bias, and researchers believe that this belief leads PTs to underestimate the complexity of teaching (Ambrose, 2004; Feiman-Nemser & Buchmann, 1986). Also, PTs often enter teacher preparation programs with beliefs and attitudes that are not conducive to teaching the subject conceptually and in ways that support meaning making (Ball, Lubienski, & Mewborn, 2001). For these
reasons, there is growing interest in exploring different aspects of teacher preparation programs
that have potential to effect changes in PTs’ beliefs (Charalambous, Panaoura, & Phillippou,
2009; McCormick, Kapusuz, & Al-Salouli, 2004). As Jong and Hodges (2013) indicated, whereas past experiences and mathematics methods courses clearly have an impact on PTs’ beliefs,
there are many factors to explore, including field experiences, student teaching, mentors, family
members who are educators, peers, as well as mathematics content courses, which is the context
of the intervention in this SMM study.
Several studies have identified goals involving change in PTs’ beliefs about mathematics
that related to this SMM study’s findings (e.g, Ambrose, 2004; Philipp, 2007, 2008). First,
whereas “mathematics is a web of interrelated concepts and procedures, … knowledge of concepts is more powerful and generative than knowledge of procedures” (Ambrose, 2004, p. 97). In
the context of offering teaching and learning principles involving a focus on children’s mathe-
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matical thinking, Philipp (2008) wrote, “learning concepts is more powerful and more generative
than learning procedures” (p. 12). She referred to studies showing that PTs can know procedures
without really understanding underlying concepts. Next, PTs and students, in general, bring to
school a great deal of informal knowledge that can serve as the basis for instruction, and students
often think about mathematics different from the ways that adults were schooled. Ambrose found
that the PTs in her study grew in understanding the complexity of teaching mathematics as opposed to just doing mathematics. While Ambrose noted interview and observational evidence
that some of these PTs’ views were changing, she found that the PTs in her study still tended to
hold on to their belief that teaching is primarily explaining content to children. In the SMM
study, PTs offered evidence of a shift from viewing mathematics as a set of procedures to viewing mathematics as a conceptual web of interconnected ideas (Ambrose, 2004), linking this
change to the SMM intervention.
In his study with 43 elementary PTs, Grootenboer (2008) explored belief changes in a
mathematics education course. Qualitative data included observations, interviews, and assignments. Grootenboer found that roughly one-third of his students were not particularly engaged in
belief change. Then, he found that another one-third of the participants appeared to develop new
mathematical beliefs, but when they were in a situation where they had to teach mathematics,
they seemed to make decisions and operate from another set of mathematics beliefs. This led
Grootenboer to speculate that these PTs had two somewhat independent sets of beliefs about
mathematics that were essentially contextual. He also found that about one-third of the PTs had
tried to change their beliefs about mathematics and mathematics education. Grootenboer concluded that the prevailing beliefs of PTs about mathematics are generally hindering positive and
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productive mathematics learning, so there is compelling evidence for overtly addressing the
mathematical beliefs of PTs in studies like this one.
Four ways to stimulate change in beliefs have been identified in the research literature
(Ambrose, 2004). First, beliefs may change because of “emotion-packed, vivid experiences that
leave an impression” (p. 95). Second, they can be changed through cultural transmission as a
person is immersed in a community. Third, belief may change as people reflect deeply on their
beliefs so that hidden beliefs come to the surface. Next, they can have experiences that help them
connect beliefs to one another. And last, they can have a radical reversal of existing beliefs.
Whereas some researchers have suggested that belief change tends to occur gradually in an incremental process (Nisbet & Warren, 2000), the more prominent view is that the belief change is
more like a conversion or gestalt shift (Andrews, 2000; Richardson, 1996).
Other studies have shown the impact of student-teacher interactions on PTs’ change in
beliefs about mathematics. Philipp et al. (2007) found that the most impactful way to change
PTs’ beliefs is to give them the opportunity to see the difficulties that students can have with
mathematics when they are only taught procedurally and later to see situations of students’
growth in conceptual mathematical thinking. To further explore this notion, Stohlmann, Cramer,
Moore, and Maiorca (2015) studied a class of elementary PTs’ beliefs about mathematical
knowledge, and they found their beliefs changed from a mainly procedural focus to seeing the
importance of conceptual understanding. In their study, the researchers worked with 30 elementary PTs using a fraction division intervention and multiple representations, and they used the
Lesh Translation Model (Lesh, 1979) to structure their analysis. Through a reflection assignment
and survey data, they found significant evidence for change in PTs’ beliefs. The main factor in
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PTs’ change during their study came about when PTs viewed video footage of children struggling to learn.
Many PTs believe that mathematics is a fixed set of rules and procedures, and when this
is “combined with their belief that children and adults learn mathematics by being shown how to
solve problems in a prescribed, step-by-step fashion, these beliefs clash with the more conceptual, meaning-making goals” (Philipp, 2008, p. 8) prescribed by the NRC (2001) and the NCTM
(2000, 2014). Providing impetus for this SMM study, there is growing interest in exploring different aspects of teacher education programs that have the potential to affect changes in PTs’ beliefs (Charalambous et al., 2009; Cheng, Chan, Tang, & Cheng, 2009). The next section will explore research involving elementary teachers’ mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, another major
construct in this study’s research questions.
Mathematics self-efficacy beliefs. Along with MKT, mathematics self-efficacy is the main
aspect of change explored in this study. Mathematics self-efficacy is a significant belief with
clear implications for teaching and learning, mathematics performance, and motivation. This
study specifically explored changes in PTs’ mathematics self-efficacy after a SMM intervention
and found both quantitative and qualitative data to support PTs’ change in mathematics selfefficacy.
Bandura (1977, 1986) developed what is now called self-efficacy theory, and stated that
efficacy beliefs have two dimensions: efficacy expectations and outcome expectancies. An efficacy expectation is a person’s belief in his or her capability to carry out a behavior successfully,
whereas an outcome expectancy is his or her belief that the behavior will result in specific consequences (Bandura, 1986). Bandura argued that “the stronger the perceived self-efficacy, the
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more likely are persons to select challenging tasks, the longer they persist at them, and the more
likely they are to perform them successfully” (p. 397).
Bandura’s (1997) theory posited that efficacy beliefs are pliable, and he described four
factors which influence efficacy. First, mastering experiences are successes during actual practice like field experience, microteaching in mathematics content and methods courses, and student teaching. Second, vicarious experiences are acquired by observing videos of effective practices and observing teacher peers. Third, verbal persuasion involves extrinsic motivation, such as
encouragement from methods or content instructors. Lastly, affective states include stress and
various emotions that people associate with a subject.
Significant for this study, Pajares (2003) found that self-efficacy can be a better predictor
of performance in a subject like mathematics than actual capability, because it can influence
what individuals choose to do with the skills and knowledge they possess. Pajares and Miller
(1994) also found that the mathematics self-efficacy of undergraduate students was a stronger
predictor of solving mathematics problems than such factors as mathematics self-concept, prior
experience with mathematics, perceived usefulness of mathematics, or gender. A natural and
significant goal of PT development, then, is to encourage self-efficacious attitudes in order to
promote commitment to learning and teaching.
Other mathematics education researchers have explored the potential relationship between PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. Through Ball’s (1990) TELT study at the National Center for Research on Teacher Education (NCRTE), findings indicated “only half of the
elementary teacher candidates said they enjoyed and were good at mathematics; over a third of
them felt that they were not good at math and said they tried to avoid it” (p. 461). Swars, Smith,
Smith, and Hart (2009) have found that strong mathematics content courses which focus on the
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development of conceptual knowledge before procedural knowledge and “a culture of understanding and successful problem solving” (p. 51) have great potential to help PTs who struggle
with efficacy issues over mathematics content.
Mathematics self-efficacy research involving PTs offers mixed results. Researchers have
demonstrated an increase in the consistency of PTs’ mathematical beliefs during methods courses that emphasized constructivist experiences in the classroom (Beswick, 2006; Hart, 2002;
Swars et al., 2007; Wilkins & Brand, 2004). In addition, PTs progressed from a traditional conception of mathematics to a problem-solving conception of mathematics during a methods course
that focused on problem solving and learning to think mathematically (Steele & Widman, 1997).
However, other results have indicated that the mathematical beliefs of PTs did not change during
a teacher preparation program (Esterly, 2003). This reluctance to change beliefs is a consistent
finding in the mathematics education research literature (e.g., Hoy, 2000).
Though this study focuses on mathematics self-efficacy and not teaching efficacy, a few
connections are worth noting. Teaching efficacy has been described as “teachers’ confidence in
their ability to promote students’ learning” (Hoy, 2000). In various studies, teaching efficacy has
been linked with reform-based classroom instructional strategies and willingness to try new
strategies (Riggs & Enochs, 1990), general commitment to teaching (Coladarci, 1992), and student achievement (Anderson, Green, & Loewen, 1988). Using Bandura’s (1977) theoretical
framework of self-efficacy, teacher efficacy is considered by many researchers to be a twodimensional construct (Enochs, Smith, & Huinker, 2000). The first factor, personal teaching efficacy, represents a teacher’s belief in his or her skills and abilities to be an effective teacher. The
second factor, teaching outcome expectancy, is a teacher’s belief that effective teaching can
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bring about student learning regardless of external factors such as home environment, family
background, and parental influences.
The role of mathematics self-efficacy for PTs in the prediction of mathematics teaching
efficacy remains inconclusive in the research to date. In studies about the self-efficacy construct,
mathematics teaching efficacy was found to have a significant positive relationship with belief
about the nature of mathematics, belief about doing, validating, and learning mathematics, and
belief about the usefulness of mathematics (Briley, 2012). While both mathematical beliefs and
mathematics self-efficacy have been found to be significant positive predictors of mathematics
teaching efficacy, this result is somewhat contrary to previous research (Esterly, 2003). Mathematics teaching efficacy was also found to have a statistically significant positive relationship
with mathematics self-efficacy (Bates, Latham, & Kim, 2011). Researchers have also shown that
the mathematics teaching efficacy of elementary PTs can increase during coursework in a teacher education program (e.g., Swars et al., 2007). In other relevant research, it is clear that the first
few years of teacher development are critical to the long-term growth of mathematical teaching
efficacy (Smith, Swars, Smith, Hart, & Haardorfer, 2012). Research has consistently shown that
teacher efficacy is related to a variety of positive student outcomes such as motivation and
achievement and to a variety of teacher behaviors such as willingness to try new methods and to
persevere with students who struggle (Haney, Lumpe, Czerniak, & Egan, 2002; TschannenMoran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001).
The mathematics self-efficacy construct has been studied at great length, but there is
much room for growth in understanding how specific interventions affect mathematics selfefficacy with elementary PTs, again providing support for this SMM study. The connection between PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy was one of the findings from this study’s quali-
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tative interview data. Plus, the evident link between PTs’ mathematics self-efficacy and teaching
efficacy bodes well for their future success as educators and their impact on students’ learning.
Number and Operations for the Early Grades
Overview. Since the context for this study was a University Foundations of Number and
Operations course for ECEE majors, this is another particularly crucial section. The concepts of
number and operations are a foundational basis of mathematical literacy and mathematical problem solving for the early grades. As the NCTM (2000) stated in its PSSM, “young children’s earliest reasoning is likely to be about number situations, and their first mathematical representation
will probably be of numbers” (p. 32). This section will first look at the core goals of conceptual
and procedural fluency, followed by research findings involving children counting sets of objects. Then, this section will explore the CGI framework, whose problem types were featured
throughout the SMM intervention. This will be followed by other research about the operations
of addition and subtraction, multiplication and division, and, finally, the base 10 system.
Throughout this section, there will be an emphasis on procedural and conceptual understanding
in problem solving contexts.
Number and operations. NCTM’s (2000) PSSM and the Common Core’s SMP
(NGA/CCSSO, 2010) articulate the expectation of computational fluency and procedural fluency
for all students in the context of mathematical reasoning and problem solving. Russell (2000)
described three features of computational fluency: efficiency, accuracy, and flexibility. Efficient
students stay on track through the various steps in a problem, working methodically toward a
goal. Accurate students carefully record their thinking steps, use basic number combinations
well, and often take time to double-check their results. Flexible students have facility with several useful approaches or strategies. In addition to these three features, this whole notion of compu-
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tational fluency rests on three building blocks (Russell, 2000). First, strong mathematics students
have a proper understanding of the meaning of each operation and their interrelationships. Next,
students have knowledge of a large repertoire of number relationships including operation facts.
Last, students have a thorough understanding of the base 10 place value system. The NRC’s
(2001) Adding It Up echoed this vision. In their view, conceptual understanding is “comprehension of mathematical concepts, operations, and relations” (p. 116) and “an integrated and functional grasp of mathematical ideas” (p. 118). The NRC further holds that “procedural fluency
refers to knowledge of procedures, knowledge of when and how to use them appropriately, and
skill in performing them flexibly, accurately, and efficiently (p. 221).
Counting is the critical basis for early childhood mathematics. Baroody (2004) noted
NCTM’s goal of “building on and extending children’s rich and varied intuitive and informal
knowledge of number” (p.187) with contextually significant and carefully scaffolded counting
experiences. Baroody interpreted several big ideas from NCTM’s (2000) PSSM. He recognized
that numbers are human tools that can play a variety of roles and can be represented in various
ways (Baroody, 2004). Related to this concept, numbers have four meanings or roles. Cardinality involves how many in a collection or set (e.g., 24 candies, 39 marbles). The measurement
meaning of number answers the question, “how much?”, with answers in terms of length, weight,
capacity, and so on. The ordinal meaning of number involves position or rank (e.g., 1st, 2nd, 3rd),
whereas the nominal meaning is the use of number as a name (e.g., Matt Ryan wears 2 on his
Falcons jersey; Hank Aaron wore number 44 on his Braves uniform).
Much research has been done about children’s counting skills. Baroody (2004) identified
three key transitions in children’s thinking related to counting. Typically taking place in the 2-4
age range, the first transition involves the development of exact precounting numerical and
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arithmetic processes. One factor in this transition is developing a one-to-one correspondence between the count and the number of objects, which serves as a core principle for identifying and
representing discrete quantities. Huttenlocher, Jordan, and Levine (1994) believed that children’s
ability to create mental models of numbers and to represent them exactly begins at about age 2.
Children begin to view numbers as an important basis for categorizing, identifying, and comparing items (Mix, Huttenlocher, & Levine, 2002). Also, learning number words and subitizing play
an important role in constructing an understanding of the intuitive numbers from one to four
(Baroody, 2002; Baroody & Benson, 2001). Children need to work with and compare increasingly dissimilar elements (e.g., shells, crayons, and dots). Further, they need to become capable of
comparing a collection presented simultaneously with one in which the elements are presented
successively, and they need to develop the ability to recognize equivalent visual and auditory
displays. The child’s second transition involves the development of counting-based numerical
and arithmetic competencies (Baroody, 2004). Between 3½ and 4 years of age, children develop
verbal- and object-counting skills, powerful tools for representing and using numbers. Learning
the counting sequence requires both memorizing terms or rote counting, as well as pattern recognition or rule-governed counting. This transition also includes a growing understanding of cardinality, number conservation with changes in appearances of the items being counted, and the order-irrelevance principle. Beginning as early as 3 years and as late as 6 years of age, the third
transition involves the development of written representations and includes knowledge of both
form and function (Baroody, 2004; Ginsburg, 1977).
In a study involving counting and patterns, Fuson (1988) highlighted children under 2
years old who were able to label cardinal situations with a number word. Also, preschool children as young as 3 or 4 years old showed understanding of very simple cardinal addition and
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subtraction problems involving the numerals 1, 2, and 3 as addends (Fuson, 1988; Starkey,
1987). Sometime between ages 4 and 6, children subitize slightly larger numbers using the
smaller numbers (von Glasersfeld, 1982). Children learn the English sequence of number words
to 100 from ages 3 to first or second grade, but a substantial portion of children between 4½ and
6 years old struggle with the sequence from 14 through 20 and with the decade names for 30 and
50 (Fuson, 1988). While many 2- and 3-year-olds respond to “how many?” questions with repeated counting, almost all 5-year-olds understand that the last number in their count is the cardinality of the set of objects (Fuson, 1988). In their work with the Building Blocks curriculum,
Sarama and Clements (2004) mentioned that other programs illustrate that children love large
numbers, but that they have found the most beneﬁt when educators spend most of their instructional time on deep learning of small numbers (e.g., from 1 to 10 or 20). Working with a diverse
group of kindergartners, Bell and Bell (1988) found good facility for children making marks
from 1 to 20 and considerable competence concerning marks between 20 and 100. Also, the skill
of composing and decomposing numbers using part-whole relations is foundational for students’
work with place value and, later, with common fractions, ratios, and probability. Part-whole conceptual understanding also leads to solving missing-addend problems as well as to generalizing
the commutative and associative properties (Baroody, 2004).
CGI is an inquiry-based approach to teaching mathematics that was developed by researchers at the Wisconsin Center for Education Research (Carpenter et al., 1999). This extensively researched approach provides teachers with knowledge about number and operations
problem types and the developmental stages of children’s mathematical reasoning. This
knowledge enables teachers to better plan mathematics instruction based on their students’ understanding and guide them toward greater mathematical reasoning and concept mastery. Devel-
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oped over the last three decades, CGI involves two major themes. First, instruction should encourage children’s own development of conceptual understanding “by stressing the relationships
between skills and problem solving, with problem solving serving as the organizing focus of instruction” (Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, Chang, & Loef, 1989, p. 525). Second, instruction
should build on students’ existing knowledge, implying that teachers should regularly promote
and assess their students’ thinking strategies (Carpenter et al., 1989).
Referred to throughout the SMM intervention, the CGI story problems congregate into
four levels of difficulty, with levels I-III generally accessible to kindergarten children, and levels
I-IV accessible to first graders. Level I includes Join Result Unknown, Separate Result Unknown, and Part-Part-Whole Whole Unknown problems. Level II has the more difficult Compare
Difference Unknown type, as well as all three multiplication and division-oriented story problem
types: Multiplication, Measurement Division, and Partitive Division. Level III includes Join
Change Unknown, Separate Change Unknown, and Part-Part-Whole Part Unknown problems.
Level IV includes the stories where the initial quantity is unknown (Join Start Unknown and
Separate Start Unknown) and two other comparison situations (Compare Quantity Unknown and
Compare Referent Unknown). For problems in the Change class, there is an initial quantity and
some direct or implied action that causes a change in it (Carpenter, Hiebert, & Moser, 1983). For
problems in the Part-Part-Whole class, there is no direct or implied action. As the name implies,
problems in the Compare class involve the comparison of two quantities.
Children’s addition and subtraction strategies naturally progress from direct modeling
(e.g., joining all and joining to, separating from and separating to, matching, trial and error) to
counting techniques (e.g., counting on from first, counting on from larger, counting down). Initially, children solve word problems by representing the problem with concrete objects and then
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using these objects to carry out the solution strategy (Briars & Larkin, 1984; Carpenter & Moser,
1984; Fuson, 1988, 2012; Riley, Greeno, & Heller, 1983). After direct modeling with fingers and
other objects, children naturally progress toward counting the larger number first and other
counting strategies (Carpenter & Moser, 1984; De Corte & Verschaffel, 1987; Fuson, 1988).
Students later invent algorithms, use base 10 strategies, derive facts, and recall facts.
Baroody and Ginsburg (1986) stressed that children learn many addition facts by recognizing
patterns across facts (e.g., zero facts, doubles, plus one facts). The natural progression for multiplication and division includes such direct modeling strategies as grouping, measuring, trial and
error partitioning, and dealing, along with such counting strategies as repeated addition, repeated
subtraction, doubling, halving, and skip counting. Finally, children solve problems by choosing
an arithmetic operation (addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division) and then using a more
abstract and efficient algorithm (Carpenter & Moser, 1984; Fuson, 1988). Noting that counting
up and counting on are almost universally invented by children, mathematics education researchers generally encourage the support of children through the usual developmental levels from
counting all to counting on to sequence counting and on to more efficient solution procedures by
the end of first grade (Fuson, 1986; Fuson & Willis, 1988). Concerning the effectiveness of visual approaches to problem solving with students in grades 1 and 2, several research teams have
found that teacher’s use of three different schematic drawings for change, put together, and compare problems led to much higher levels of performance (Fuson, 1988; Fuson & Willis, 1989;
Willis & Fuson, 1985, 1988), giving support to the SMM.
Working with 40 first-grade teachers, Carpenter and his colleagues’ (1989) study involved a mixed methods design with 20 teachers participating in an in-depth professional development program over the CGI framework and analysis of children’s development of addition and
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subtraction problem-solving skills. The researchers found that the experimental group taught
problem solving significantly more and number facts significantly less than the control group of
teachers. The experimental group also encouraged their students to use a variety of problemsolving strategies, and they listened to their students better than the control teachers. Very interestingly, students in the experimental classes outperformed students in the control classes in
number fact knowledge, problem solving, reported understanding, and reported confidence in
their problem-solving abilities. Similar results have been replicated in Scotland (Moscardini,
2014).
As mentioned earlier, CGI presents 14 different problem types involving 11 addition and
subtraction types and three multiplication and division types, along with contextual changes involving price, rate, and multiplicative comparison. Strongly supporting the CGI framework, research has consistently shown that students who have schemata for meaningful problem types,
evidenced by the ability to classify problems on the basis of their semantic structures, are better
problem solvers than students who do not have knowledge of problem types (Morales, Shute, &
Pellegrino, 1985; Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1982). Furthermore, other studies have indicated that
the majority of students' errors on word problems are due to misrepresentations of problem structure rather than due to computational errors (Anand & Ross, 1987; De Corte, Verschaffel, & De
Win, 1985). The SMM integrates nicely with CGI problem types and shows great potential to
impact teachers and students with word problems involving number and operations.
Researchers have found that as much as two-thirds of middle-grades mathematics teachers use one mathematics textbook most or all of the time, and these teachers indicate that they
cover at least three-fourths of these texts in a given year (NRC, 2001). With teacher reliance on
textbooks in mind, Tarr et al. (2008) found that “what is needed is coherence between the text-
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book and implemented curricula; that is, consistency between curriculum and instruction is
needed in order to actualize student learning in mathematics” (p. 275). Another factor is that
textbooks in the U.S. tend to present only the change-add-to and change-take-from meanings of
addition and subtraction, severely limiting students’ opportunities for fuller understanding of
these important operations. The difficulty of the 11 addition and subtraction problem types for
children, though, depends heavily on which quantity is unknown, whether the sum or the known
addend is mentioned first, and whether key words promote the wrong choice of operation (Carpenter et al., 1999). Textbooks and instruction need to properly reflect this complexity.
Several studies have found that prior to formal instruction, children are extremely successful in solving simple addition and subtraction word problems (e.g., Baroody, 2004; Carpenter, Hiebert, & Moser, 1981). With respect to number-fact mastery, research indicates that rote
practice is not a generally productive pedagogy, but that successful students use a variety of automatic or nearly automatic strategies, including efficient rules and reasoning strategies
(Baroody, 2004). One implication that PSSM (NCTM, 2000) addresses is that “students should
encounter a variety of meanings for addition and subtraction” (p. 34), connecting the meaning of
these operations in realistic problem-solving situations.
Baroody (2004) offered several general recommendations for addition and subtraction
problems. First, fluency with each family of number combinations should build on countingbased and reasoning-based strategies for determining sums and differences. Second, teachers
should “encourage children to look for patterns and relations and use them to devise, implement,
and share reasoning strategies” (p. 199). Next, practice should focus on helping students automatize reasoning strategies, rather than memorize individual facts. Practice should be done in a purposeful, meaningful, and inquiry-based manner whenever possible, and fluency can embody a
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variety of strategies. Also, Ashlock (2002) stressed the importance of considering student error
patterns as teachers plan their instruction.
Several researchers have found that counting backwards is more difficult for children
than counting forwards (e.g., Baroody, 1984; Bell & Bell, 1988; Fuson, Richards, & Briars,
1982). Eventually, counting becomes abstracted from the objects to the words in the numberword sequence for the addends and the sum (Fuson et al., 1982; Steffe, Richards, & Cobb, 1983).
Children keep track of the second addend using auditory patterns, using known finger patterns,
and by double counting (Fuson, 1982; Steffe et al., 1983). As they mature, children use derivedfact strategies that involve increasing or decreasing one addend and the sum by the same amount
and later compensating for this change. They also may use other thinking strategies (Baroody &
Ginsburg, 1986; Carpenter & Moser, 1984; Steffe & Cobb, 1988, 2012). Children increasingly
integrate sequence, counting, and cardinal meaning as they move from strings of words to unbreakable lists, breakable chains, numerable chains, and finally bidirectional chains (Fuson et al.,
1982; Fuson, 1988). Interestingly, Carpenter and Moser (1984) have found that children do not
always solve word problems by the most advanced strategy they possess, retreating on the more
cognitively demanding problems to a more comfortable procedure. De Corte and Verschaffel
(1987) have reported that the order in which the numbers appear in a problem affects the solution
procedure on specific word-problem types. There is some debate over the wisdom of reducing
these 11 CGI problem types to a part-part-whole structure. Both Resnick (1983) and Rathmell
(1986) reported some success with this part-part-whole emphasis. On the other hand, researchers
tend to support the approach of offering a wide range of addition and subtraction contextual experiences with number triads before teachers model and encourage a general part-part-whole
schema (Fuson, 1988; Fuson & Willis, 1989).
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Fuson (1992) expressed her disapproval of the slow introduction of addition and subtraction problems in mathematics textbooks in the U.S., especially compared to what children are
capable of and compared to students in other countries like Japan, Korea, China, and the Soviet
Union. Textbooks tend to feature single-digit sums in the first grade, and as mentioned earlier,
the + and – marks are given only a single meaning. These textbooks also favor a key word approach, and word problems are concentrated on a few pages rather than distributed throughout
the text. In addition to textbook issues, part of the problem is in teaching decisions. Bell and
Burns (1981) found that over 80% of the class time of first- through third-grade children was
spent working by themselves on textbook and teacher worksheets. Also, in nearly a third of the
classrooms in the U.S., teachers spent less than 10% of their classroom time on mathematics (Fuson, 1992).
Fuson (1992) offered several possible teaching and learning solutions related to mathematics problem solving. She wrote, “structuring the mathematics classroom with a focus on
mathematics learning as thinking can have affective and attitudinal benefits at no cost to mathematics achievement” (p. 129). She recommended a classroom environment where “accuracy and
meaningful solutions are more important than rapidly produced answers” (p. 71). Fuson supports
the use of student pairs and trios for problem-solving tasks, with teachers encouraging consensus-building. She encouraged teachers to work toward building a classroom atmosphere where
everyone’s thinking is accepted and errors are perceived as natural and informing in the student’s
growth process. She emphasized students’ exposure to physical objects early on and frequently,
and she applauds the Japanese model of “working thoughtfully and deeply and discussing alternative solution procedures for a few problems rather than quickly ‘covering’ many problems” (p.
135).
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As students enjoy sufficient exposure to addition and subtraction situations, they can
begin to explore problems involving multiplication and division. Smith and Smith (2006) offered
evidence for the effectiveness of a standards-based learning environment (SBLE) by comparing a
fourth-grade traditional classroom with a third-grade SBLE approach over students’ conceptual
understanding of multiplication. These researchers clearly honored the NCTM’s PSSM (2000),
which argued that learning mathematics with understanding is essential. Their study also aligns
with the PSSM idea that “the alliance of factual knowledge, procedural proficiency, and conceptual understanding makes all three components usable in powerful ways” (p. 20).
Smith and Smith’s (2006) study contrasted the SBLE approach with traditional instruction focused on memorization, number facts, computational skills, and timed testing, The SBLE
approach emphasized “sense-making activities to develop number sense, effective quantitative
reasoning, and well-connected conceptual understandings” (p. 141), echoing Robinson, Robinson, and Maceli’s (2000) view. Smith and Smith’s (2006) study provided evidence that memorizing multiplication facts produced much less understanding of the basic concepts of multiplication
in a group of fourth-grade students receiving traditional instruction than with younger third-grade
students exposed to SBLE curriculum and instruction from the same school setting.
In a study involving the relationship between multiplication and division, Baroody (2004)
discussed students’ composing and decomposing collections of equal size, ideas which form the
conceptual basis for multiplication and division. Equal partitioning also forms the conceptual
basis for fractions and measurement. Baroody noted that with its relationship to repeated addition, many children find multiplication to be easier than subtraction. He also mentioned that
many children of kindergarten age respond appropriately to fair sharing or divvying up problems
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and that “even before they learn to count, children may be interested in splitting up (more or less)
equally small, discrete (and continuous) quantities” (p. 209).
Commonly a fifth-grade goal, the long division algorithm is considered a milestone in
elementary school mathematics since it involves all the other operations. Within the mathematics
discipline, division is considered a multiplicative structure (Vergnaud, 1983, 1988) that directly
relates to other structures like multiplication, fractions, decimals, ratios, proportions, percents,
and linear and nonlinear functions (Hiebert & Behr, 1988). In her study, Lampert (1992) lamented that students are rarely encouraged to creatively engage in reasoning about division and the
conceptual basis behind any procedural work. She noted that educators and mathematicians argue that the arithmetic procedures that dominate the school curriculum take students’ and teachers’ attention away from more essential mathematical ideas (Clemens, 1989; Hilton, 1989; Mathematical Sciences Education Board, 1989; NCTM, 1989). Lampert (1992) felt this to be especially true with long division when technology for doing this procedure is widely available.
The next major area of children’s mathematics growth involves multidigit operations and
base 10 understanding. NCTM’s (2000) PSSM expectations along these lines state that children
in pre-Kindergarten to grade 2 use multiple models to develop initial understandings of place
value and the base 10 number system. Here, 10 items are grouped to make a larger unit. This
concept applies to money equivalents and extends to base-2 technology uses and to base-12 retail
uses. For instance, students may model the number twenty-five with 25 beans and with two
dimes and a nickel. It is also clear that students move from these concrete models to more pictorial and abstract models as they grow in mathematical maturity.
Mathematics education researchers have thoroughly studied issues involving multidigit
addition and subtraction for elementary students. With an emphasis on named-multiunit and po-
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sitional numbers, Fuson (1992) summarized research efforts on multidigit addition and subtraction for students in grades 2 through 6. Fuson also looked at several structural differences between English named multiunit words and positional number marks, including issues with the
irregularity of the system in the teens and in certain decades. Here, she also mentioned conceptual understanding of trading (for borrowing, carrying, and regrouping), as well as the need for order and the need for zero. Resnick (1983) described three stages for multidigit, or decimal,
knowledge. First, students uniquely partition two-digit numbers with one part being a multiple of
10. Next, students use trades to make an equivalent multiunit number. Last, students apply partwhole thinking to written arithmetic, with trading in the written marks problems. Much evidence
exists for how first- and second-grade students find it difficult to count on by tens (Cobb &
Wheatley, 1988; Steffe & Cobb, 1988, 2012) and for second- and third-graders to count on by
hundreds, tens, and ones (Labinowicz, 1985; Resnick, 1983). In contrast, second graders of all
achievement levels and high-achieving first graders, when provided with a setting which supports the construction of relationships among collectible multiunits using base 10 blocks, written
marks, and English words, were able to construct collected multiunits for four-digit numbers and
use these to complete addition and subtraction problems accurately and meaningfully (Fuson,
1986; Fuson & Briars, 1990). Besides language irregularities in the English multiunit words and
compared to the rest of the world, children in the U.S. are not systematically exposed to the metric system with its regular 10-for-one trades, and the money system used in the U.S. also does
not consistently use these 10-for-one trades. Textbooks in the U.S. typically distribute multidigit
algorithms with trading over 4 or 5 years beginning with two-digit problems in second grade,
with one or more places added each year (Fuson, Stigler, & Bartsch, 1988). Fuson (1992) further
found that textbooks also tend to be rule-based or procedural rather than conceptual in this area.
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Continuing this theme, although multidigit instruction is delayed and prolonged in the
U.S. relative to other countries, this instruction yields inadequate understanding of multidigit addition and subtraction, positional numeration, and procedural mathematical marks performance
(Fuson, 1992). The National Association of Educational Progress (NAEP) found that fewer than
half of third graders could do problems where they identified the hundreds digit, and only 65%
identified the tens digit (Kouba et al., 1988). Labinowicz (1985) found that less than half of his
sample of third graders identified tens and hundreds digits in three-digit numbers. Ross (1986,
1989) has found that students who correctly identify the digits in the tens and ones place had face
value rather than named value meanings for these marks. Several researchers have documented
students’ tendency to align numbers incorrectly in vertical representations of adding and subtracting multidigit numbers (e.g., Ginsburg, 1977; Labinowicz, 1985; Tougher, 1981). Fuson
(1992) displayed a variety of other common student error patterns for multidigit addition and
subtraction problems. The use of base 10 blocks with second graders has been shown to be effective in promoting place-value understanding, understanding for problems involving addition and
subtraction of large marks, and verbalized understanding of trading involved in multidigit addition and subtraction (Fuson, 1986; Fuson & Briars, 1990).
From her overview of relevant research literature, Fuson (1992) has offered some suggestions to help improve base 10 understanding. First, in teacher-led studies, links of multiunit
blocks, positional marks, and digit cards were strengthened by verbal descriptions of block displays and of digit cards and written marks. Second, when adding and subtracting with the blocks,
the blocks-to-written marks links need to be made strongly and tightly. Third, when children finally carry out multidigit addition and subtraction problems with the written marks only, the
written-marks-to-blocks link needs to be reinforced consistently. Fuson also featured a variety of
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alternative multidigit addition and subtraction procedures including a Korean method and two
U.S. versions of a traded 10. Fuson further mentioned anecdotal evidence from CGI classrooms
showing first and second graders who worked with large numbers greater than four digits being
better motivated and inventing procedures for adding these numbers (Carpenter et al., 1989). Related to Fuson’s (1992) work, Labinowicz (1985) found that most textbooks and classrooms
tended toward teaching these multidigit computations as isolated skills, with some move toward
emphasizing meanings, but with generally poor links to problem solving.
As mentioned earlier, NCTM (1989) asserted that problem solving “should be the central
focus of the mathematics curriculum” (NCTM, 1989, p. 23), and Pòlya (1945/2014) and others
(e.g., Branca, 1980) maintain that problem solving is to be the main goal of mathematics learning. Along these lines, Dewey (1902, 1959) offered a very nice map analogy: “The map does not
take the place of the actual journey” (p. 20), so it is critical for mathematics educators to provide
PTs and in-service teachers with not only the rationale for having a problem-solving focus in the
elementary classroom, but also specific help to put this focus into practice. With a clear MKT
element, Lampert (1991) advised teachers to aim for a wide-angled view of the learning terrain,
but also to strive to see things through the eyes of the learner exploring it for the first time. The
effective teacher is a good diagnostician as well as a thoughtful experience-provider (Hawkins,
1973), guiding discussions and carefully selecting and constructing models, examples, stories,
illustrations, and problems that can foster students’ mathematical development (Ball, 1993).
In her work with fraction meaning, Ball (1993) stressed that representational contexts are
dynamic and offer powerful “thinking spaces” (p. 164) for students’ work with mathematical
ideas. Many researchers agree that: formal teaching should be linked to children’s informal
thinking; children enter school with considerable mathematical understanding; and education
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should promote thinking as well as doing (Baroody, 1987; Carpenter & Moser, 1982; Ginsberg,
1977; Hiebert, 1984). Educators need to present mathematics as a thinking activity about which
one can communicate collaboratively with a healthy variety of strategies (Cobb, Yackel, Wood,
Wheatley, & Merkel, 1988).
In summary, children need rich problem-solving and problem-posing environments that
emphasize conceptual and procedural fluency with number and operations in familiar and interesting contexts. Since SMM has been shown to be a nice bridge from arithmetic to algebra and
since the participants in the study are moving from Foundations of Number and Operations to
Algebraic Concepts for the next course in their ECEE program, the next section develops algebraic thinking for the early grades.
Algebraic Thinking for the Early Grades
Overview. The previous section on number and operations considers details about the
mathematics curriculum content in the Foundations of Number and Operations course which is
featured in this study. In view of HCK and NCTM’s (2000) and CCSSM’s (NGA/CCSSO, 2010)
vision for learning the Operations and Algebraic Thinking content together, this section focuses
on early algebraic thinking. The content for the University’s Foundations of Number and Operations and Algebraic Concepts courses includes numerical systems, sets and relations, primes and
divisors, binary operations and properties, rational numbers, and real numbers, algebra as generalized arithmetic, the study of patterns and functions, modeling, and proportional thinking. Each
of these themes spans the CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) for grades K-5 and middle school
mathematics and has considerable implications for the SMM intervention for mathematics problem solving.
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Early algebra. Integrated along with number and operations content in the CCSSM
(NGA/CCSSO, 2010), there has been a recent trend to emphasize early algebraic thinking in
mathematics curriculum standards from the pre-kindergarten level on. This trend is in part due to
research involving elementary students’ capabilities. Working with a group of elementary teachers
for 16 years, Carpenter, Franke, and Levi (2003) found through their interactions that “children
throughout the elementary grades are capable of learning powerful unifying ideas of mathematics
that are the foundation of both arithmetic and algebra” (p. xi).
Several mathematics education researchers have articulated the goal of early algebraic
thinking in the elementary mathematics curriculum. Blanton (2008) has written: “algebraic thinking is not an add-on to your curriculum. … Instead, it is a way of thinking that permeates all
mathematics and is at the heart of what children should be doing routinely in school mathematics” (p. xii). Elementary teachers need to be constantly looking for ways to incorporate cognitively challenging mathematical tasks which incorporate algebraic reasoning. As Blanton and
Kaput (2005) added, “elementary teachers must develop ‘algebra eyes and ears’ as a new way of
both looking at the mathematics they are teaching and listening to students’ thinking about it” (p.
440). In addition, Taylor-Cox (2003) mentioned the joint position statement issued by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) and the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) which called for “the advancement of ‘good beginnings’ with
‘high quality, challenging and accessible mathematics education’ (NAEYC & NCTM, 2002, 1)”
(p. 14). At the forefront of this reform movement are the NCTM’s PSSM (2000) and Principles
to Actions (2014) documents. In very clear ways, NCTM’s vision over the years has influenced a
groundswell of states to recognize algebra as an important content strand in their K-12 standards
(Van de Walle, Karp, & Bay-Williams, 2016). With NCTM’s (1989, 2000) recommended alge-
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bra strand, “NCTM is placed ‘firmly in the driver’s seat of the school math ed reform bus’”
(Howe, 1998, p. 243).
Early algebra may make easier the students’ transition to formal algebra and higher
mathematics coursework. Kaput (2000) argued that the weaving of algebra throughout the K-12
curriculum could “lend coherence, depth, and power to school mathematics and replace late, abrupt, isolated, and superficial high school algebra courses” (Carraher & Schliemann, 2007, p.
671). To give further support to early algebra, the 2003 report commissioned by the Rand Corporation argued that “the initial topical choice for focused and coordinated research and development [in K-12 mathematics] should be algebra” because of its fundamental role “for exploring
most areas of mathematics, science, and engineering…. [and its] unique and formidable gatekeeper role in K-12 schooling” (RAND Mathematics Study Panel, 2003, p. 47).
However, even proponents of EA (Blanton & Kaput, 2000, 2001; Carpenter et al., 2003;
Carraher, Schliemann, & Schwartz, 2007; Moss, Beatty, McNab, & Eisenband, 2006; Schifter,
Monk, Russell, & Bastable, 2008), who regard algebra as deserving a prominent place in the early mathematics curriculum, are likely to disagree about issues so basic as the following:
1. What learning tasks and forms of thinking are algebraic?
2. What kinds of evidence are needed to evaluate the presence of algebraic thinking
among young students?
3. What pedagogical approaches, teacher education and policy guidelines ought to be
encouraged? (Carraher & Schliemann, 2007, pp. 672-673)
On the one hand, Sfard (1995) claimed that students first grasp algebra from an operational perspective and, only later, can develop a structural conception of algebra; therefore, Sfard concluded, the teaching of algebra should start from an operational instead of from a structural perspec-
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tive, building on experiences with number and operations. On the other hand, the categorical
structure approach to teaching algebra content occasionally exhibits inconsistencies and overlaps
(Carraher & Schliemann, 2007). For example, a breakdown of algebra into “generalizing, problem solving, modeling, and functions mixes non-disjoint reasoning processes (generalizing and
problem-solving) with a topic of mathematics (functions) and another (modeling) (Bednarz,
1996) that can be understood either as a mathematical topic or a set of reasoning processes”
(Carraher & Schliemann, 2007, p. 676). Both sides present valid concerns about the practicalities
of developing early algebraic thinking practices in the elementary classroom.
Several studies offer some clarification. In a longitudinal study involving early algebra,
Carpenter, Levi, and Farnsworth (2000) analyzed the learning gains of 240 elementary students.
They found that even first- and second-grade students begin to reason algebraically. Also, thirdgrade through fifth-grade students participating in their early algebra project not only identified
more complex generalizations, but they also were challenged to justify their generalizations using arguments that helped them to gain an appreciation of mathematical proof. Carpenter and his
colleagues, on the other hand, highlighted other research indicating that many students hold misconceptions about the meaning of the equal sign (e.g., Kieran, 1981; Matz, 1982) and that students tend to think it means merely to carry out an operation, rather than having more of a relational view. Carpenter and his colleagues (2000) concluded with a recommendation that “a
broader conception of algebra can be a part of elementary instruction that builds on students' implicit mathematical knowledge and increases their ability to understand, reason, and engage in
challenging problem solving” (p. 5). Supporting Carpenter’s work, in a longitudinal study with a
diverse group of children in the 8-to-10-year-old range, Carraher, Schliemann, Brizuela, & Earnest (2006) found that the students were capable of learning early algebra.
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In a case study involving early algebra and as part of a Massachusetts district-wide school
improvement plan, a National Center for Improving Student Learning and Achievement in
Mathematics and Science (NCISLA) research team led a professional development program focused on strategies to integrate algebraic reasoning into teachers' current lessons as early as the
first grade (Farnsworth, 2003). Through observing a third-grade mathematics class for 38 visits,
they identified a total of 206 instances of algebraic reasoning covering 12 different types of algebraic practice. Of these episodes, 132 (over 64%) were characterized as instances in which the
teacher spontaneously crafted instruction that required students to reason algebraically. At the
study’s conclusion, the researchers administered a set of 14 test items from the fourth-grade
Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) to 14 third-grade students present in
this teacher’s class and then compared the results to data from a control group of third-grade students in the same school. The experimental group performed better than the control group on a
large majority of selected test items, and the experimental group scored higher than the control
group on nearly all of the items that the researchers identified as being “deeply algebraic in nature” (Farnsworth, 2003, p. 4). When the results from this teacher’s third-grade classroom were
compared with the performance of the district's fourth-grade students on the MCAS, they found a
higher percentage of students in this teacher’s class scored at the advanced and proficient levels.
As educational researchers have explored which algebra content is appropriate for elementary students, the NCTM has been at the forefront of this early algebra reform movement.
Grounded in NCTM standards, Van de Walle and his colleagues (2016) posited a reasonable
starting point when they stated that “algebraic thinking involves forming generalizations from
experiences with number and computation and formalizing these ideas with the use of a meaningful symbol system” (p. 300). Similarly, Strand and Mills (2014) defined algebraic thinking for
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early grades as “content focused on pattern generalization, arithmetical generalization, algebraic
symbolization, functions, proportional reasoning, or problem solving when the problems are not
amenable to arithmetic strategies” (p. 390).
Kaput (2008) suggested that there are three primary strands of algebraic thinking in the
K-12 curriculum. In Kaput’s view, the essence of algebra involves, first, the study of structures
and properties in the real number system. For this aspect, Philipp and Schappelle (1999) coined
the phrase algebra as generalized arithmetic. Second, Kaput (2008) described the study of patterns, relations, and functions. This pattern theme pervades much of algebra. Repeating patterns
have many applications in a variety of disciplines, and arithmetic and geometric sequences and
other numerical patterns lead to some of the most important algebraic functions. Third, Kaput
highlighted the process of mathematical modeling, wherein students work with equations and
formulas from problem-solving applications. “Modeling links classroom mathematics . . . to everyday life, work, and decision-making. Modeling is the process of choosing and using appropriate mathematics and statistics to analyze empirical situations, to understand them better”
(NGA/CCSSO, 2010, p. 72).
Elaborating on Kaput’s (2008) first main area—algebra as generalized arithmetic—
Carpenter et al. (2003) wrote, “The artificial separation of arithmetic and algebra deprives students of powerful ways of thinking about mathematics in the early grades and makes it more difficult for them to learn algebra in the later grades” (p. 1). Blanton and Kaput (2005) outlined five
categories of generalized arithmetic that students explore as they reason algebraically. The first
involves exploring properties and relationships of whole numbers. This category includes the
sums and products of even and odd numbers, real number properties like subtracting a number
from itself, decomposing whole numbers into possible sums, and generalizing about place-value
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properties. The second category involves exploring properties of operations on whole numbers
and includes the commutative properties of addition and multiplication, the distributive property,
the identity properties, the inverse properties, integer operation rules, patterns on the hundreds
chart, and exponent rules. With particular insight into children’s natural facility with the distributive and commutative properties, Goldenberg and his colleagues (2010) challenged educators to
take “full advantage of the natural logic and algebraic ideas of young learners, and (help) them
refine and communicate those ideas in mathematical language” (p. 556).
Continuing this theme of algebra as generalized arithmetic, Blanton and Kaput’s (2005)
third category explores the notion of equality expressing a relationship between quantities. Students’ and teachers’ misconceptions over the various meanings of equality have been well documented in the research literature (e.g., Browning et al., 2014; Kieran, 1981; Thanheiser et al.,
2014). Blanton and Kaput’s (2005) fourth category involves the algebraic treatment of a number
where students are generalizing based on structure rather than on actual computation with numbers. The fifth and final category involves solving missing number sentences. Starting with a
balance scale and solving open sentences like 8 + 4 = ___ + 5 have proven effective to develop a
proper relational understanding of the equal sign (Falkner, Levi, & Carpenter, 1999). Researchers have found that number sentence activities involving true/false statements or open sentences
can highlight the continuity between arithmetic and algebra (Carpenter, Franke, & Levi, 2003;
Falkner, Levi, & Carpenter, 1999).
Significantly, Lee and Wheeler (1989) have shown that teachers and students behave as
if arithmetic and algebra were two closed systems. “The challenge to classroom instruction is not
only to build upon the arithmetic-to-algebra connection, but also to keep alive the algebra-toarithmetic connection” (p. 413), that is, to develop the abilities to move back and forth between
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the procedural and structural conceptions and to see the advantages of being able to choose one
perspective or the other, depending on the task at hand. Along these lines, Baek (2008) strongly
urged that “persistent efforts to develop students’ algebraic reasoning in arithmetic problemsolving contexts will help students recognize generalized arithmetic in algebra, so that algebra is
no longer meaningless symbol manipulation” (p. 153).
The study of functions and relations comprises Kaput’s (2008) second major theme of
early algebra. “Patterns serve as the cornerstone of algebraic thinking” (Taylor-Cox, 2003, p.
15), and include repeating, growth, and decay patterns involving color, movement, rhythm, numbers, and geometric shapes. Growth and decay patterns include arithmetic sequences which naturally lead to linear functions, geometric sequences which lead to exponential functions, and perfect squares and cubes which lead to quadratic and cubic functions. Also, there are triangular and
rectangular numbers, the Fibonacci sequence, and a variety of other patterns which have exciting
applications throughout many disciplines.
Focusing on this area of functional thinking, Blanton and Kaput (2005) developed Project
GEAAR (Generalizing to Extend Arithmetic to Algebraic Reasoning), a 5-year professional development project. In their case study research tracing the impact of this professional development on a third-grade teacher’s instruction through one school year, Blanton and Kaput recorded,
“Generalized arithmetic and functional thinking offer rich (and accessible) entry points for
teachers to study algebraic reasoning” (p. 440). Blanton and Kaput further argued that symbolizing quantities with variables and operating with symbolic expressions are critical components of
functional thinking. Another related feature involves representing data graphically by plotting
ordered pairs. Throughout the study of functions, students are identifying and describing numerical and geometric patterns, reinforcing the rich interconnectedness between algebra and other
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mathematical disciplines. Schwartz (1999) proposed that functions, rather than equations, be the
fundamental object of algebraic instruction, and Kaput (1998) stressed that “functions can serve
to ‘algebrafy’ existing content” (as cited in Carraher & Schliemann, 2007, p. 687). Some researchers have proposed that arithmetical operations themselves be conceived as functions (Carraher, Schliemann, & Brizuela, 2000, 2005; Schliemann, Carraher, & Brizuela, 2006). As an example, Carraher and Schliemann (2007) recalled the “guess my rule” game that Bob Davis
(1967) introduced in fifth-grade classrooms several decades ago.
Students tend to have trouble with functional thinking according to mathematics education research. In one study involving functions, working with 25 sixth-grade students from a K-8
school in the Midwestern U.S., Lannin, Barker and Townsend (2006) found that students have
difficulty moving from successful use of recursive rules (from term to term in the independent
variable and from term to term in the dependent variable) toward explicit rules (from index to
term or from the independent input variable to the dependent output variable). In another study,
Warren, Cooper, and Lamb (2006) examined the development of student functional thinking during a teaching experiment involving two classrooms. Part of a 3-year longitudinal study, their
intervention was a teaching experiment investigating young students’ learning in lessons on
function machines. For their data, they used observations, student worksheets, pretests, and posttests with 45 fourth-grade students whose average age was 9.5 years. These students and their
teachers were from two inner-city suburbs in Brisbane, Australia. Very significantly, the researchers found that “elementary students are not only capable of developing functional thinking
but also of communicating their thinking both verbally and symbolically” (p. 208).
Another very important aspect of algebraic thinking involves ratios and proportions. According to Lamon (2012), proportional reasoning is a unifying theme in mathematics, and yet he
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estimated that half of the adults in the U.S. are not proportional thinkers. Like functions, proportional reasoning is at the core of many important connections to algebra, geometry, and data
analysis, with concepts such as slope, speed, direct and inverse variations, similarity, scaling, pi,
and relative frequency all rooted in the concept of proportionality (Heinz, Sterba-Boatwright,
Knott, & Evitts, 2008). Although developing an understanding and applying proportional relationships are primary themes of grade 7 mathematics according to CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO,
2010) and NCTM (2006) content standards, the foundation for reasoning proportionally must
begin earlier than middle school. Thus, topics like one-to-one correspondence, fraction meaning
and operations, place value, and the difference between additive and multiplicative comparisons
are all foundational concepts for the elementary grades.
According to Lamon (2012), proportional thinkers recognize the difference between
proportional and non-proportional relationships in real-world contexts. They have a sense of
covariation in the sense that they understand relationships in which two quantities vary together
and can see how changes in one quantity coincide with changes in another. Proportional thinkers also develop a wide variety of strategies for solving proportions or comparing ratios, most
of which are based on informal strategies rather than on prescribed algorithms. They have mastered a variety of problem-solving strategies, and in collaboration with their peers and teachers,
they grow more and more efficient in their choice of strategies for a given problem (Van de
Walle et al., 2016).
Kaput’s (2008) third aspect of EA involved modeling. With modeling, students work
with equations and formulas in the context of problem-solving applications. Historically, mathematics arose from human enterprises such as commerce (tallying and weighing), surveying
(measuring land), manufacturing (finding precision, analyzing profits), astronomy (measuring
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and predicting position-time values for heavenly bodies), optics (analyzing reflection and refraction), architecture (building, perspective drawing), and war (analyzing trajectories of projectiles)
(Carraher & Schliemann, 2007). With modeling, it is important for educators to value children’s
experiences and to scaffold instruction with a realistic, relevant, and interesting problem-solving
focus to capture children’s natural interest in their environment.
Browning and her colleagues (2014) provided an overview of 112 research articles involving elementary PTs over the years 1978-2012. Browning and her colleagues found that in
the field of algebra, PTs effectively use symbolic representations with variables, expressions,
and equations, but they have trouble interpreting and connecting various representations in a
problem-solving context. As with number and operations, a common theme throughout these
studies is that PTs tend toward procedural approaches and have difficulties justifying conceptual understandings. In a similar work, Thanheiser and her colleagues (2014) reviewed 112 research studies from 1978 to 2012 on PTs’ MCK in several domains: whole numbers and operations, fractions, decimals, geometry and measurement, and algebra. For instance, they highlighted Baturo and Nason’s (1996) finding that PTs tend to rely on procedural understandings
of area, and that many PTs could not explain the area formula for a triangle since they had no
prior connections to concrete experiences. In a similar fashion, PTs generally have strong procedural skills with linear function calculations like slope, but they struggle with interpreting
slopes in real-world contexts. PTs also tend to struggle with translating or moving between various representations of a function such as tables, graphs, formulas, and problem-solving narratives.
Cai and Moyer (2007) offered a nice theoretical analysis of many articles involving the
approach of several countries to early algebraic thinking. The authors discussed what we can
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learn from international comparison studies (e.g., China, Russia, Singapore, and South Korea)
about developing algebraic thinking in earlier grades, with particular focus on the transition between arithmetic and algebra and on the generalization of concrete representations and strategies.
Cai and Moyer clearly focused on features of the elementary mathematics curriculum in the U.S.,
and they compared typical teacher practices and curriculum organization in the U.S., China, and
Singapore. These researchers concluded that teachers in the U.S. should use generalized arithmetic strategies and raise expectations for their students. Also, teaching methods developed in such
countries as China and Singapore should be considered in both PT preparation methods and content courses in the U.S., as well as in-service professional development courses. This notion
clearly supports this SMM study with elementary PTs.
In summary, algebra in the early years helps to establish the necessary groundwork for
ongoing and future mathematics learning in a variety of mathematics and other disciplines. The
study of pattern generalization, arithmetic generalization, algebraic symbolization, functions, proportional reasoning, and modeling in the context of problem solving are all ideas that are proving
accessible to early elementary students when teachers look for opportunities to build these big ideas
into their daily activities in the classroom. As Kieran (2004) concluded,
Algebraic thinking in the early grades involves the development of ways of thinking
within activities for which letter-symbolic algebra can be used as a tool but which are not
exclusive to algebra and which could be engaged in without using any letter-symbolic
algebra at all, such as analyzing relationships between quantities, noticing structure,
studying change, generalizing, problem solving, modeling, justifying, proving, and
predicting. (p. 149)
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The mindset of finding, developing, and using worthwhile mathematical tasks (Stein, Smith,
Henningsen, & Silver, 2000) or “algebrafied problems” (Blanton & Kaput, 2003, p. 73) can provide computational practice in a context that intrigues students and avoids the mindless repetition
of numerical worksheets. These sorts of tasks can be generated directly from existing curriculum
materials, enriching the elementary mathematics curriculum and paving the way for future success in formal algebra coursework.
Along these lines, the SMM has proven to be a successful problem-solving strategy for
arithmetic and algebraic situations in the elementary grades. The next section will present current
research involving the SMM in a variety of problem-solving contexts. Most of this research,
however, is with elementary students and their teachers, displaying a clear gap in the literature.
The Singapore Modeling Method
The SMM is considered the most distinctive and unique feature of Singapore’s highly acclaimed mathematics curriculum. In 1983, Singapore’s Ministry of Education (MOE) introduced
model drawing in the primary school curriculum with the stated purpose of helping students
solve both arithmetic and algebraic word problems involving fractions, whole numbers, ratios,
and percents (Ng & Lee, 2009). This section will introduce more historical background and the
method’s versatility in the context of arithmetic and algebraic problem solving. Then this section
will discuss all relevant research findings to date and lay the groundwork for the relevance of this
SMM study.
Sometimes called tape diagrams (Murata, 2008), strip diagrams (Beckmann, 2004), or bar
models (Hoven & Garelick, 2007), the SMM uses rectangles of different lengths to represent the
magnitude of and relationships between the quantities in a word problem. Like algebraic equations, these diagrams are not meant to help students carry out operations, but to help them decide
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what operations to use and to understand why those operations are conceptually sound (Beckmann, 2004). This method has also been found to be “especially useful for problems that involve
comparisons, part-whole calculations, ratios, proportions, and rates of change” (Hoven & Garelick, 2007, p. 28), all of which are critically foundational in algebraic problem solving. One aspect of this method’s power is its versatility, and another aspect is its visual simplicity. The model method is made up of “a series of generators in the form of rectangles in which mathematical
quantities (known and unknown) and their relationships given in a problem are represented (Kho,
1987; Curriculum Planning and Development Division, 2009; Ng, 2004)” (Ho & Lowrie, 2014,
p. 89). The utility of the method is found in its being a “visual analogue that captures all the information provided in a word problem – hence providing a global view of the entire problem”
(Ng & Lee, 2005, p. 62). This visual clarity helps students move purposively toward correct decision making in a variety of mathematics problem-solving contexts.
Particularly significant to this study, many researchers have noted the similarity between
the Singapore Mathematics Framework (MOE, Singapore, 2001), the NRC’s five strands of
mathematical proficiency, and NCTM’s five process standards (e.g., Ginsburg, Leinwand, Anstrom, & Pollock, 2005; Leinwand & Ginsburg, 2007). Singapore’s MOE places problem solving
at the center of its curriculum framework, surrounded by attitudes, metacognition, process, concepts, and skills (MOE, Singapore, 2001). One of the framework’s five components, attitudes,
includes finding mathematics interesting and applicable in daily life, finding joy in doing mathematics, appreciating its beauty and power, showing confidence in using mathematics, and persevering in solving problems. These attitude dispositions align well with mathematics selfefficacy beliefs, a major construct for this SMM study. Another component, metacognition, involves monitoring one’s own thinking, checking alternative strategies for performing a task, and
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checking the reasonableness of an answer. The process component involves inductive and deductive thinking skills and strategies or heuristics involved in problem solving. Students make
connections within mathematics content and between mathematics and other subjects, and they
communicate their understanding, generalizations, and justifications. Next, the skills component
includes estimation, mental fluency, use of mathematical tools such as manipulatives and calculators, arithmetic, spatial, and algebraic manipulation, and handling data (Ginsburg et al., 2005).
Last, the concepts component includes specific numerical, geometrical, algebraic, statistical, and
probabilistic content. These five elements deliberately align with one another (MOE, Singapore,
2001) and match the NCTM (2000) content standards vision. See Figure 4 for an image of The
Singapore Mathematics Framework.

Figure 4. The Singapore Mathematics Framework (Singapore MOE, 2001)
A renowned researcher at the National Institute of Education (NIE) in Singapore, Dr.
Yeap Ban Har is currently a principal at an institute in Singapore, and he serves as one of the key
figures in reviewing their national mathematics curriculum. In an article promoting mathematical
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communication, Yeap (2008) focused on the intended, the hidden, and the interpreted curriculum
in Singapore. He wrote, “The Singapore mathematics curriculum has mathematical problem
solving as its primary goal” (p. 1). Furthermore, this curriculum focuses on helping students “develop the abilities to reason logically, to communicate mathematically, and to learn cooperatively
and independently (MOE, 1997, p. 5)”. Singapore’s textbooks, classroom assessment, and the
Primary School Leaving Exam (PSLE) all place a great deal of importance on clear and concise
mathematical communication. In reference to the model method, Yeap (2008) stated strongly,
“The use of ‘model method’ provides students with a means to handle information, deal with
complexity, and, at the same time, communicate their thinking through the use of visuals which
they can manipulate” (p. 3).
The SMM is clearly a visual problem-solving strategy. In Pòlya’s four-step problemsolving framework, the planning stage involves a variety of possible strategies (Pòlya,
1945/2014). These include looking for a pattern, using a formula, using logic, working backwards, acting the problem out using manipulatives, solving a simpler problem, “guess, check,
and revise”, and using a chart or diagram. NCTM (2000) recommends the use of pictures to support students as they develop a deeper conceptual understanding of mathematics content. The
SMM is a visual technique that has been proven very effective with Asian and American students over the last few decades. To illustrate this, Englard (2010) noted Hong, Mei, and Lim’s
(2009) remark that in a 1981 diagnostic test, the MOE in Singapore found its country facing a
similar challenge as the U.S. is today; “only 46 percent of students in grades 2-4 could solve
word problems that were presented without such key words as altogether or left” (p. 157). Yet,
according to recent results from the PISA and TIMSS, Singapore students consistently place
among the best mathematical problem solvers in the world (Beckmann, 2004; Englard, 2010;
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Hoven & Garelick, 2007). The current mathematics curriculum trend in the U.S. toward easing
the transition from arithmetic to algebra may be supported by this instructional heuristic, since
model drawing “trains students to think analytically, providing an important transition between
the concrete and the abstract” (Forsten, 2010, p. 1).
The SMM is a pictorial method used to solve a wide variety of arithmetic and algebraic
word problem types. These rectangular bar models work well for whole-part or additive comparison situations. With the whole-part model, students draw a rectangular bar to represent the
whole quantity which can then be subdivided into two or more parts. This model can also be
used to solve problems involving multiplicative comparisons, multiplication, or division. The
quantities in a problem can be whole numbers, decimals, fractions, and percents. The SMM also
serves as a nice bridge from arithmetic to algebraic thinking as students transition from the pictures to an arithmetic or algebraic equation, which helps them solve the problem (Leinwand &
Ginsburg, 2007). Perhaps most significant to Singapore’s success is their “consistent use of a
single powerful model (which) provides a unifying pedagogical structure” (p. 35) for mathematics teaching and learning. Garelick (2006) also characterized the SMM as an efficient method for
solving problems when he wrote, “Bar modeling is a powerful pictorial technique that results in
one answer, deduced by using principles that students have been learning rather than by employing the haphazard trial and error method” (p. 45).
Three of the SMM’s strengths noted by PTs in the interview data in this study are its organization, its visual clarity, and its versatility. In terms of organization, there are three main
types of problem structures taught to primary school children in Singapore: part-whole, comparison, and multiplication and division (Ng & Lee, 2009). In Singapore, the SMM is introduced as
early as grade 2, and in grade 5, teachers utilize the model to help students solve algebraic prob-
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lems. Thus, the SMM is a major theme in Singapore’s elementary mathematics curriculum. Besides handling these various problem structures, the SMM typically involves three organized
stages through which students alternate: the text phase, the structural phase, and then the procedural-symbolic phase (Ciobanu, 2015). In their review of relevant research literature, Booth and
Koedinger (2012) recounted another strength of the SMM: its visual clarity. Pointing to other
research on the SMM, they wrote, “the distribution of elements in the diagram also provides visual cues about the appropriate size of the answer (Nunes, Schliemann, & Carraher, 1993; RittleJohnson & Koedinger, 2005), and makes it readily apparent that certain tempting solution paths
are not valid (Larkin & Simon, 1987)” (p. 501).
Forsten (2010) has repeatedly observed classrooms in Singapore and has expanded the
three-stage approach to a seven-step problem solving approach with the modeling method in order to enhance the effectiveness of this tool. In her view, this consistent step-by-step approach
helps students organize information when they are learning new content so that their brains are
not cognitively overloaded, one of the potential concerns with this method. Forsten’s approach
also trains students to organize their thoughts and to make problem-solving tasks more manageable. Students read the entire problem. They rewrite the essential question in sentence form, leaving room for the answer. They determine who or what is involved in the problem, considering
what is known and unknown. They draw the essential parts of the problem using the rectangular
generators, adjusting the unit bars to match the relative size of the known and unknown values in
the problem, and then fill in the question mark. Using clues from their diagramming, students
proceed to use either arithmetic or algebra to carefully compute the answer to the problem, and
they write the answer into the sentence they wrote earlier, considering the reasonableness of their
solution.
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Research with elementary children has shown that this model has potential to bridge the
often-intimidating arithmetic-to-algebra gap. Ng and Lee (2009) explored this box diagramming
or modeling method with a sampling of 14 teachers, four heads of department, and 151 students
in the Primary 5 level in Singapore. In their research, they found that educators agreed that the
visual and concrete nature of the model method made it a useful problem-solving tool. These educators helped the researchers settle on specific word problems for a student test study, and then
the researchers gave the test to primary school children at two language-ability levels in Singapore, calling them EM1 and EM2 based on their facility with their mother tongue language. Ng
and Lee then focused on a few problems from the test and carefully analyzed correct and incorrect approaches in student work from members of both groups. One phase of their study showed
that the model method can be used to solve some, but not all, algebraic word problems. Algebraic word problems involving whole numbers and those that can be solved with the construction
and solution of a system of linear equations in one unknown were found to be more amenable to
the SMM than those that require the construction and solution of a system of linear equations in
two unknowns. The study also showed that although most EM1 children successfully used the
model method to solve arithmetic and algebraic word problems, many EM2 children could not,
quite possibly due to proficiency differences in their mother tongue. Those who were successful
with the model method tended to draw detailed models and construct accurate equations to represent the information given in the problem. In addition, “the children's success may be reflective
of good monitoring practices in which they countercheck the representation of the model against
the text before proceeding to construct the corresponding set of arithmetic equations” (p. 310).
Ng and Lee also reflected on critical prerequisite knowledge for successful use of the modeling
method: “an integrated and well-organized knowledge base of number facts, conceptual under-
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standing of part-whole relationships and fractions, multiplicative reasoning, and knowledge of
the four operations (e.g., subtraction is the inverse of addition; division is the inverse of multiplication)” (p. 310). Their study concluded that “the use of visual and concrete representations improves performance in solving word problems” (p. 283), and the authors cited other positive research results with adults (Lewis, 1989) and with second graders (Willis & Fuson, 1988). One of
the significant features of this current study is that it describes in similar detail how the SMM is
being used for mathematics problem solving with elementary PTs.
Thinking more broadly, there are mixed reviews for the use of diagramming or visual
methods for problem solving. Lewis (1989) used a pretest-posttest design with 96 undergraduate
students at the University of California, Santa Barbara, and found that for targeted problems, the
diagram group in his study, which learned about the types of statements found in arithmetic word
problems and also learned a method for diagramming information in a problem, produced greater
pretest-to-posttest gains than did either the statement group, which received only translation
training, or the control group, which received no training. Visual methods have been found to be
the most appropriate (and recommended) when the need for processing is high and the problem
solver is faced with complex or novel situations (Ho, 2009; Ho & Lowrie, 2014; Lowrie & Kay,
2001; Pirie & Kieren, 1992). On the other hand, there has been “an extensive body of literature
(since the seminal work of Krutskii, 1976) that suggests that non-visual (analytic) methods are
the most efficient way of solving most word-based mathematics tasks” (Ho & Lowrie, 2014, p.
88). Working with 130 fifth graders in the Netherlands, Berends and van Lieshout (2009) found
that using illustrations produced a detrimental effect for both strong and weak ﬁfth-grade mathematics students when solving arithmetic word problems. Furthermore, in some situations, solv-
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ing problems with even a well-designed diagram may increase the cognitive load placed on students (Berends & van Lieshout, 2009; Lee, Ng, & Ng, 2009).
The use of the SMM or picture algebra has some mixed reviews as well, but research
findings tend to be positive. In their study, Koedinger and Terao (2002) observed the success of
35 sixth-grade students in the Pittsburgh area who used pictorial representations to correctly
solve algebra-level problems that are quite difficult for many older students. These researchers
then speculated that “by evoking students’ spatial intuitions, the pictorial representation puts students in a ‘sense making’ mode that leads to greater self-monitoring” (p. 6). Not all students in
their study, however, who used picture algebra engaged in sense making. Some made errors typical of equation solving and failed to catch these mistakes even with the visual support of the diagram.
With a 19-day intervention on the SMM, Englard (2010) gave pretests and posttests to all
third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade classes at her school in Florida, and found that on 19 of the 20
problems on the posttest, the third-grade test group equaled or outperformed the aggregate group
consisting of all third-, fourth-, and fifth-graders. This group of third-graders also outperformed
fourth- and fifth-grade classes. Englard observed that “the bar model method has students learning and understanding through problem solving and allows them to work on challenging multistep problems daily” (p. 163). As mentioned earlier, Willis and Fuson (2009) worked with 43
second graders from two Chicago-area public schools with diverse SES, and these students’
good-to-excellent posttest performance on most of the possible kinds of addition and subtraction
word problems indicated that most of these problems are within the ZPD of average and aboveaverage mathematics ability. Another conclusion they made was that textbooks for students in
the U.S. should include many of the more difficult word problems.
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The American Institutes for Research (AIR) examined longitudinal pilot studies in four
school systems which used SMM curricula in the U.S. over the years 2003-2004 (Ginsburg et al.,
2005). The North Middlesex, Massachusetts, school system of about 5,000 students was selected
by their state education agency to pilot the Singapore textbooks, and over a 2-year period, the
percentage of students who scored at the advanced level on the grade 4 Massachusetts assessment increased by 32%. Similarly, Baltimore’s Ingenuity Project resulted in a 17% increase in
the proportion of students scoring at the 97th percentile or above.
While these two systems had strong district and staff support and skilled teachers, the
other two sites mentioned in the AIR report had either uneven staff commitment or a more transient, lower income population (Ginsburg et al., 2005). In Montgomery County, Maryland, outcomes were positively correlated with the amount of professional training the staff received. Two
schools had extensive professional development and outperformed the control groups, and two
other schools had low staff commitment coupled with low exposure to professional training and
were outperformed by the control groups. The Paterson, New Jersey, school with a 40% annual
student turnover had a treatment group fare no better on the New Jersey grade 4 test than the district average over the 2 years. Two sites out of four that had a stable population of higher performing students and a clear staff commitment to support the Singapore mathematics textbooks
produced sizeable improvements in student outcomes.
For their conclusion, Ginsburg and his colleagues (2005) offered four reform options.
First, states in the U.S. could improve or extend existing reforms by revising their frameworks to
match Singapore’s content grade by grade. Second, professional organizations could develop an
independent, objective textbook rating system. Third, textbooks could be reorganized to “closely
conform to the logical topic organization, rich problem-based approach, and varied pictorial rep-
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resentations” (p. xvi) of mathematical concepts found in Singaporean textbooks. Last, states
could strengthen features of the mathematics system in the U.S. so that it more closely resembles
Singapore’s integrated, national mathematics framework.
While there is no research involving the SMM’s impact on PTs’ or in-service elementary
teachers’ problem solving skills, there have been some studies with students at several levels.
Supporting the SMM, research has shown that students who have organizational schemes for
meaningful problem types, evidenced by the ability to classify problems on the basis of their semantic structures, are better problem solvers than students who do not have knowledge of problem types (Morales et al., 1985; Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1982; Silver, 1981). Furthermore,
many studies have indicated that the majority of students' errors on word problems are due to
misrepresentation of problem structure rather than to computational errors (Anand & Ross, 1987;
Carpenter, Corbitt, Kepner, Lindquist, & Reys, 1981; De Corte et al., 1985). Lewis (1989)
looked at addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division problems with consistent and inconsistent language and found that the 96 college students in the study made approximately 13%
more reversal errors on inconsistent-language problems. In addition to this clear preference for
consistent language, Lewis found that students who learned a method for diagramming problem
information produced greater pretest-to-posttest gains, indicating students’ preference for visual
techniques in problem solving, again supporting the SMM intervention that was used in this
study.
With only a few international studies and a few studies involving elementary students in
the U.S., Ng and Lee (2009) stated that there is “a dearth of research” (p. 293) on students’ use
of the SMM. The studies that have been performed, however, show strengths and weaknesses of
this teaching strategy. Cheong (2002) found that students’ errors in solving problems using the
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model method were due more to being unable to draw an accurate model than to computational
errors, and Goh (2009) found mixed results with the modeling method in his research. In Goh’s
work, the model method helped a majority of the 32 fifth-grade students in his study solve onestep word problems successfully. However, these students were generally unsuccessful when
given multiple-step word problems. On the other hand, Ho (2009, 2010) found that drawing diagrams for non-graphic tasks helped students in his study see the task visually, specifically how
the elements in the task relate to each other. Ho also found that diagrams aid in the transformation of the task into mathematical forms. Ho and Lowrie’s (2014) study involved 607 sixthgrade students in Singapore. They found that students who successfully solved the tasks using a
visual method predominantly used the SMM, but they also observed “the hindrance caused by
the persistence of prototypical images of model drawings” (p. 87). They concluded by suggesting
that teachers provide students with opportunities to identify and discuss problem situations where
the SMM works and to identify problem situations where the method is cumbersome to use or
does not work.
Writing about Singapore’s problem-solving focus, Beckmann (2004) wrote: “because of
this pictorial, sense-making approach, the elementary texts used in Singapore can include problems that are quite complex and advanced” (p. 42). Beckmann speculated on the reasons why
children in Singapore are proficient problem solvers who far outperform children in the U.S. in
problem solving according to PISA and TIMSS results over the last few decades. The reasons are
undoubtedly complex and involve many different social aspects. She noted, however, that one of
the likely factors is that the mathematics texts used in Singapore present “some interesting, accessible problem-solving methods, which help children solve problems in ways that are sensible
and intuitive” (p. 42). Effective teachers in Singapore scaffold instruction and utilize classroom
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resources in a way that both challenges students and encourages them with appropriate and timely support. Beckmann further speculated that since Singapore box diagramming is such a pictorial, sense-making approach, the elementary texts used in Singapore include problems that are
quite advanced. Using CCSSM language, besides “change-take-from, unknown change” and
“compare, inconsistent” problems, other linguistically difficult problems, including those that
involve a multiplicative comparison with a phrase such as “N times as many as”, are common in
Singapore’s primary mathematics textbooks and are all supported with the modeling method
(Beckmann, 2004).
The Singapore textbooks start algebra story problems in students’ fourth-grade level, and
with such a strong foundation, by the time students reach eighth grade, Singapore students scored
higher than eighth graders in the U.S. on every item in two content domains in the released
TIMSS (2007) tests: “Fractions and Number Sense” and “Algebra”. The TIMSS assessment
showed that eighth graders in Singapore are effective problem solvers and are much better problem solvers than eighth graders in the U.S. Although cultural factors probably also affect the
strong mathematics performance of children in Singapore, Beckmann (2004) speculated that
children in the U.S. could probably “strengthen their problem-solving abilities by learning Singapore’s methods and by being exposed to more challenging and linguistically complex story
problems early in their mathematics education” (p. 46).
Singapore’s textbooks are used in more than 600 schools in the U.S. and also by many
homeschoolers, so there is some momentum in the U.S. for this deeper, slower-paced pedagogical approach (Hoven & Garelick, 2007). Besides the U.S., box diagramming or strip diagrams
are used in mathematics instruction in Singapore and Japan, two countries in which mathematics
achievement is consistently outstanding by world standards (NCES, 2003). The SMM is also fea-
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tured in textbooks and some educational software in the U.S., but its use is less frequent and inconsistent (Murata, 2008). There is some evidence that students in the U.S. can use these box
diagrams to solve algebraic word problems that would ordinarily be quite challenging for them
(Koedinger & Terao, 2002). Table 1 displays a summary of the current mathematics education
research involving SMM, with the researchers’ names, the year the study was published, and information about participants and setting.
Table 1
Current Mathematics Education Research Involving the Singapore Modeling Method
Researcher(s)

Year

Participants

Setting

J. Cai

2003

4th graders (n = 155),
5th graders (n = 167), and
6th graders (n = 150)

4 public elementary
schools in Singapore

L. Englard

2010

3rd, 4th, and 5th graders

A private elementary
school in Florida

S. Y. Ho &
T. Lowrie

2014

6th graders (n = 607)

5 public elementary
schools in Singapore

K. R. Koedinger &
A. Terao

2002

6th graders (n = 35)

Public elementary
school(s) in the Pittsburg, PA area

S. F. Ng & K. Lee

2005

5th graders (n = 151)

5 public elementary
schools in Singapore

S. F. Ng & K. Lee

2009

5th graders (n = 151), 14
primary teachers, and 4 heads
heads of department

5 public elementary
schools in Singapore

Willis, G. B. &
Fuson, K. C.

1988

2nd graders (n = 24 and n = 19)

2 public elementary
schools in a small city
near Chicago, IL

As this summary table indicates, there is very little evidence for the impact of the SMM on im-
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proving PTs’ MKT and mathematical self-efficacy with algebraic problem solving, providing
strong impetus for this current study.
Summary
Chapter 2 linked the SMM to NCTM’s (2000) PSSM, to their Principles to Actions
(NCTM, 2014), and to CCSSM’s (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) Operations and Algebraic Thinking content domain. Chapter 2 also explored the two major constructs in the study’s research questions:
MKT and mathematics self-efficacy beliefs in the context of elementary PT training at the undergraduate level. Chapter 2 then explored beliefs about mathematics in general since this was a
surprise finding in the PTs’ interview data. This chapter included many studies indicating that
elementary PTs tend to struggle with arithmetic and algebraic problem solving. The few studies
involving the SMM did not involve elementary PTs, displaying a clear gap in the research literature. This study will then investigate if changes occur and any associated nuances of these shifts
in elementary PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, and other emergent findings, after using the SMM or box diagramming intervention with mathematics problem-solving content.
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3 Methodology
Overview
Chapter 3 offers details of the research methodology used in this study. This includes rationale for the research design and detailed descriptions of the context, participants, and researcher’s role in the study. Data collection and analysis procedures and instrumentation are also
included, along with assurance of the study’s trustworthiness and ethical considerations involving data gathering, analysis, and management.
This study explored the influence of the SMM on elementary teacher development in a
university mathematics content course. The following three research questions guided the study:
(1) Does prospective elementary teachers' MKT change during a Foundations of Number
and Operations course that uses the SMM?
(2) Do prospective elementary teachers' mathematics self-efficacy beliefs change during a
Foundations of Number and Operations course that uses the SMM?
(3) How do prospective elementary teachers describe changes, particularly in their MKT and
mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, during a Foundations of Number and Operations
course that uses the SMM?
Using the SMM intervention for mathematics problem solving, this explanatory mixed methods
study explored if changes occurred in elementary PTs’ MKT, mathematics self-efficacy, and any
other emergent findings, and then how PTs described these changes. The first two questions involved quantitative methods, and the third question involved qualitative methods.
This chapter provides the rationale for the study’s methodology choices, giving details
about the methods and data sources used for each of the study’s three research questions. I describe or establish my role as a researcher in this study, and then report details about the context
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or setting, along with the participant selection process during each part of the study. To make
replicability more feasible, this chapter includes my methods choices for implementing the SMM
intervention, details about the classroom materials, and teaching and learning strategies used in
the intervention. Explanations of the assessment instruments follow, along with selection rationale and any reliability and validity statistics that were available. Next, this chapter includes
details about research-related activities for each month in the study, again to help with replicability. Also included are data analysis methods as well as a section on data management decisions.
Finally, the chapter concludes with several sections supporting this study’s general trustworthiness.
Rationale for Methodology
This explanatory mixed methods investigation explored the effectiveness of the SMM
with elementary PTs by examining changes in their MKT and mathematics self-efficacy and any
other emergent findings from the qualitative data. Mixed methods research is often the best way
to handle complex research questions, allowing the researcher to “measure trends, prevalences,
and outcomes and at the same time examine meaning, context, and process” (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2007, p. 175). Researchers believe that mixed methods strategies can result in “enhanced
understanding of phenomena and better, more rigorous methodology” (p. 175). Fraenkel, Wallen,
and Hyun (2009) asserted that mixing quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis
techniques in a study enables a researcher to obtain “a stronger and deeper understanding of the
problem or phenomenon under study” (p. 1053). Mixed methods research combines the strengths
of quantitative and qualitative research while compensating for the weaknesses of each (Creswell, 2014; Patton, 1990). For this reason, there is a trend in education research toward using
both qualitative and quantitative data to strengthen research studies.
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According to Creswell and Plano Clark’s (2007) symbolic convention, this particular
mixed methods study is characterized as a QUAN → Qual design (Morse, 1991) with an emphasis on quantitative data collection, analysis, and results in phase one, followed by refinement of
qualitative procedures and products, which in this study involved interview protocols and student
artifacts. Phase two then involved qualitative data collection and analysis, followed by overall
findings and interpretations through an integration or blending of quantitative and qualitative results. See Figure 5 for an overview of the two phases in this study, and see Figure 6 for the research questions, corresponding quantitative and qualitative methods, and brief descriptions of
the data sources for each research question in this study.

Development of
research questions

Development of
interview questions

Integration of QUAN
and qual results

Figure 5. Overview of a QUAN → Qual Research Design (adapted from Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2007)
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Research Questions:

Quantitative Data Sources

(1) Does prospective elementary teachers' MKT
change during a Foundations of Number and Operations course that uses the SMM?

LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et
al., 2004) pretest and posttest (online)

Mathematics Problem-Solving As(2) Do prospective elementary teachers' mathematsessment pretest and posttest (paper
ics self-efficacy beliefs change during a Foundations and pencil)
of Number and Operations course that uses the
SMM?
MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett,
1993) pretest and posttest (paper and
pencil)
Student artifacts (Test Extras, SMM
Classwork/Homework)
Research Question:
(3) How do prospective elementary teachers describe changes, particularly in their MKT and mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, during a Foundations
of Number and Operations course that uses the
SMM?

Qualitative Data Sources
Student artifacts (Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment, Test Extras,
SMM Classwork/Homework)
Individual, semi-structured, student interviews

Figure 6. Research Questions and Methodology Summary
Increasingly popular, mixed methods research originated in the late 1980s and early
1990s in education, management, sociology, health sciences, and other disciplines (Creswell,
2014). With particular relevance to this study, the explanatory sequential strategy is used when
the researcher’s intent is for the qualitative data to help explain in more detail the initial quantitative results, and Creswell (2014) calls this a key strength of this research strategy. Roberts (2010)
asserted, “Blending helps overcome the biases inherent in each method” (p. 142), and she added,
“Combining what with a possible why adds power and richness to your explanation of the data”
(p. 145). Similarly, Creswell (2014) pointed to mixed methods research being effective at the
general, practical, and procedural levels, as it provides “a sophisticated, complex approach to
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research that appeals to those on the forefront of new research procedures” (p. 175). Mixed
methods research further provides a more complete understanding of research problems and
questions. Lastly, while no research is flawless, using analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data in a study increases the credibility of the study by minimizing the limitations of both
approaches. This blending of methods potentially provides a fuller and deeper picture of elementary PTs’ changes in MKT and mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, and other emergent findings,
related to the SMM problem-solving intervention. Quantitative data was collected via three MKT
assessments and a self-efficacy beliefs survey administered before and after the SMM intervention. Qualitative data were collected via semi-structured, individual interviews of a random sample of six participants with the aim of illuminating quantitative findings. Data were also collected
via student artifacts, and these were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. The findings
of this study provide insights into the effectiveness of the SMM as a means of elementary PT
development in university mathematics courses.
Context and Participants
This section elaborates on the context or setting for this study. It also provides a description of the participants and how they were selected. Then this section describes my role as a researcher and facilitator of the intervention featured in this study.
Context. The context of this study is a Foundations of Number and Operations course
taught by an experienced mathematics faculty member at a large, urban public university in the
Southeastern U.S. This University is situated in a large city, with a diverse student body composed of approximately 41% African-American, 29% White, 12% Asian, 9% Hispanic or Latino,
and 5% multiracial. Around 30% of the students at the University are first-generation college
students, and about 87% are on federal financial aid. Approximately 59% are female.
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Since this study focused on mathematics problem solving for elementary PTs in a mathematics course in the University’s ECEE teacher preparation program, it is important to describe
mathematics course requirements in the program. For their mathematics preparation, students
intending to major in ECEE enroll in a Foundations of Number and Operations course typically
during their sophomore year. Then, during their junior and senior years, as part of program requirements, students enroll in the Geometry and Spatial Sense course and the Algebraic Concepts course, along with two Mathematics Methods in Elementary Education courses, with one
focusing on the primary grades and another on the upper grades. The content courses are taught
by faculty in the mathematics department, and the methods courses are taught by mathematics
educators in the ECEE department. While completing these 6 hours of mathematics content
courses and 6 hours of mathematics methods courses during the program, students complete other preparation courses and are in field placement classrooms 2 days per week. The final semester
of the teacher preparation program involves full-time student teaching in local elementary
schools.
Foundations of Number and Operations at the University is an introductory course for elementary education majors, with the expressed goal of preparing PTs to teach elementary and
middle school mathematics content. According to its course description, this is an introductory
mathematics course for ECEE majors that emphasizes the understanding and use of the major
concepts of number and operations. Algebraic thinking is an early and consistent theme of this
course, with patterns and functions in the first unit and proportional thinking in the third unit.
The SMM intervention was situated toward the end of the second unit and into the third unit. As
a general theme of the Foundations of Number and Operations course, strategies of arithmetic
and algebraic problem solving are used and discussed in the context of many of the course top-
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ics, situating the use of the SMM as a potentially impactful problem-solving tool. The course offers significant exposure to the real number system and operations with base 10 and other bases.
Students learn real number properties, computational methods, appropriate order of operations,
and estimation skills. Students in the course apply multiple problem-solving strategies to problems involving sets, patterns, and functions, and these strategies include the use of various manipulatives, technology, and other tools. Students interpret solutions, determine reasonableness
of answers, and judge the efficiency of various problem-solving methods. Students construct and
justify arguments. See Figure 7 for the complete listing of outcomes from the Foundations of
Number and Operations syllabus.
•

Understand numbers and the quantities they represent, ways of representing numbers, relationships among numbers, and number systems;

•

Understand meanings of operations and how they relate to one another;

•

Compute fluently and make reasonable estimates;

•

Apply multiple problem-solving strategies including manipulatives and technological
tools; interpret solutions; and determine reasonableness of answers and efficiency of
methods and understand how approaches to solutions relate to one another;

•

Communicate using precise mathematical terminology; and

•

Construct and justify arguments, interpret solutions, and determine reasonableness of answers and efficiency of methods.

Figure 7. Outcomes from Foundations of Number and Operations Syllabus (Alexander, 2016)
These sorts of course outcomes are clearly displayed in this study’s interview data as PTs’ reflected on the course and the SMM intervention.
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For the Foundations of Number and Operations course in this study, the professor uses a
variety of teaching and learning strategies and assessment items. The professor’s “In class
teaching assistant/activity” involves students presenting a problem from homework, quizzes, or
some other resource during class time. The course professor also frequently uses think-pair-share
and collaborative group assignments to promote active student engagement with course content.
Next, her “In class activities” involve student participation in assigned groups. There are three
quizzes plus a final review quiz which she uses as review activities for three performance tests.
The quizzes also serve as student presentation opportunities. Then, there is a comprehensive final
exam. The professor includes a variety of resource recommendations for these course activities,
including the NCTM website, NCTM’s Teaching Children Mathematics monthly magazine, and
the CCSSM website. The course syllabus further stresses student professionalism, attendance,
and participation. The Foundations of Number and Operations course met on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings, and the Course Outline is included as Appendix K. Section numbers in the
Course Outline refer to the course textbooks, Mathematics for Elementary Teachers: A
Conceptual Approach and Mathematics for Elementary Teachers: An Activity Approach, by
Bennett, Burton, and Nelson (2010).
Participants. The population for this study is all undergraduate elementary PTs enrolled in
a University Foundations of Number and Operations course in one semester. After some choices
that my College administration made that closed the door on research in two of the elementary
PT mathematics classes where I work, the University was gracious to provide a context for this
study, so this Foundations of Number and Operations course was very much a convenience sample.
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The participants for this study included primarily sophomore-level students in the course
during fall of 2016. The course met in the evenings two 75-minute sessions per week for 16
weeks. Thirty-two undergraduate students participated in the study. Nineteen (59.4%) of these
students were African American, 5 (15.6%) were Hispanic, 3 (9.4%) were White, 1 (3.1%) was
Asian, and 4 (12.5%) identified themselves as multiracial. Twenty-eight (87.5%) of these PTs
were females, and 4 (12.5%) were males. Of these students, 25 (78.1%) were in the 18-22 age
range, with the rest (21.9%) of the students ranging in age from 23 to 42. The average age was
22.7 years. The entire class (100%) chose to participate in the study. This course is double-listed
for undergraduate and graduate students, and although graduate students actively participated in
the classes, no graduate students’ data was used in any of the findings.
For the quantitative data, all undergraduate students in this Foundations of Number and
Operations course were asked to complete the pretests and posttests. During the SMM intervention, three student artifacts were collected and analyzed from the entire group of 32 participants,
and then two of these artifacts (10 problems from the 21-problem SMM Classwork/Homework
and four problems that were added to the second unit test which were called Test Extras) were
used to report on the intervention and to inform the interview protocols. After the testing and intervention were completed and after all the quantitative data were gathered and analyzed, a total
of six students were randomly selected for semi-structured, individual interviews. In this study,
qualitative data from the student artifacts and interview participants were intended to illuminate
understandings of the SMM’s impact on PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy, along with
other emergent findings. The sample size for interviews (n = 6) is commonly used and sufficient
given the small class size (N = 32). Six interviews were also logistically workable with all the
other sources of data that were gathered and analyzed in this study.
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Researcher’s role. This study is perhaps unique in terms of the researcher/professor dynamic. The professor of record who taught the Foundations of Number and Operations course
has extensive experience with the course content but little experience with the SMM. After we
settled on this course for the study, this professor and I met and corresponded several times starting in March and April, 2016. The researcher provided a variety of SMM materials and other
course resources to the course professor, along with some insights and recommendations for
scaffolding instruction. The professor graciously offered six class periods to facilitate the SMM
intervention and to gather data in her course. I understood my role to be as observer for most of
the semester (seven 75-minute sessions), as proctor for the pretests and posttests (two 75-minute
sessions), as guest lecturer/facilitator/teacher for four 75-minute sessions, and as mentor to an
experienced professor throughout the process as she sought to learn this particular problemsolving strategy.
While the professor of record taught the majority of the course content, the teacher/researcher facilitated instruction of the SMM. I have had significant experience with teaching
the Foundations of Number and Operations course several times at two state colleges in the same
system of colleges and universities over the time period 2000-2012. With HCK in mind, I also
have significant experience teaching the equivalent of this University’s Algebraic Concepts
course at my College nine times from 2011-2015.
With my role of teaching the SMM intervention, I have both an insider and outsider perspective for this study. Ball (2000) has shown that outside investigators can see and hear things
that insiders may take for granted, but they can miss local meanings and practices. Outsiders can
make faulty connections and inappropriately infer motives. They typically ask questions of their
own making, questions insiders might not think to ask, but they also miss questions that “lie at
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the heart of the puzzles of practice” (p. 366). While studies involving researchers using their own
teaching practice as a site for scholarly work is a relatively recent trend in research, this methodology offers several strengths. Inside investigators can ask questions about what it is like to use
this sort of teaching method, record tensions and other feelings that arise, describe goals and incentives, and then offer the underlying reasoning or rationale for research. This emic-etic blend
is certainly a strength of this type of study, along with similar questions and concerns involving
student participants.
With the primary purpose of improving teaching and learning practice for elementary
PTs, this study clearly involves a teacher/researcher investigating a focal question or issue. In
this study, a new instructional method and new materials were designed and tried with elementary PTs over a variety of problem-solving contexts, and then the study systematically sought to
examine the resulting change in their MKT, mathematics self-efficacy, and other emergent findings. In many ways, the researcher was heavily involved both in the planning and implementation of this intervention, providing materials, guidance, and actual instruction. Writing about the
advantage of first-person research, Ball (2000) stated that the researcher both has a significant
role in creating the phenomenon to be investigated and can examine the phenomenon from the
inside. Ball concluded, “As architect, builder, and critic, the researcher-teacher moves fluidly
and without interference across roles and functions of the work. These features make possible
many inquiries that would be difficult to pursue from the outside” (p. 388). In this study, the role
of the researcher as teacher may provide greater depth to the study’s findings.
Richardson (1994) recognized that there is a “strong movement toward teacher research
that gives voice to practitioners, allows them to communicate their wealth of knowledge to other
practitioners, and helps them improve their practice” (p. 5). As an investigation of the mathemat-
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ics progress for elementary PTs in a university’s ECEE program, this study intentionally gives
voice to some of the students participating in the intervention (Bal & Doganay, 2014). This study
is certainly “focused on bringing about change in practices” (Creswell, 2013, p. 26). It is also
intended to be “practical and collaborative because it is inquiry completed ‘with’ others rather
than ‘on’ or ‘to’ others” (p. 26). In brief, this SMM study is a detailed, in-depth collection involving multiple voices and sources of information, with documentation in the form of pretests
and posttests, a variety of artifacts, and interviews. The researcher’s goal was to give voice to the
PT interview participants.
Probing the inside of this mathematics problem-solving method may offer perspectives
crucial to the larger discourse of PT’s preparation for the elementary classroom. While the teacher in me certainly entered the study with some sense of advocacy toward the potential of the
SMM to influence elementary PT’s MKT and mathematics self-efficacy, with openness to other
emergent findings, the budding researcher in me was deeply committed to letting the quantitative
and qualitative data reveal what they would reveal.
Data Collection
In this section, a timeline is presented for the study’s data gathering procedures. Then
there are detailed descriptions of data sources used in this study, along with an explanation of
how the SMM intervention was situated in the University Foundations of Number and Operations course. See Appendix C for the detailed Data Collection Timeline Summary.
Procedures. Preparation for the study began officially in early March. Starting in March
and April, initial approval was sought and received from the professor who serves as the University’s Mathematics Coordinator of both the Foundations of Number and Operations and Algebraic Concepts courses. With two courses under consideration, the professor and I mutually agreed
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on the Foundations of Number and Operations evening course that she was scheduled to teach in
the fall. Planning meetings with the course professor occurred in person and also through e-mail
correspondence. I also sought and obtained official permission from Crystal Springs Books and
the authors of Model drawing for challenging word problems: Finding solutions the Singapore
way (Walker, 2010) and Step-by-step model drawing: Solving word problems the Singapore way
(Forsten, 2010) to use or adapt problems in these books for several intervention resources (including classwork, homework, pretests, and posttests). These two texts were instrumental in my
development of a variety of SMM intervention assessment materials. In May and June, the University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) process was completed after my dissertation committee’s approval of the proposal study. In June, a computer lab was reserved on campus for the pretests in late September and the posttests in early November. After IRB approval in July, choices
of the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) online testing subscales and forms were
finalized, and the use of the MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) was also finalized.
As the data gathering process started in August, I spoke to the class, letting them know
my expectations for the study regarding voluntary participant involvement, both verbally and
through a flyer circulated in class. See Appendix L for the Singapore Modeling Method Study
Flyer. Informed consent forms were issued and signatures obtained from the students who were
willing to participate. See Appendix B for the Informed Consent Form for Student Participants.
The next several Tuesdays, the researcher attended class on Tuesdays as an observer, interacting
with students on several activities. After introducing participant expectations and issuing and
collecting the informed consent forms in August, three pretests were administered in late September to all undergraduate students in the class: the online LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et
al., 2004) pretest/survey, the paper-and-pencil Mathematics Problem Solving Assessment pretest,
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and the paper-and-pencil MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993). In collaboration with the
course professor, this series of three pretests were administered before the 4-day intervention in
October as well as the week after the intervention, in early November. All pretest and posttest
sessions were held in a computer lab on campus, and the SMM intervention took place in the
regular classroom.
In October, on four consecutive Tuesdays, I facilitated instruction of mathematics problem solving with the SMM. To fully and accurately provide details about the SMM intervention,
audiotape data was gathered for the lessons, resulting in approximately 5 recorded hours of classroom discourse. This data helped improve descriptions of the intervention. Also, a field notes
journal was used to record anecdotal impressions of student engagement and impact of the intervention. After each class, impressions through consultations with the course professor were recorded in the field notes journal.
After administering the pretests and posttests and facilitating the intervention, all three
pairs of assessment instrument results and three sets of student artifacts were analyzed. Then, in
consultation with my dissertation committee, finalized versions of interview protocols were prepared. See Appendix A for the structured portion of the Interview Protocols. The researcher used
a graphing calculator random number generator to select six students for interviews. After several of the initial six selections agreed to participate, I continued generating random numbers and
e-mailing students until I had a full set of six participants. Once this sample was selected, these
students’ SMM classwork and homework responses were carefully analyzed again for MKT and
mathematics self-efficacy-related and other emerging themes. I also began the process of setting
up interview meeting days and times in early-to-mid November. In mutually agreed upon settings on campus, I focused on the third question of my research study by conducting approxi-
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mately 45-60-minute-long, semi-structured, individual interviews with these students. Before
starting the digital audio recorder, each interview participant and I discussed pretest, posttest, and
student artifact data, summarized on a 5” by 8” card. Their Mathematics Problem Solving Assessment pretest and posttest, SMM Classwork/Homework, and Test Extras were on the table in
front of them along with the interview questions. After all six interviews were completed, each
audio file was transcribed using rev.com, and then all audio files of the interviews were carefully
reviewed three times to improve the accuracy of these transcripts. Each interview participant had
the opportunity to check their transcripts for accuracy. On Tuesdays in November, the researcher
attended class on Tuesdays as an observer, interacting with students on several activities.
Instrumentation. Two of the research questions in this study warrant a quantitative, reliable, valid MKT instrument, and the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) was selected.
The researcher also developed and field tested the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment to
evaluate PTs’ growth in problem-solving skills through the intervention. Two student artifacts
were also used for MKT assessment: Test Extras and the SMM Classwork/Homework. All of
these MKT instruments are appropriate to measure PTs’ mastery of the mathematics content for
elementary students found in the NCTM (2000) PSSM and CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) and in
this Foundations of Number and Operations course. To gather mathematics self-efficacy data, the
MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) was selected.
LMT/TKAS MKT Measures. Developed and analyzed primarily by researchers at the
University of Michigan, the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) grew out of the needs
of the Study of Instructional Improvement (SII). The SII project began in 1999 with the development of survey measures for exploring and measuring MCK. These measures represent some
of the competencies teachers use in teaching elementary mathematics. These competencies in-
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clude representing numbers, interpreting unusual student answers or algorithms, and anticipating
students’ common errors (Hill et al., 2004). This assessment measures MKT for specific domains, and for this study, the Number and Operations and Algebra subscales were appropriate
for the course context. See Appendix D for a few released items from this LMT/TKAS MKT
Measures (Ball & Hill, 2008b).
The LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) is appropriate in terms of validity and
reliability. Cronbach’s alpha is used as a measure of internal consistency or reliability of a psychometric instrument, and α ≥ 0.70 is considered an acceptable range of values, though an alpha
level of 0.80 or higher is recommended by Clark and Watson (1995) and Urbina (2004). Using
factor analysis and Item Response Theory (IRT) analysis, the results for SCK and CCK reliability for the number and operations items on the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004)
were acceptably in the 0.71-0.89 range. The results for SCK and CCK reliability for the patterns,
functions, and algebra items were acceptably in the 0.77-0.89 range.
To qualify for using this instrument, the researcher participated in the LMT/TKAS online
training in December of 2015. Three modules were required: an overview, developing an assessment plan, and using the TKAS. Three other modules were available: create your own assessment, validation, and analyzing data from pretest/posttest forms. The researcher successfully
completed all six modules. The LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) was administered
in a computer lab on campus, and each of the two subscales of the online assessment had 20-25
items. For these assessments in late September and early November, 2016, as recommended in
the training, different forms were used for the pretests and posttests, and the LMT/TKAS website
provided the actual data along with summary statistics and some data analysis.
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Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment. Along with these two LMT/TKAS MKT
Measures (Hill et al., 2004) subscales, a 5-item paper-and-pencil Mathematics Problem-Solving
Assessment pretest and posttest was administered. This instrument was generated from problems
in Forsten’s (2010) Step-by-step model drawing: Solving word problems the Singapore way and
in Walker’s (2010) Model drawing for challenging word problems: Finding solutions the Singapore way with the publisher’s and authors’ permissions. These textbooks offer word problems
involving whole numbers, fractions, decimals, rate and distance, ratio, percent, linear systems,
and algebra. Closely matching the instructional resources used in the intervention, this instrument is particularly well suited to assess the elementary PTs’ mastery of a variety of mathematics problems. In each administration, students were not directed to use the SMM, and this data
was analyzed quantitatively to assess the group’s overall mastery of the SMM and qualitatively
to assess individual PT’s MKT growth from pretest to posttest. For this instrument, the researcher was not able to report any reliability or validity measures. However, the summer before the
study started, after some exposure to the SMM, this five-question test was administered to 55
students in two Algebraic Concepts classes at the University to improve the instrument’s wording.
MSES-R Survey. For mathematics self-efficacy, the MSES-R Survey by Betz and Hackett (1993) is intended to measure beliefs regarding ability to perform various mathematics-related
tasks and behaviors. The survey identifies three domains as potentially relevant to the study of
mathematics self-efficacy expectations: solving mathematics problems similar to those found on
standardized aptitude and achievement tests, mathematical behaviors used in everyday life, and
performance capability in college courses requiring various degrees of mathematics knowledge
and mastery. Academic self-efficacy is typically measured at the task-specific level, and assess-
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ment items tend to start with the language, ‘How confident are you …’ (e.g., ‘that you can solve
an equation containing square roots’). (Ferla, Valcke, & Cai, 2009; Pajares, Miller, & Johnson,
1999). The paper-and-pencil instrument used in this study involves 36 problem solving taskoriented and 16 course-oriented mathematics self-efficacy items. See Appendix E for this 52item MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) instrument which uses a Likert scale ranging from
1 (representing “Not confident at all”) to 6 (representing “Completely confident”). The survey
instrument was identical for pretests and posttests. Betz and Hackett’s (1993) MSES-R Survey
was subjected to factor analysis by Kranzler and Pajares (1997). Four first-order principal factors
emerged from their work: self-efficacy to accomplish mathematical tasks, self-efficacy to succeed in mathematics courses, self-efficacy to succeed in mathematics-related courses, and selfefficacy to solve mathematics problems. Kranzler and Pajares concluded that “the MSES-R is a
multidimensional measure of math self-efficacy with reliable subscales” (p. 10).
Since its development, the MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) or one of its subscales has been used in numerous studies (e.g., Betz & Hackett, 1983; Hackett, 1985; Hackett &
Betz, 1989; Lapan, Boggs, & Morrill, 1989; Lent, Lopez, & Bieschke, 1991, 1993; Pajares &
Miller, 1994; Randhawa et al., 1993). For the MSES-R Survey, Betz and Hackett (1983) reported
internal consistency reliability values (Cronbach’s alphas) of 0.92 for tasks, 0.96 for problems,
0.92 for courses, and 0.96 for the full scale. In another study, Hackett and O’Halloran (1985) reported that the test-retest reliability of the MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) instrument
over a 2-week interval was 0.79 for tasks, 0.91 for courses, 0.82 for problems, and 0.88 for the
total scale. According to these Cronbach’s alphas, this instrument is acceptable in terms of internal consistency or reliability (Clark & Watson, 1995; Urbina, 2004). Because this MSES-R Sur-
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vey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) has been proven valid and reliable, it has been a commonly used assessment instrument.
Student artifacts. Since the SMM intervention applies to a wide variety of Foundations
of Number and Operations course content themes and helps students bridge over to Algebraic
Concepts content, the course professor and I positioned the 4 focused days of instruction midway
through the course. Interactive lesson plans were developed for those classes. To assess student
mastery of the SMM, several student classwork and homework artifacts were collected and analyzed from the entire class (including SMM Classwork/Homework, Test Extras, and a 16problem Centers Activity). The Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment pretest and posttest
data was also analyzed qualitatively as a student artifact, with the added advantage of showing
PTs’ growth during the SMM intervention. Since the pretests and posttests were identical and
there were only 6 weeks between the pretest and posttest administrations of the Mathematics
Problem-Solving Assessment, there is the possibility that PTs may have remembered the pretest
questions when they took the posttest, possibly skewing the results. After some deliberation,
PTs’ level of understanding was assessed using two of these resources: 10 problems from the
SMM Classwork/Homework and the 4-problem Test Extras. The SMM Classwork/Homework
was selected for its broad range of problem-solving types, and the Test Extras was selected because the data was gathered in test conditions after the third day of the SMM intervention. The
original plan was to also use the Centers Activity as a graded assessment, but because of student
absenteeism on that particular day and other reasons involving timing and scaffolding, this data
source was deemed inappropriate for analysis. For these artifacts, the researcher was not able to
report any reliability or validity measures. See Appendix H for the SMM Classwork/Homework
assignment and Appendix J for the Test Extras.
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Interview transcripts. In addition to quantitative analysis of the LMT/TKAS MKT
Measures (Hill et al., 2004), Mathematics Problem Solving Assessment, and MSES-R Survey
(Betz & Hackett, 1993) data, analysis of student artifact data for the six participants in greater
depth was used to prepare for the interviews. See Appendix B for the structured portion of these
Interview Protocols. Before each interview, student artifact data and summary statistics for all
three pretests and posttests were shared with the participant. In each case, the interview questions
included personal components to get a sense of who is being interviewed, along with a combination of general and specific questions involving the specific purposes of this study. The approximately 45–60-minute individual interviews occurred in early-to-mid November, with all interviews completed before the University’s Thanksgiving holiday break. With each participant’s
permission, an audio recorder was used to digitally capture each interview. After transcription
using rev.com and three reviews of the audiotape and transcript data, each participant had the
opportunity to check their transcript for accuracy. The interview transcripts provided rich qualitative data for the third research question.
Intervention. This section provides a thorough description of the SMM intervention in the
Foundations of Number and Operations course. Details about the daily schedule and descriptions
of the various tasks or activities are presented. The purpose is to increase the likelihood of the
study’s replicability.
Schedule. For the SMM intervention, the teacher/researcher offered four 75-minute sessions of instruction through consecutive Tuesdays in October. The course met on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, but logistical concerns forced a Tuesdays-only scenario for the intervention. Several
tasks, activities, and assessments were developed by the instructor for the intervention. See Appendix F for the SMM Centimeter Grid Paper Activity, Appendix G for the SMM Centers Activ-
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ity, Appendix H for the SMM Classwork/Homework, and Appendix I for a Strip Diagrams
Worksheet. This overview highlights the movement from concrete toward more and more abstract, the use of technology and collaborative activities, and the flow from problem solving involving whole numbers to problems involving fractions, decimals, percents, and multistep algebra problems. See Figure 8 for an overview of the 4-class intervention.

Figure 8. Brief Overview of Singapore Modeling Method Intervention
On the first day of instruction, introduction to the SMM began with the researcher sharing initial interest in the SMM through a professional development workshop. Some details
about the success of Singapore students on TIMSS and PISA testing was also shared, along with
the Apollo 13 story involving the importance of problem-solving. Students then viewed an NBC
Today Show (2012) YouTube video involving SMM. Anecdotal success was shared involving
use of the method with PTs at my College in the fall of 2015, both in terms of student engagement and performance on a unit test. For the intervention’s first activity, with the purpose of seeing what the PTs would do on their own without prior instruction, a Centimeter Grid Paper Activity was issued to each student, groups of 3-4 students were formed, and a set of 60 Unifix cubes was issued to each group. This is a whole number operations problem-solving activity. During both this lesson and the next, the teacher showed several documents to link problems in the
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intervention with CGI’s 14 problem-solving types involving addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division, and also to corresponding CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010) standards. The students
worked in collaborative groups on the problems, and then sent a representative to the front to
share their approach with the class. While the groups completed the assignment, we only discussed four of the 10 problems during the first class. Forsten’s (2010) seven-step SMM process
was then introduced using two sample problems, the Cruise Problem and the Orchid Problem
from Ng and Lee’s (2009) study. The idea was to start concretely and then show how the diagrams are a natural progression.
On the second day, the goal was to thoroughly establish the SMM in students’ minds with
some variety in problem types. We reviewed the CGI problem types and continued debriefing
the other six problems from the Centimeter Grid Paper Activity used in the first class. We reviewed the seven SMM steps using the Cruise and Orchid Problems. Then we continued with
other problem-solving examples. Continuing with problems from Ng and Lee’s (2009) study, the
SMM was modeled with the Enrollment Problem, and then collaborative groups worked the Animal Problem before we debriefed. Next, all students in the class collectively analyzed images of
two sample students’ work on the Enrollment Problem and the Animal Problem, and we discussed how their own strategies compared and contrasted with these two students’ work in terms
of accuracy and efficiency. We transitioned to problem solving involving fractions using the
Volume Problem, had collaborative groups try the Picture Problem and the Money Problem, and
then we debriefed. Incidentally, the Picture Problem involves an arithmetic equation, and the
Money Problem involves a multi-step algebraic equation. We concluded this lesson with a SMM
image of student work with no corresponding problem. Students were to pose a possible problem, and we heard from only one student before the class period was completed.
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The third day involved technology use and a significant expansion in terms of problem
type and real number sets. In the beginning, we reviewed the SMM image of student work; with
this image, PTs posed possible problems corresponding to the student’s work. This time, we
heard from two students in the class, and then proceeded to work one of their creative problems
using both an arithmetic and algebraic approach. My goal here was to stress how easily algebra
flows from the SMM diagrams on a multistep word problem. Then the class collectively explored the Thinking Blocks website (Math Playground LLC, 2016). This visually appealing, user-friendly website has SMM activities for addition and subtraction with small numbers, addition
and subtraction with larger numbers, multiplication and division, fractions, ratios and proportions, and a “Modeling Tool” for more freedom in problem development and problem posing.
The PTs worked collaboratively on 1-2 problems from each of the five main areas in the site
(Junior, Addition and Subtraction, Multiplication and Division, Fractions, Ratio and Proportion).
Toward the end of class, the SMM Classwork/Homework was issued. Together, we worked 11
of the 21 problems in class, and these problems were intended to broaden the students’ awareness of the SMM’s ability to handle a wide variety of problem-solving types. The problems involve all four arithmetic operations with categories for whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and
percents, and one problem called “a bridge to algebra”. With a variety of problem types remaining, the other 10 problems were assigned for homework. We discussed again the recommended
resources listed on the assignment and my expectations that students show their reasoning process, clearly indicate their solutions, and work with honor and integrity.
The fourth day was intended to be primarily for data gathering. On the fourth day, after
collecting the SMM Classwork/Homework, we started with some review and debriefing. Then
the 6-problem Strip Diagrams Worksheet was issued, and three students rolled a number cube to
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select three problems for classwork, to be worked collectively as a class. After discussing these
three problems, students participated in a SMM Centers Activity. For this Centers Activity, there
were four problems at each station and four stations. Because of the class size, I set up two separate rotations, and I allowed 10 minutes for each station. Each station has a focus, with station #1
dealing with problems involving whole number operations, station #2 dealing with problems involving fractions and decimals, station #3 dealing with problems involving rates of speed, ratios,
and percents, and station #4 dealing with problems involving two unknowns and algebraic problem solving. In this activity, students moved around to all four stations, placing their work in a
folder provided at each station for confidentiality purposes. With time running out, we worked
another problem from the Strip Diagrams Worksheet, and then each student wrote a statement
about their impressions of the SMM on a 3” by 5” index card. Class ended with many expressions of gratitude to the course professor and to the students for working with this versatile
method and for providing data for my doctoral study.
For the five Thursdays between pretests and posttests, the course professor continued to
facilitate student learning of course content according to the syllabus. See Appendix K for the
Foundations of Number and Operations Course Outline. The course professor’s intention was to
support the students in their problem-solving growth through the SMM intervention on these
Thursdays. While this was a limitation in this study, it was also a logistical necessity.
Data Analysis
In this section and the next, details are provided about the analysis of the quantitative and
qualitative data. Wherever possible, information is provided on validity and reliability for each
quantitative assessment instrument, as well as some discussion of trustworthiness for the qualitative assessment instruments used in this study. Data management procedures and overall trust-
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worthiness issues are discussed. These discussions include exploring features of this study like
triangulation, member checking, and the research audit trail.
Throughout this study, integrity and reflexivity were core motivations to the study’s approach to data management and data analysis. Integrity has been defined as “a commitment to
the search for knowledge and to honest and ethical conduct” (Guillemin & Gillma, 2004, p. 270),
which includes respect for the autonomy of individuals, respect for privacy, and respect for the
dignity of people. Also, reflexivity is a “process of critical reflection both on the kind of
knowledge produced from research and how that knowledge is generated” (p. 274). Hertz (1997)
noted that the reflexive researcher does not merely report the facts from the data, but also actively constructs interpretations while questioning the source of those interpretations.
Procedures. This section offers detailed descriptions of the data analysis procedures for
the study. This includes description of all three assessments used for the quantitative MKT analysis, and the assessment used for the quantitative mathematics self-efficacy analysis. The section
also describes analysis of the student artifacts and the interview data.
Quantitative data analysis. For the quantitative MKT analysis, descriptive statistics were
calculated, and a dependent or paired sample t-test design was used with pretest scores and posttest scores for both the Number and Operations and Algebra subscales of the LMT/TKAS MKT
Measures (Hill et al., 2004). The LMT/TKAS website provided descriptive statistics (e.g., mean
and standard deviation) and paired sample t-test results. With those as a starting point, Excel and
SPSS software were used to analyze these results. Both tables and text were used to display these
results.
For the paper-and-pencil Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment pretest and posttest
results, a 5-point Likert scale rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016) was used. On this instrument, col-
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legial collaboration was used on the scoring, and an average of the two scorers’ results was used.
When the group means are reported on this assessment, the summary statistics show overall class
mastery of the SMM. Since this is essentially a qualitative instrument, the data was also used to
compare individual pretests and posttests to look for evidence of MKT growth. The rubric was
adopted with permission from a course syllabus for the graduate level endorsement program for
elementary teachers at the University. See Figure 9 for details about this rubric.
Exceeds
Expectations/
Exemplary
(5 points)
Exemplary
worked-out
solutions and
explanations of
thinking for all
tasks

Meets
Expectations/
High Quality
(4 points)
High quality
worked-out
solutions and
explanations of
thinking for all
tasks

Needs Improvement/
Minor Errors
(3 points)
Minor errors
in worked-out
solutions and
explanations
of thinking for
all tasks

Needs Improvement/
Major Errors
(2 points)
Major errors in
worked-out
solutions and
explanations
of thinking for
some tasks

Needs Improvement/
Extensive Major
Errors (1 point)
Major errors in
worked-out solutions and explanations of thinking for many
tasks

Inadequate/
No Attempt
(0 points)
No attempt to
provide workedout solutions and
explanations of
thinking for each
task

Figure 9. Rubric for Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment Pretests/Posttests (Swars
Auslander, 2016)
Once again, descriptive statistics were calculated on both assessments, then a paired sample t-test
structure was used with these pretest scores and posttest scores. Excel and SPSS software were
used to analyze the data. Both tables and text were used to display results, and scanned images of
student artifact data were used to display PTs’ MKT growth.
For the paper-and-pencil MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993), descriptive statistics
were calculated on both assessments. Then, a paired sample t-test structure was used with pretest
scores and posttest scores. Excel and SPSS software were used to analyze the survey data. Both
tables and text were used to display these results.
Qualitative data. After some consideration, the following three student artifacts were
used for formal analysis: Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment, Test Extras, and SMM
Classwork/Homework. The SMM Classwork/Homework was selected for its broad range of
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problem-solving types; the Test Extras was selected because the data was gathered in test conditions; and the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment was selected as a measure of group
problem-solving skill mastery and as a measure of individual PTs’ MKT growth during the
SMM intervention. With these student artifacts, each problem was first scored for accuracy using
the same 5-point Likert scale rubric used for the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment pretests and posttests (Swars Auslander, 2016). Excel and SPSS software helped analyze the data.
Both tables and text were used to display these results. Each of these student artifacts was analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively for evidence of MKT.
For the semi-structured, individual, interview data, constant comparative analysis was
used in several passes through the data after the three initial passes to improve the accuracy of
the transcripts. Glaser and Strauss (1967) wrote that the constant comparative method, in which
coding and analysis take place together, often simultaneously, is conducted to assist in the process of theory generation, which is its purpose. Corbin and Strauss (2008) view coding as “'mining' the data, digging beneath the surface to discover the hidden treasures contained within data”
(p. 66). Charmaz (1995) describes coding as “the process of defining what the data are all about”
(p. 37), and included identifying themes or categories that the data reveals. Ezzy (2002) further
explains that “the initial identification of topics, often referred to as open coding, is exploratory”
(p. 87), and “as the coding scheme becomes more developed new forms of coding, referred to as
axial and selective coding, are used that enable the development of an argument, or central story”
(p. 87).
Constant comparative analysis is a process in which any newly collected data is compared with previous data that was collected in one or more earlier studies or across cases. Described as like a wooden wheel with extended spokes, the next step was to use axial coding
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(Charmaz, 2014; Saldaña, 2016; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) to determine which codes are the dominant ones (the hub of the wheel) and which are less significant (the wheel’s spokes). In this
study, the researcher’s initial thought was to integrate codes around the axes of three central constructs: MKT, mathematics self-efficacy, and beliefs about mathematics. Using these principles,
I initially looked for in-vivo codes or terms used by my interview participants, and over 300
phrases or sentences were highlighted through several readings of the interview transcripts. I
constantly compared the scripts for similarities and differences in meaning between phrases in
their comments.
As I read and reread the transcripts, Dedoose online software was used for its data management capabilities – to organize my codes, to record memos, and to organize codes into categories and subcategories as interpretations emerged from the data. Strauss (1987) defines a theoretical memo as “writing in which the researcher puts down theoretical questions, hypotheses,
summaries of codes, etc.―a method of keeping track of coding results and stimulating further
coding, and also a major means for integrating the theory” (p. 22). Glaser and Strauss (1967)
suggested some benefits of memoing; the researcher “writes ideas, notes, comments, notes on
surprising matters, themes or metaphors, reminders, hunches, drafts hypotheses, references to
literature, diagrams, questions, drafts theories, methodological points, personal points, suggestions for further inquiry, ...” (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2015, p. 600) that occur to the researcher during the constant comparison process.
With my three research questions in mind, I essentially sought categories with the greatest explanatory power for this interview data (Glaser, 1996). Once the codes and themes had
emerged, I reflected on them and recognized that I was influenced by a coding frame developed
by Newton, Leonard, Evans, & Eastburn (2012)―with strong roots in Bandura’s (1977, 1986
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1993, 1997) foundational theory―for the mathematics self-efficacy analysis. Bandura recognized four factors which influence mathematics self-efficacy: mastering experiences, vicarious
experiences, verbal persuasion, or affective states, and Newton et al. (2012) added the personal
experiences with learning factor. See Table 2 for these coding categories and sample efficacyrelated statements.
Table 2
Sample Mathematics Self-Efficacy Statements (Newton et al., 2012)
Source
Example
Experiences as a learner

“I was afraid to speak in class. I was afraid of getting the wrong
answer.”

Affective states

“I am nervous about teaching math because of my past
experiences.”

Vicarious experiences

“Miss Patterson is an amazing teacher. She inspires me to be the
kind of teacher that makes a difference in her students’ lives.”

Verbal persuasion

“I received very positive feedback from my parents and two
students in the class.”

Mastery experiences

“I was very pleased and proud of the work my students did, and I
hope to share this feeling with my own students when I start
teaching.”

For instance, statements about learning experiences were highlighted if they reflected personal
experiences or feelings (e.g., enjoyment, boredom, struggle) rather than general descriptions
about the mathematics instruction. While experiences as a learner pointed to the learning opportunities, both past and present, affective states referred to attitudes or emotions during the learning process. When students mentioned inspirational qualities of either the course professor or the
intervention teacher, those comments were considered vicarious experiences.
In another phase of working through the interview data, in my analysis involving the
MKT construct, while the themes emerged from the data, I was influenced in my analysis of the
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themes by categories from Ball and her colleagues’ work (Ball & Bass, 2000; Ball, Lubienski, &
Mewborn, 2001; Hill, Ball, & Schilling, 2008). Thus, in the MKT analysis, I entered the coding
process with the three categories of MCK (CCK, SCK, and HCK) and the three categories of
PCK (KSC, KCT, and KCC) in mind. A significant aspect of MKT, SCK includes such skills as
error analysis, communicating multiple strategies for any one problem, and evaluating methods
on the basis of accuracy and efficiency (Ball & Bass, 2000; Ball & Hill, 2008a; Ball, Lubienski,
& Mewborn, 2001; Hill, Ball, & Schilling, 2008; Hill et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2008). These sorts
of a priori codes related to SCK skills were in my mind as I looked for codes and themes in the
interview data, but I still found that these and other codes and themes emerged from the interview data very naturally.
Using PTs’ data from the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment, student artifacts,
and interviews, evidence was found for this SCK aspect of MKT. Throughout both phases of the
study, a very detailed, line-by-line analysis was used. This is necessary to suggest relationships
among categories (Swars, Daane, & Gieson, 2006). My literature review naturally directed decisions about themes as I proceeded to put data “back together in new ways after making connections between categories” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 96). After six passes through the interview
data, highlighting over 300 thoughts and writing 29 memos, I felt like my sense of understanding
was essentially saturated, as I accounted for most of my data in core categories and subcategories
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Creswell, 2002).
In December, I used a one-week mini-hiatus between rounds of transcript analysis to increase the likelihood of reliable results. Along these lines, collegial collaboration was used with a
mathematics education doctoral student to review my coding category decisions, to discuss pos-
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sible themes from the interview data, and to support me in recognizing where my identity may be
affecting or shaping my analysis of the interview data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Through this process of interview transcript analysis along with analysis of various student artifacts, five major themes or categories emerged from the data, and one of these themes
had two subthemes or subcategories. These themes primarily involved PTs’ change in beliefs
about mathematics and their growth in MKT; one involved mathematics self-efficacy and its link
with MKT; and one involved implications for the future. Using student artifact data and interview excerpts, these themes and subthemes will be discussed in the next chapter.
Trustworthiness and Ethical Considerations
This is a mixed methods study, and in recent sections, I have shown how my quantitative
data gathering and analysis was done in an ethically considerate manner. Since this study also
involved qualitative methods, I recognize Patton’s (2002) assertion that in qualitative studies,
“the researcher is the instrument” (p. 14). This suggests that the credibility of a qualitative study
relies heavily on the integrity, abilities, and efforts of the researcher as they interpret data. Qualitative research requires that rigorous attention be given to ensure the validity and reliability of
the findings. To meet the unique demands of qualitative research, Lincoln and Guba (1985) substituted the familiar quantitative research paradigm criteria with a new set of concepts that address the specific needs of qualitative research. In doing so, these researchers exchanged the traditionally used concepts of internal validity, external validity, reliability, and objectivity for new
conceptions of credibility, consistency/dependability, and transferability.
To meet the standards for these criteria, this SMM study used data triangulation and
member checking for the pretest and posttest, student artifact, and interview data, as well as a
researcher audit trail that documented data collection, data sources, data analysis, and researcher
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notes. In the next chapter, when reporting the study’s results, student excerpts are used from the
interview transcripts and student artifact data to promote better understanding of the SMM intervention. These excerpts were presented anonymously using pseudonyms that the interview participants themselves selected. Collectively, these techniques (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam,
2016) contribute to the trustworthiness of this study and make the resulting findings more credible.
Data management. Student records were kept private to the extent allowed by law. Only
my dissertation committee chair and certain, carefully chosen mathematics education colleagues
had access to the data that students provided. Copies were made of any student artifacts, and the
originals were returned to the students. Information was also available for those who make sure
the study is done correctly, the University Institutional Review Board, and the Office for Human
Research Protection (OHRP). Student identification codes were used rather than student names
on all analysis records. Information that students provided was stored in a locked cabinet and in
password- and firewall-protected computers (personal laptop and College office computer). A
key (code sheet) to identify the research participants was stored separately from the data to protect privacy and will be destroyed 5 years after the dissertation is complete. Audiotape recordings of the intervention and interviews will also be destroyed 5 years after the dissertation is
complete. The dissertation completion date was April, 2017. Each participant’s name and other
facts that might indicate their identity will not appear whenever this study is presented or published. The findings were summarized and reported in group form only. No student was identified personally except by a pseudonym which they, again, selected for themselves.
Triangulation. With roots in calculating the precise location of a navigational object, triangulation of methods and data sources strengthens a study (Patton, 2002). This SMM interven-
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tion study explored quantitative data from a larger group of elementary PTs and qualitative data
from a subset of this larger group. The intention of this study was to “(investigate) a contemporary phenomenon in depth and in its real-world context” (Yin, 2014, p. 237). Yin (2014) wrote,
“by developing convergent evidence, data triangulation helps to strengthen the construct validity
of your case study” (p. 121). Triangulation is the key strategy used to establish trustworthiness in
mixed methods research. Triangulation can employ multiple data sources (data triangulation),
multiple researchers (investigator triangulation), or multiple methods (methodological triangulation), with all three strategies applying convergence to support emerging findings (Creswell,
2014; Merriam, 2016; Yin, 2003).
In support of trustworthiness, this study applied data triangulation including pretest and
posttest results, several student artifacts, interview transcripts, and field notes to enhance the intervention description. An effort was made to ensure that patterns were represented across multiple data sources to support all findings (Merriam, 2016; Yin, 2003). The six different sources of
data shown earlier in Figure 6 provided convergent evidence, offering greater validity and credibility to the study’s findings. Figure 10 displays the Triangulation of Data Sources, with three
types of data sources used in this study.

Figure 10. Triangulation of Data Sources
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As mentioned earlier, collegial collaboration and a one-week mini-hiatus were used between
coding and categorization rounds to increase confidence in the researcher’s interview coding decisions.
Member checking. Merriam (2016) describes member checking or “respondent validation” (p. 217) as the process of soliciting feedback from the people being interviewed. Merriam
further suggests that this method of validation is the most important way of avoiding the possibility of misinterpretation of the meaning of the participants’ words and actions. For each of the
six interviews in this SMM study, member checking was utilized to ensure the accuracy of any
interview transcripts and to help ensure the validity of the researcher’s interpretations.
Researcher audit trail. An audit trail was created that details the mechanics of data collection, emergence of categories, as well as methodological thinking, decisions, and justifications
for actions to undergird the transferability and trustworthiness of the study (Creswell, 2014; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 2016). Copies of assessment data and student artifacts were collected and then safeguarded in a locked file cabinet. All interview data was collected and transcribed, and then safeguarded in a locked file cabinet. A chain of evidence detailing all data collection circumstances were documented in compliance with the data collection timeline, methods, and protocols to ensure adherence to research procedures.
Summary
Chapter 3 offered details of the research methodology used in this study. This chapter included rationale for the explanatory mixed methods research design and detailed descriptions of
the context, participants, and researcher’s role in the study. Data collection and analysis procedures and instrumentation were also included, along with assurance of the study’s trustworthiness and ethical considerations involving data gathering, analysis, and management.
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4 Results
Overview
This study explores the influence of the SMM on elementary teacher development in a
university mathematics content course for elementary PTs. Through analysis of pretests and
posttests, student artifacts, and interview data, the study examined, in particular, the impact of
the SMM on 32 elementary PTs' MKT and mathematics self-efficacy during a Foundations of
Number and Operations course at a large, urban university in the Southeastern U.S. The data also
revealed an influence of the SMM on elementary PTs’ beliefs about mathematics. This chapter
describes these findings. In addition to reporting the three quantitative assessment results for the
first two research questions involving the SMM’s impact on PTs’ MKT and mathematics selfefficacy, the chapter gives PTs voice as they describe changes in their MKT and mathematics
self-efficacy, as well as changes in their beliefs about mathematics, as a result of experiences
with the SMM.
Specifically, to examine change in the SCK aspect of MKT, data largely quantitative in
nature were gleaned in three ways: the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004), a Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment, and two student artifacts. Items on the LMT/TKAS MKT
Measures (Hill et al., 2004) represent some of the competencies teachers use in teaching elementary mathematics. These competencies include representing numbers, interpreting unusual student answers or algorithms, and anticipating students’ common errors. For this study, 20-25
items in two subscales were appropriate: the Number and Operations subscale and the Algebra
subscale. The 5-problem Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment measures the same variety
of mathematics word problems emphasized in the study’s SMM intervention. Several student
artifacts were collected during the SMM intervention, and data from two artifacts are reported in
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the findings: (1) 10 questions from a 21-question SMM Classwork/Homework and (2) a fourquestion supplement to the second unit test called Test Extras.
To quantitatively examine change in mathematics self-efficacy, the MSES-R Survey
(Betz & Hackett, 1993) was used. This 52-item survey uses a 6-point Likert scale. It measures
mathematics self-efficacy at the problem-solving task- and course-specific levels.
The Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment and two other student artifacts also provided data largely qualitative in nature, and additional qualitative data for the study were collected via six semi-structured, individual interviews. The purpose of the interviews was to illuminate
how elementary PTs described changes in their MKT and mathematics self-efficacy, as well as
any other emergent findings, as a result of experiences with the SMM. Five themes and two subthemes emerged from the interview data indicating PTs’ changes in MKT, mathematics selfefficacy, and beliefs about mathematics.
Quantitative Results
Mathematical knowledge for teaching overview. On the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill
et al., 2004) online instrument, two subscales were used, the Number and Operations subscale
and the Algebra subscale. Data on the subscales, descriptive statistics, and some initial analysis
of the PTs’ changes across the SMM intervention were provided by the LMT/TKAS online site,
and these data was further analyzed using Excel and SPSS software. The PTs’ responses on the
Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment were initially evaluated using a 5-point rubric (Swars
Auslander, 2016) collaboratively applied with a fellow mathematics educator, with changes in
these data across the SMM intervention analyzed using Excel and SPSS software. The next three
sections describe these findings.
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MKT: Number and operations subscale. As the developers of the LMT/TKAS MKT
Measures (Hill et al., 2004) recommend, the statistics reported for any subscale are based on
standardized scores relative to all who have completed this particular instrument since its inception. For the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures Number and Operations subscale, a paired sample ttest yielded a statistically insignificant difference between pretest (M = -0.57, SD = 0.73) and
posttest (M = -0.49, SD = 0.66) scores, with t(31) = -.618 and p = 0.541. Table 3 presents the
overall mean scores and standard deviations and other descriptive statistics for the pretests and
posttests. Table 4 displays the paired sample t-test results in greater detail.
Table 3
Descriptive Statistics, LMT/TKAS MKT Measures, Number and Operations Subscale
Mean
Group
n
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Statistic
SE
Pretest
32
3.6514
-2.4670
1.1844
-.574325
.1293733
Posttest
32
2.9726
-1.9672
1.0054
-.488125
.1161043
__________________________________________
Group
SD
Variance
Pretest
.7318459
.536
Posttest
.6567851
.431

Table 4
Paired Sample t-test Results, LMT/TKAS MKT Measures, Number and Operations Subscale
Source
MD
SD
SE
t
DF
Sig.
Pretest-Posttest
-.00862000 .7895662
.1395769
-.618
31
0.541
Note. MD represents the mean difference.

While the standardized group mean scores for the PTs slightly improved from pretest to posttest,
the overall impact of the SMM intervention is not statistically significant (p = 0.541) for the
Number and Operations subscale. The range, standard error (SE), and standard deviation (SD) all
decreased from pretest to posttest, showing that the data generally are tighter and closer to the
mean after the SMM intervention. These findings show that although the PTs had slightly in-
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creased knowledge of number and operations during the time of the SMM intervention, these
increases are not statistically significant.
MKT: Algebra. The statistics reported for any subscale in the LMT/TKAS MKT
Measures (Hill et al., 2004) are based on standardized scores relative to all who have completed
this instrument since its inception. For the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures Algebra subscale, a
paired sample t-test yielded another insignificant difference between pretest (M = -0.39, SD =
0.66) and posttest (M = -0.52, SD = 0.81) scores, with t(31) = 1.010 and p = 0.320. The overall
means slightly decreased from pretest to posttest. Table 5 presents the means and standard deviations and other descriptive statistics for the pretests and posttests. Table 6 displays the paired
sample t-test results in greater detail.
Table 5
Descriptive Statistics, LMT/TKAS MKT Measures, Algebra Subscale
Group
Pretest
Posttest

N
32
32

Range
2.8142
3.7609

Group
Pretest
Posttest

SD
.6616296
.8105452

Minimum
-1.7458
-2.8820

Maximum
1.0684
.8789

Mean
Statistic
SE
-.387334
.1169607
-.516866
.1432855

Variance
.438
.657

Table 6
Paired Sample t-test Results, LMT/TKAS MKT Measures, Algebra Subscale
Source
MD
SD
SE
t
Pretest-Posttest
.1295313
.7252403
.1282056
1.010
Note. MD represents the mean difference.

DF
31

Sig.
0.320

On this subscale, the standardized group mean scores for the PTs slightly decreased from pretest
to posttest, and so the overall positive impact of the intervention is not statistically significant (p
= 0.320) for this subscale. The range, standard error (SE), and standard deviation (SD) all in-
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creased from pretest to posttest, indicating that the data generally are more variable and further
from the mean after the SMM intervention. These findings indicate that the PTs may have had
slight decreases in knowledge of algebra during the SMM intervention.
MKT: Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment. As an additional measure of the influence on the PTs’ MKT, five items on the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment were
scored by the researcher and a colleague using a 5-point rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016) that
rates students on their reasoning support for each solution. Inter-rater reliability was established
on scoring these assessment results, and an average of the two scorers’ ratings for all statistical
analysis was used. The inter-rater reliability was 65.6% on the pretests and 70.0% on the posttests. Since Shaughnessy et al. (2013) recommended a minimum of 90% inter-rater reliability, to
compensate for this limitation, an average of the two scorers’ ratings for all statistical analysis
was used. These student artifact data illuminated PTs’ understanding of mathematics problem
solving and the SCK aspect of MKT. A paired sample t-test yielded an insignificant difference
between pretest (M = 15.02, SD = 5.23) and posttest (M = 16.16, SD = 4.19) scores, with t(31) =
-1.462 and p = 0.154. Table 7 displays the means and standard deviations and other descriptive
statistics for the pretests and posttests. Table 8 displays the paired sample t-test results in greater
detail.
Table 7
Descriptive Statistics, Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (5-Point Rubric Scores)
Mean
Group
N
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Statistic
SE
Pretest
32
20.0
5.0
25.0
15.016
.9244
Posttest
32
16.0
8.0
24.0
16.156
.7407
Group
Pretest
Posttest

SD
5.2294
4.1899

Variance
27.347
17.555
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Table 8
Paired Sample t-test Results, Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (5-Point Rubric Scores)
Source
MD
SD
SE
t
DF
Sig.
Pretest-Posttest
-1.1406
4.4145
.7804
-1.462
31
.154
Note. MD represents the mean difference.

While the group mean scores for the PTs increased from pretest to posttest, this increase is not
statistically significant (p = 0.154). The range, standard error (SE), and standard deviation (SD)
all decreased from pretest to posttest, showing that the data generally are less variable and closer
to the group mean after the SMM intervention. These findings show that although the PTs had
increases in their problem-solving success, these increases are not statistically significant.
MKT: Student artifacts. When the group means are reported on these three student artifacts, the summary statistics show overall class mastery of the SMM. With two of the three student artifacts administered toward the end of the SMM intervention, data from the PTs’ graded
student artifacts―Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment, Test Extras, and SMM Classwork/Homework―indicate that the PTs generally had a strong conceptual and procedural grasp
of how to use and interpret results from the SMM for a variety of problem-solving types. The
Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment indicated growth in MKT, and highlights of interview participants’ reactions to this evidence is included in these descriptions.
Test Extras. The PTs’ overall mean scores on the Test Extras are high, with an overall
mean of 17.5 points for the four problems out of 20 possible points, which corresponds to 87.5%
correct. The breakdown of the PTs’ performance on these test problems is shown in Table 9,
with overall means and percentages correct for the 32 PTs on each problem using a 5-point rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016), along with the overall mean and percentage correct on all problems on this assessment.
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Table 9
Descriptive Statistics, Test Extras (5-Point Rubric Scores)
Problem
N
1
2
3
Rubric Score
32
4.72
4.88
4.28
Percent Correct
94.4%
97.5%
85.6%

4
3.63
72.5%

Totals
17.50
87.5%

This data show that as the problem difficulty level increased, the percent correct declined. Still,
the PTs collectively performed quite well on these items.
SMM Classwork/Homework. On the 21-problem SMM Classwork/Homework, the PTs
worked 11 of these problems together in an interactive classwork format, and then the remaining
10 problems were assigned for an individual homework assessment. Using a 5-point rubric
(Swars Auslander, 2016) applied to the 10 problems, it was determined that the 21 students who
submitted this assignment had an overall mean score of 43.9 out of 50 possible points, which
converts to 87.7% correct. Table 10 displays the rubric score and percent correct by problem for
each of these 10 problems from the SMM Classwork/Homework activity, along with other summary statistics.
Table 10
Rubric Score (5-Point) and Percent Correct by Problem, SMM Classwork/Homework
Problem
1
2
4
8
9
10
13
15
17
Rubric Score
5.0
5.0
4.2
4.7
4.3
4.5
4.0
3.2
4.4
Percent Correct
100
100
84
94
86
90
80
64
88
Summary Statistics
Rubric Score
Percent Correct

n
21

19
4.5
90

Totals
43.9
87.7%

Similar to the Test Extras, this student artifact data provide evidence of PTs’ facility with the
SMM on a wide variety of mathematics problem solving. These student artifact data revealed
PTs’ understanding of mathematics problem solving and the SCK aspect of MKT.
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Mathematics self-efficacy beliefs. On the MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993), possible
total scores on this instrument range from 0 to 312 since the instrument’s 6-point rubric was used
for 52 tasks. The sample’s overall mean scores increased from 215.91 to 227.16 as PTs rated
their own confidence for performing a variety of mathematics problem-solving and courserelated tasks. This time, a paired sample t-test yielded a significant difference between pretest (M
= 215.91, SD = 44.17) and posttest (M = 227.16, SD = 41.12) survey results, with t(31) = -2.612
and p = 0.014. Table 11 displays the means and standard deviations and other descriptive statistics for the pretests and posttests. Table 12 displays the paired sample t-test results in greater detail.
Table 11
Descriptive Statistics, MSES-R Survey Instrument
Group
N
Minimum
Maximum
Pretest
32
126.0
292.0
Posttest
32
124.0
305.0

Mean
215.906
227.156

SD
44.1693
41.1183

Table 12
Paired Samples t-test Results, MSES-R Survey Instrument
Source
MD
SD
SE
Pretest-Posttest
-11.2500
24.3668
4.3075
Note. MD represents the mean difference.

t
-2.612

DF
31

Sig.
.014

The PTs’ change in mathematics self-efficacy across the SMM intervention is considered
statistically significant (p = 0.014). When examining the data further, 21 of the 32 PTs (66%)
increased in mathematics self-efficacy, with one maintaining the same level and the other 10 decreasing in mathematics self-efficacy. While the range increased from 166 to 181, the standard
deviation decreased from pretest (SD = 44.1693) to posttest (SD = 41.1183), indicating that the
data extremes broadened but that the data are still generally closer to the overall mean after the
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SMM intervention. These findings indicate that the students had significant increases in their
mathematics self-efficacy across the time frame of the intervention.
Summary. For these quantitative findings, the data analysis revealed a statistically significant improvement from pretests to posttests only for the measure of mathematics self-efficacy.
Other data from the instruments─the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) Number and
Operations subscale, the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures Algebra subscale, and the Mathematics
Problem-Solving Assessment─either showed statistically insignificant improvement or decline
(in the case of the Algebra subscale data) from pretest to posttest over the time of the SMM intervention.
Whereas the MKT measures for the PTs did not significantly improve from pretest to
posttest according to the quantitative data, even declining in the algebra results, the interview
data revealed several important MKT changes. These shifts connected to their improvements in
mathematics self-efficacy, which did significantly improve from pretests to posttests in this
study. The following section provides insights into PTs’ changes during the time of the SMM
intervention as illustrated by the qualitative data gleaned from the interviews, Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment, and two other student artifacts.
Qualitative Results
Overview. Analysis of student artifacts and interview transcripts involves looking for evidence of understanding and misconceptions in the products they produced, recognizing their
mathematical reasoning through the various stages in their problem-solving process, and interpreting conversations for evidence of PTs’ MKT, mathematics self-efficacy, and other personal
growth. This analysis is fundamentally different from comparing pretest and posttest scores or
survey and rubric scores and computing means, standard deviations, and p-values for paired
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sample t-tests. Examining details about what PTs produce in student artifacts or say during interview conversations has the potential to provide insights into their views of mathematics in general, their understandings of key mathematics problem-solving concepts, and their perceptions of
their own mathematics self-efficacy growth and other changes in beliefs. Indeed, examining what
students say and produce may offer insights into their understandings that cannot be inferred
from looking at summary statistics or statistical test results from quantitative data.
The analysis of the qualitative interview data along with various student artifacts revealed
rich insights involving influences of the SMM intervention on PTs’ MKT and mathematics selfefficacy, along with other emergent findings. One theme evident in the interview data is that PTs
shifted from a view of mathematics as a set of procedures to a view of mathematics as a conceptual web of interconnected ideas. This theme is called changes in beliefs about mathematics.
There is evidence in the interview and student artifact data that the SMM supported PTs’ construction of viable arguments as they justify the mathematics they use in various problem-solving
contexts in a visually clear and efficient way. This theme is called justifying reasoning in problem solving with visual clarity. In addition, the PTs viewed a broad range of strategies and thinking as mathematically valid, including their own. This theme is called variety of valid strategies
and includes two subthemes: the SMM’s organizational structure and its facility or ease of use.
Next, the quantitative data indicated a significant impact of the SMM on PTs’ mathematics selfefficacy, and the fourth theme involves this important construct. This theme illuminates the
strong connections in the interview data between PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy and
is called changes in mathematics self-efficacy and connections with MKT. The final theme is
called implications for future teaching, as many interview participants revealed their commitment and their rationale for using the SMM when they become elementary teachers, citing rea-
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sons involving MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. Table 13 provides a listing of these themes,
along with a brief description of each theme.
Table 13
Interview Themes
Theme

Description

Changes in beliefs
about mathematics

A shift from PTs’ view of mathematics as primarily a set of
procedures to a perception of mathematics as a conceptual
web of interconnected ideas

MKT: Justifying reasoning
in problem solving
with visual clarity

Impact on PTs’ ability to construct viable arguments to
justify the mathematics they use in various problemsolving contexts in a visually clear and efficient way

MKT: Variety of valid strategies
(Subthemes: the SMM’s
organizational structure, the
SMM’s facility or ease of use)

PTs viewing a broad range of strategies and thinking as
mathematically valid, including their own, highlighting the
SMM’s organizational structure and its facility or ease of
use

Changes in mathematics
self-efficacy and connections
with MKT

Connections in the interview data between PTs’ MKT and
mathematics self-efficacy

Implications for future
teaching

The nature of PTs’ commitment to use the SMM as
elementary teachers along with their rationale, citing evidence of MKT and mathematics self-efficacy growth

The next sections will describe each of these themes in detail, including interview excerpts and supporting images from student artifacts. In addition, some of the themes include profiles of students to provide in-depth information to better illuminate each theme. In every case,
pseudonyms that the PTs chose for themselves are used for each of the interview participants.
Changes in beliefs about mathematics. The first theme emerging from the interview
data involves the PTs offering evidence of a shift in beliefs about mathematics. Three of the six
interview participants’ beliefs indicated change from viewing mathematics as a set of procedures
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to viewing mathematics as a conceptual web of interconnected ideas (Ambrose, 2004; Hiebert &
Lefevre, 1986), linking this change to the SMM intervention.
In her interview, Allison offered evidence of this sort of change in beliefs about mathematics from viewing mathematics as a set of procedures to viewing mathematics as a conceptual
web of interconnected ideas. Allison commented early in her interview that she thought of mathematics as primarily a matter of remembering all the many formulas and procedures. This is clear
when she remarked that she viewed mathematics as “8,000 formulas” (Allison’s interview, Line
38, November 8, 2016) and needing to recall what to do when. She went on to state, “The hardest
for me is to remember I need to do this for this type of problem, but not for that type of problem”
(Lines 37-41). To illustrate the change in her views of mathematics through the SMM intervention, she stated, “After the [SMM], I did understand things differently” (Line 50). After the
SMM intervention, she found that she could understand and explain things better using this visual way to solve problems, rather than using more familiar, traditional approaches. Allison then
commented about the SMM, “It makes you look at math in a different perspective” (Lines 304305), again indicating a significant shift in her beliefs about mathematics.
Two other interview participants articulated this theme in other ways. Suggesting some of
the pedagogical strategies used by various teachers in his educational background, Jack referred
to mathematics with language indicating lower-level cognitive demands when he stated, “I believe math is … you get it through repetition. The more you practice it, it’s better. … You can do
a bunch of different examples, and it’s the same concept. You should understand it” (Jack’s interview, Lines 76-80, November 14, 2016). Later in the interview, he said, “I’ve gained more
knowledge about different ways of solving problems, different ways of logic” (Lines 122-123).
This indicates that while he still values repetition in mathematics, after the SMM intervention, he
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viewed mathematics as more reasonable and logical. He appreciates variety in problem-solving
strategies and views the SMM as a visual sense-making approach with an organized flow of rational and connected ideas. It appears that he is moving from thinking of mathematics as emphasizing rote memorization and procedures toward thinking of mathematics as emphasizing procedures with connections to deeper, conceptual understandings of mathematics content.
Maria also spoke during her interview about mathematics as primarily procedural before
the SMM intervention. Maria likened learning mathematics to learning a language: “Since I haven’t been using it and I haven’t been keeping up with it, like a language, then I feel like I’ve lost
some methods that I knew” (Maria’s interview, Lines 184-185, November 14, 2016). Notice that
she thought of mathematics primarily in terms of methods or procedures. Later in the interview,
though, showing MKT growth, she said that the SMM’s visual nature helps her better understand
mathematics problem solving. In her words, “It’s just like something that’s there now, so it’s not
abstract. You’re just thinking in your head or trying to find an algebraic expression” (Lines 241242). For her, the SMM makes problem solving clearer and less abstract for her mind. In these
excerpts, Maria may be moving from thinking of mathematics with a cognitively lower, procedural focus toward thinking of mathematics with a cognitively higher, conceptual focus.
Changes in mathematical knowledge for teaching. The interview data, coupled with PTs’
student artifact excerpts, suggested two themes involving the PTs’ MKT growth in conceptual
understanding as the PTs highlighted some of the SMM’s potentially helpful pedagogical features. One theme involves the SMM supporting PTs’ ability to construct viable arguments to justify the mathematics they use in various problem-solving contexts in a visually clear and efficient
way. Another theme was that the PTs viewed a broad range of strategies and thinking as mathematically valid, including their own. Two subthemes related to this second theme: SMM’s organ-
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izational structure and its facility or ease of use. These themes and subthemes are described in
this section, with relevant examples from the PTs’ interview and student artifact data.
MKT: Justifying reasoning in problem solving with visual clarity. There is consistent
evidence in both the PTs’ interview and student artifact data that the SMM intervention supported their construction of viable arguments in various problem-solving contexts. Presented here are
illustrative quotes from students, followed by student profiles showing more in-depth support for
this theme.
Highlighting the SMM’s visual clarity and organizational structure, Allison found that the
SMM significantly helped her on word problems. She could explain her solution process better.
After an interviewer’s comment about the SMM being a nice visual move from direct modeling
toward algebraic thinking, Allison agreed and expressed her sense that “learning different ways
of doing things” (Allison’s interview, Line 88, November 8, 2016) makes a difference in her
ability to confidently show her reasoning process to others as she solves problems.
Speaking about the course in general, Sharonda too mentioned that she has learned “better ways to solve problems” (Sharonda’s interview, Line 92, November 9, 2016). Then she declared, “This [the SMM] might be the main thing for me” (Line 96), indicating that the SMM
intervention was something of a course highlight for her. Delving deeper, she revealed that she
likes this problem-solving approach for a variety of reasons, but especially for “[showing] your
thought process for a word problem” (Lines 126-127). Sharonda then elaborated that “it seems
plain as day now to show how you got an answer, just to visualize it” (Lines 127-128). The
SMM, then, supports her as she constructs viable arguments and as she justifies her reasoning in
problem-solving situations.
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An interview highlight came during Jimmy's interview when he was asked a general
question about the SMM's impact, and Jimmy declared how the SMM helps him justify his reasoning in problem solving. In a very poignant exchange, he said, "This … is what's going on in
my head, when I do it in my head" (Jimmy’s interview, Line 178, November 15, 2016). When
asked to expound a little further on this remark, as he pointed to a SMM diagram example on his
posttest, he said, “The little blocks ... (this is) just kind of what's going on up here. I can spit the
number out, but I never really had a way to put it down and show someone what I was thinking"
(Lines 182-184). In addition to seeing the SMM as valid and natural, Jimmy, who described his
mathematics ability growing up as “a car’s length ahead of everybody” (Line 17), also articulated his MKT growth as a more critically reflective thinker. Along these lines, he stated that before
the SMM intervention, “I just kind of do it instead of thinking about it” (Lines 334-335), but after the intervention, he said he thought more about “how I would do it instead of just doing it”
(Line 336). In the context of this study’s use of SMM with cognitively demanding problemsolving tasks, this comment shows clear growth in metacognition. With the SMM, in particular,
Jimmy seems more confident to explain his understanding and to help others understand. He is
consciously slowing down and thinking reflectively about teaching and learning pedagogy. Later
in the interview, Jimmy highlighted the visual clarity of the SMM when he added, “I think if I
can show bars and numbers, instead of just numbers, that it would help” students understand
(Jimmy’s interview, Lines 372-373, November 14, 2016). Here again, he is reflecting on effective teaching practices, shifting to a SCK focus.
Christy also had a very positive overall experience with the SMM. At two different times
in her interview, she pined, "I wish I would have known this growing up" (Christy’s interview,
Line 180, November 15, 2016). She said several times that she struggled with problem solving
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and with algebra growing up, but not so much with fractions, as her father worked hard with her
to overcome those struggles after the school day and during holiday breaks. She mentioned repeatedly that she particularly liked the visual nature of SMM: "I just think that being able to actually see it on paper, it helps me a lot. I enjoyed it. There's nothing I didn't like about the Singapore method" (Lines 182-184).
Maria’s profile. The SMM intervention supported Maria’s construction of viable arguments in various problem-solving contexts. Specifically, Maria showed evidence of the following aspects of SCK: methods of presenting mathematical ideas, modeling multiple strategies for
any one problem, evaluating methods based on accuracy and efficiency, and being comfortable
with various representations. Presented here are illustrative quotes supporting this evidence of
MKT growth from Maria’s interview.
Maria offered evidence in her Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment that she considers the SMM a problem-solving strategy that is visually clear and efficient. Maria improved from
18 points on the pretest to 20 points on the posttest (for an 11% gain). This slight improvement,
though, is even more remarkable when we consider specific problems. On problem 1, she may
well have used some sort of mental “guess and check” way on the pretest to find the correct solutions, as no supportive work is shown, whereas on the posttest, the drawings clearly support or
justify her correct solution. See Figure 11 for Maria’s pretest work on problem 1, and see Figure
12 for Maria’s posttest work on the same problem.

Figure 11. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Maria’s Pretest,
Problem 1)
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Figure 12. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Maria’s Posttest, Problem 1)
While Maria’s pretest and posttest solutions are both correct, she improved from 4 to 5 points on
the rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016) for this problem because her SMM posttest explanation is
clear and concise, with strong justification for her solution.
A percent application, problem 2 is another excellent study in contrast qualitatively, although she earned 5 points on the scoring rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016) both times. On the pretest, Maria used a proportion approach to find the answer, and her work makes mathematical
sense. However, on the right side of her pretest work, there were other calculations that were difficult to understand, probably earlier attempts to solve the problem. On the posttest, Maria’s
work is coherent and shows efficiency in the procedural fluency sense of the term (NRC, 2001),
as she drew the SMM diagram with 25% and 20 pets in each box and recorded the complete answer. The improvement in Maria’s SCK is very evident in this instance. See Figure 13 for Maria’s pretest work on problem 2, and see Figure 14 for Maria’s posttest work on this problem.

Figure 13. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Maria’s Pretest,
Problem 2)
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Figure 14. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Maria’s Posttest, Problem 2)
During the interview, Maria mentioned how impressed she is with the visual clarity of the SMM.
She also highlighted its flexibility as she remarked, "It's a picture for you. You can change it.
You can manipulate it how you want …" (Maria’s interview, Line 251, November 14, 2016).
For Maria, SMM’s visual approach is clearer to understand, supporting her growth in
MKT. Later in the interview, she reflected on her posttest work on problem 2, commenting on
her efficiency with the SMM. She is more confident in her likely success when she uses this
strategy. Focusing on problem 2, Maria captures these insights in a very persuasive way in the
following interview excerpt. The symbol ‘I’ stands for the interviewer, and ‘P’ represents the
participant, in this case, Maria.

I:

…This is number 2 on the pretest and posttest. You used a proportion on this one
[the pretest], but on this one you're drawing a picture [the posttest]. With which
were you more confident?

P:

This one [the SMM] was easier because ... we had done a problem like the
percentage [problem in class], so it was a lot easier.

I:

It was clearer there. You're more confident. I saw people doing something like
this and I don't know, flip-flopping this and ending up with the wrong answer a
lot of times, or going .75 times 60 instead of 60 divided by .75, which is actually
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correct. But over here [your SMM work on the posttest], it's clear. I think it's real
clear what you did and that your answer ought to be what it is. That's interesting.

P:

Do you see how much space I used on that one instead of this one!?! It's just ...

I:

More efficient?

P:

Yeah.

I:

That's interesting. Yours is a great case-study, in terms of before and after, how
it's changed. (Maria’s interview, Lines 345-360, November 14, 2016)

As we discussed this problem, Maria commented on how the SMM approach was so much more
efficient than other methods. She recognized her clear focus and use of less time and space on
the page using the SMM.
On problem 3, Maria used an algebraic approach on the pretest and the SMM on the posttest. In both instances, she had the correct answer and strong work to support it, earning 5 points
on the rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016) for both assessments. See Figure 15 for Maria’s pretest
work on problem 3, and see Figure 16 for Maria’s posttest work on the same problem.

Figure 15. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Maria’s
Pretest, Problem 3)
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Figure 16. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Maria’s Posttest, Problem 3)

Maria handled this classic early algebra problem well using these two very different approaches.
Both her algebraic technique on the pretest and her SMM diagram approach on the posttest are
technically excellent, and yet her use of the SMM does a better job justifying her reasoning in
this particular problem-solving situation.
Once again, Maria offered several helpful insights in her interview, commenting on the
SMM’s efficiency and its ease of use for this problem. As before, the letter ‘P’ represents the
participant, Maria, and the ‘I’ represents the interviewer. Referring to problem 3, Maria said,

P:

This one was actually … it took me longer to solve this on the pretest than on the
post one. It took me significantly longer …

I:

That's cool. I’ll probably use this. I'll refer to this Number 3 and say, "Isn't that interesting? She did it right and did it beautifully right both ways." An algebra
teacher's going to say, "Yes, that's great." Any teacher would say, "Yes, this looks
like it makes good sense," but you said, "This [the SMM] was more efficient ...

P:

I took longer, I remember, on this [pointing at her pretest work] than this [pointing at the posttest]. (Maria’s interview, Lines 333-344, November 14, 2016)
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The SMM drawings form a solid bridge to algebra, and Maria seems quite comfortable using
both strategies. An efficient method for these problem types, the SMM provides clear justification for Maria’s problem-solving decisions.
Repeatedly in her interview, Maria emphasized the SMM’s visual nature and the fact that
students can use the SMM in a variety of ways on any one problem. The "clear picture" (Line
257) aspect came up in her interview with the added conviction that "there's no way to confuse
yourselves" (Line 258). She added, "It made some really hard problems that I overthink, generally, easier" (Lines 495-496), citing the chocolate problem on the SMM Classwork/Homework as
an example. As we have seen, there is consistent evidence in both Maria’s interview and student
artifact data that the SMM supports her as she constructs viable arguments in various problemsolving contexts through its visual clarity and efficiency.
Jimmy’s profile. The SMM intervention supported Jimmy’s construction of viable arguments in various problem-solving contexts through its visual clarity and its helpfulness for sensemaking. Specifically, Jimmy showed evidence of the following aspects of SCK: modeling multiple strategies for any one problem, evaluating methods based on accuracy and efficiency, and
being comfortable with various representations. Excerpts from Jimmy’s interview and Mathematics Problem Solving Assessment further illustrate this MKT-oriented theme.
Operating at a very high level on both assessments, Jimmy’s work with the SMM drawings on the posttests was visually clear and efficient on 4 out of the 5 problems. Jimmy scored 22
or 23 points on the pretest and 22 or 23 points on the posttest for the two independent scorers.
While these scores are consistent, they are very high scores (88-92%). While Jimmy performed
extremely well on the pretest, it is still very interesting to consider his work improvement from
pretest to posttest, problem by problem. Problem 2 is a qualitative study in contrast. While Jim-
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my earned 5 points on the rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016) for both the pretest and posttest, his
work still shows marked improvement, especially in terms of justifying his correct answer to this
percent application. See Figure 17 for Jimmy’s pretest work on problem 2, and see Figure 18 for
Jimmy’s posttest work on the same problem.

Figure 17. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Jimmy’s Pretest, Problem 2)

Figure 18. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Jimmy’s Posttest, Problem 2)
On the pretest, Jimmy seemed to settle on the correct answer, and his open sentence in the top
left is supportive of this answer. The rest of what he wrote seems very scattered and unclear. On
the posttest, however, Jimmy’s work with the SMM is very focused, efficient, and clearly supportive of his solution, with 25% and the corresponding 20 students in each box.
On problem 4, the quantitative and qualitative contrast from Jimmy’s pretest to posttest is
rather extreme. He may have used a guessing method on the pretest, and he used the SMM on the
posttest. His rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016) score improved from 1 point on the pretest to 5
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points on the posttest. Refer to Figure 19 for Jimmy’s work on problem 4 on the pretest and Figure 20 for Jimmy’s posttest work on the same problem.

Figure 19. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Jimmy’s Pretest, Problem 4)

Figure 20. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Jimmy’s Posttest, Problem 4)

On the pretest, it was very difficult to follow Jimmy’s reasoning, and he did not progress very far
toward a reasonable solution. While the ratio between Travis’s and Manda’s number of books is
correct and the ratio between Travis’s and Dan’s number of books is correct, Dan has only 3
more than Manda in Jimmy’s pretest solution. Thus, none of the three values are correct on this
pretest. In stark contrast, Jimmy’s SMM posttest drawings were wonderfully clear, efficient, and
accurate. During his interview, Jimmy noticed this contrast and mentioned how easy his work on
the posttest is to understand. He stated, “It’s easy to set up, it’s easy to look at, graphically”
(Jimmy’s interview, Line 213, November 15, 2016). Operating at a high level, Jimmy displayed
some gains and losses from pretest to posttest, but in general, his work with the SMM drawings
is visually clear, efficient, and understandable, providing indication of significant SCK growth.
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Sharonda’s profile. The SMM intervention supported Sharonda’s construction of viable
arguments in various problem-solving contexts through its visual clarity and its helpfulness for
improving her thought processes on word problems. Specifically, Sharonda showed evidence of
the following aspects of SCK: modeling multiple strategies for any one problem, evaluating
methods based on accuracy and efficiency, and being comfortable with various representations.
Excerpts from Sharonda’s interview and Mathematics Problem Solving Assessment further illustrate this MKT-oriented theme.
On her Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment pretest and posttest, Sharonda exhibited rather remarkable improvement in a PTs’ SCK aspect of MKT. Showing her overall thought
process growth because of the SMM, Sharonda improved from 13 points on the pretest to 23 or
24 points on the posttest for the two independent scorers. This extraordinary 77-81% improvement, though, is more striking when we consider specific problems from a qualitative standpoint.
In problem 3, Sharonda displayed rather extreme improvement in problem-solving success as she applied the SMM. Sharonda used an arithmetic approach on the pretest and the SMM
on the posttest, and her rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016) score improved from 1 to 5 on these assessments. See Figure 21 for Sharonda’s pretest work on problem 3, and see Figure 22 for Sharonda’s posttest work on the same problem.

Figure 21. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Sharonda’s
Pretest, Problem 3)
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Figure 22. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Sharonda’s
Posttest, Problem 3)

On this early algebra problem, Sharonda’s pretest work did not progress very far toward the correct answer, with one step in the right direction on a multistep word problem. On the posttest, she
used the SMM to find the correct answer, and her work clearly supported her reasoning. In this
instance, though, while her work supported her solution, there is some extraneous work to the
right of her SMM work. Notice that she made her answer explicit by writing it into a sentence.
Problem 4 also displays Sharonda’s clear growth in MKT. Sharonda improved from 1
point on the pretest to 5 points on the posttest. Refer to Figure 23 for Sharonda’s pretest work on
problem 4 and Figure 24 for her posttest work on the same problem.

Figure 23. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Sharonda’s
Pretest, Problem 4)

Figure 24. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Sharonda’s
Posttest, Problem 4)
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On the pretest, it was very difficult to follow Sharonda’s reasoning, and she did not progress very
far toward a reasonable solution. In stark contrast, again showing significant growth, her posttest
SMM drawings were visually clear, efficient, and accurate, and they support her solution well. In
this instance, though, while her work supports her solution, there were evidently some mental
calculations that did not appear on paper. Once again, with the SMM, Sharonda consistently
made her answer explicit by writing it into a sentence.
Like many of her other efforts, Sharonda’s work on the very abstract problem 5 shows
significant MKT improvement. Her rubric (Swars Auslander, 2016) scores increased from 1
point on the pretest to 3 points on the posttest. Refer to Figure 25 for Sharonda’s pretest work on
problem 5 and Figure 26 for her posttest work on the same problem.

Figure 25. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Sharonda’s
Pretest, Problem 5)

Figure 26. Sample Student Work on Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment (Sharonda’s
Posttest, Problem 5)
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On problem 5 on the pretest, it was very difficult to follow Sharonda’s reasoning. There is an
incorrect answer with no work to justify her reasoning. In stark contrast on a very difficult problem, her posttest work shows a reasonable drawing and an algebraic equation that makes sense.
As she started to solve the equation, however, she seemed unclear which variable to solve for
and lost track of the other variable. As with other PTs, writing the solution in a complete sentence was her consistent practice on all five problems when she used the SMM.
Repeatedly in her interview, Sharonda spoke about how the SMM is visually clear and
helpful to counter common mistakes. She said, “This is a much easier way of seeing things”
(Sharonda’s interview, Lines 235-236, November 9, 2016), expressing her conviction that the
SMM helps you “[show] your thought process with the word problems” (Lines 236-237). Given
her remarkable improvement, her case is illustrative of many key strengths of this problemsolving approach. This is perhaps a reason why she designated the SMM as a “main thing” (Line
96) for her in the Foundations of Number and Operations course.
As we have seen, there is consistent evidence in both interview and student artifact data
that the SMM supports these PTs as they construct viable arguments in various problem-solving
contexts. This support is primarily through the method’s visual clarity and efficiency. The next
theme also supports PTs’ growth in SCK.
MKT: Variety of valid strategies. Another theme involving MKT that the interview data
revealed was that the SMM contributed at least in part to the elementary PTs’ view that a broad
range of strategies and thinking are mathematically valid, including their own. Involving both the
course professor and the intervention instructor, exposure to many different problem-solving
strategies seems to be a theme of the Foundations of Number and Operations course. Each of the
six interview participants commented on the variety of valid strategies shown by students and
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instructors in the course and how that changed their perception of their own MKT, with specific
mention of the SMM.
For instance, throughout her interview, Christy spoke persuasively about the variety of
problem-solving strategies encouraged throughout the course. Revealing some of her struggles
with mathematics in her formative years, she expressed that the SMM had an impact on her
problem-solving success. To illustrate this, she asserted at one point, “I do think I have the ability to solve a problem better” (Christy’s interview, Lines 118-119, November 15, 2016). Later,
Christy paused and reflected, “I think the strategies and the different ways to solve problems now
are … easier, better to understand, better for comprehension” (Lines 132-133). Christy further
asserted that the SMM made problem-solving decision-making clearer for her. She shared, “It
helps you solve problems visually. I like to see things visually, so this guided me to getting either
the right answer or close to the right answer” (Lines 216-218). Christy recognized that the SMM
is a valid and helpful problem-solving technique.
Allison commented about learning a variety of problem-solving strategies. She stated,
“When I become a teacher, I can say, ‘Okay if you can't get it this way, you can do it this way, or
if not, I have another way.’ It allows me to broaden my way of thinking and to be able to reflect
it into the students” (Allison’s interview, Lines 90-93, November 8, 2016). She has evidently
learned a variety of problem-solving strategies in the course, including the SMM. The course has
expanded her awareness of mathematics problem-solving approaches, providing more strategies
as she prepares to teach elementary mathematics. She later expressed her conviction that the
SMM is a strong method for visual and kinesthetic learners and for struggling mathematics students.
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Both Sharonda and Maria stressed the variety of strategies in the course as one of its
prominent features. In Sharonda’s interview, moments after she commented, “I’ve definitely
learned some things from this class” (Sharonda’s interview, Line 90, November 9, 2016), she
was pressed for a few highlights. She replied that she has learned “better ways to solve problems” (Line 92). Then, she made the sudden revelation, “This [the SMM] might be the main
thing for me” (Line 96). She views the SMM and a variety of other problem-solving strategies in
the course as valid and helpful. In her interview, Maria also recognized the SMM’s impact on her
thinking in her comment, “I like it because it gives you a whole, new, different way of thinking
of [mathematics problem solving]. I really liked that” (Maria’s interview, Lines 107-108, November 14, 2016). She recognizes that the SMM is very helpful in some instances, but that it is
perhaps better to use other methods for certain problem types.
Displaying SCK growth, Jack and Jimmy both spoke often and persuasively about how
helpful the various problem-solving strategies featured in the course were to them. For example,
Jack said, “It’s just interesting to see how many different ways you can get to this answer”
(Jack’s interview, Lines 111-112, November 14, 2016). Along these lines, he recognized that
“some [of the students’ attempts] are going to be right and valid, and some are going to be kind
of faulty, and you’re going to try to ease them in the right direction” (Lines 117-118). When
asked later about course highlights, Jack talked about “the diverse ways people come to the same
answer” (Lines 148-149), citing the SMM as “a prime example” (Line 151) of a helpful problemsolving heuristic. Along these lines, it is perhaps significant that toward the end of the interview,
Jack lamented that “teachers don’t spend extra time or find different strategies or concepts.
Whatever way the book has put, that’s what they’re teaching nowadays” (Lines 383-385). He
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strongly values the variety of problem-solving strategies he has experienced in the course, and
advocated here for less reliance on the textbook method.
In a course which focuses on a variety of problem-solving strategies, the PT interview data revealed that the SMM stood out in many of the PTs’ minds as something of a highlight in a
broad range of mathematically valid strategies. Two subthemes display some of the reasons for
this: the SMM’s organizational structure and its facility or ease of use.
The SMM’s organizational structure. Besides being a visually clear and efficient strategy,
the SMM is considered by many of the interview participants to be a valid problem-solving strategy. Evidently, these elementary PTs changed in their view that a broad range of strategies and
thinking are mathematically valid, including their own. Several of the interview participants
called attention to the SMM’s organizational structure as part of the reason for this shift.
In her interview, Allison referred to the SMM as she recalled some of the seven major
steps. She said, “The strength, definitely, as I keep saying, [is] the visuals and the steps that you
told us to take” (Allison’s interview, Lines 155-156, November 8, 2016). She highlighted making sure you read the question thoroughly and writing an open sentence with a blank for the solution. Then she alluded to the chunking of the problem as you build scale drawings of rectangles
for the known and unknown quantities, along with a brace and a question mark for the unknown
quantity. On their Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment posttests and student artifacts, it is
interesting to notice how consistently the PTs correctly made use of these SMM drawings and
how regularly they explicitly showed their solutions to the problems.
Sharonda developed this organized structure subtheme a little further as she highlighted
the error analysis aspect of SCK. This was evident when she stated that if you use the SMM,
“They know exactly what you did and how you got your answer. If you mess up, they can still
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see exactly what you did wrong because it’s right there” (Sharonda’s interview, Lines 153-155,
November 9, 2016). Later, she commented, “I feel like you can more easily catch yourself when
you mess up” (Lines 239-240). Maria made similar comments. Maria may have alluded to
SMM’s organizational strength when she spoke about its visual clarity in these words: “You can
see it with a clear picture, so you know exactly what you’re looking for. There’s no way to confuse yourselves” (Maria’s interview, Lines 257-258, November 14, 2016). In her interview, she
mentioned how the SMM can help with error analysis since it is "easier to compare your answers
or see where you got it wrong" (Line 255). Error analysis is a significant part of SCK and heavily
impacts a mathematics teacher’s pedagogical decision making.
Showing further evidence for this subtheme, Jack responded to an interview question
about the SMM’s strengths and weaknesses with a very strong affirmation of its organizational
structure:
The strength is that it's very organized. … They see it and instead of having numbers and
things everywhere, they have it organized. That's what I liked about it and what I think is
the strength of it. Then the weakness, I guess if it was a test and they were pushed for
time [and] they have a lot of problems, I don't think they would have time to draw every
box for each problem. They wouldn't be able to organize it, which would help them. Because I feel like math, a lot of people [who are not] good at math, it's because it's everywhere―numbers―and it's making them crazy. I feel like this is so organized, it would
make everything settle down and they won't be so flustered. (Jack’s interview, Lines 206215, November 14, 2016)
In this excerpt, Jack stressed repeatedly that the SMM is very organized. He sandwiched a timeconsuming factor weakness in the middle of his answer, but then he settled on the SMM’s organ-
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izational structure as a compensating strength to help students succeed in various mathematics
problem-solving contexts.
In these interview excerpts, several of the interview participants refer or allude to the
SMM’s organizational structure as part of the reason why this is a valid strategy for mathematics
problem solving. Some participants emphasized SCK’s aspect of anticipating different ways to
think about mathematics, including common misconceptions or error patterns. As seen in the
next subtheme, though there is a seven-step process involved, the PTs generally find the SMM to
be straightforward and easy to apply to a variety of word problem types.
The SMM’s facility or ease of use. There was consensus across the six interviews on the
facility or ease of use of the SMM for a variety of problem types. This feature would add to its
likelihood of its being selected as a strategy for a given problem. These PTs also find the method
simple and straightforward to use and to evaluate its accuracy.
Three PTs illustrated this facility subtheme particularly well. Allison said that she felt
that the SMM was easier to use on certain problems than other methods. In the context of discussing a fraction application, for instance, Allison declared, “It’s actually easier that way [the
SMM] than to do it the algebraic way” (Allison’s interview, Lines 65-66, November 8, 2016).
On one of the more difficult sample problems during the SMM intervention, Allison commented
after she understood how to do the problem with the SMM, “This is fun, this is easy” (Line 162).
Next, pointing to her work on the posttest with the SMM, Sharonda remarked that this is a
“much easier way of seeing things” (Sharonda’s interview, Lines 235-236, November 9, 2016).
Jack also weighed the time it takes to work through the SMM’s steps and concluded that “although [the SMM drawing] takes time, it makes things a lot easier” (Jack’s interview, Lines 99100, November 14, 2016), in general.
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Maria, too, felt that the method is easier than other strategies and helps students overcome common errors such as using the inverse operation for a word problem (e.g. adding when
the problem indicates subtraction and multiplying when the problem requires division). In the
context of a fraction division problem, Maria felt that “[the SMM] made some really hard problems that I overthink generally easier” (Maria’s interview, Lines 495-496, November 14, 2016).
Discussed earlier, during our interview discussion of problems 2 (Figure 12) and 3 (Figure 14)
on her Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment posttest work, Maria commented about the
SMM’s ease of use. Along with emphasizing its efficiency in the procedural fluency sense, Maria acknowledged its ease of use excitedly and repeatedly as she compared her pretest and posttest methods. For example, pointing at her SMM work, she referred to her work on problem 2
and concluded, “This was actually easier” (Line 342). Then, as she considered her work on problem 3, she exclaimed about the SMM, “It was a lot easier” (Line 350).
Jimmy described the SMM as easy to set up and easy to understand. Jimmy remarked, “I
did like how easy [the SMM] is … to understand and to pick up” (Jimmy’s interview, Lines 274,
277, November 15, 2016). He offered another statement that strongly supported this subtheme,
“It’s easy to set up, it’s easy to look at, graphically” (Line 213). Earlier in his interview, Jimmy
reflected about his learning, “I’m really good at using simple things and making them complex.
If I can understand something simply, then I can pretty much do it on my own” (Lines 139-141).
Reflecting SCK growth, he views the SMM as an easy-to-use and naturally helpful problemsolving tool for young learners.
Thus, several of the interview participants referred to the SMM’s facility or ease of use as
part of the reason why this is a valid strategy for mathematics problem solving. Its accessibility
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for all students is part of why it is so potentially powerful as an elementary mathematics pedagogical tool for PTs to master.
Changes in mathematics self-efficacy and connections with MKT. The quantitative analysis
of MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) data in this study indicated that changes in mathematics self-efficacy for the elementary PTs during the SMM intervention were statistically significant. The qualitative interview data further supported this finding. While there are several
allusions to mathematics self-efficacy changes in some of the earlier interview excerpts, this section will revisit some of those instances and feature several additional cases.
The fourth theme that emerged from the interview data is that shifts in PTs’ MKT connected directly to their improvement in mathematics self-efficacy. As mentioned in the beliefs
section, Allison commented that she thinks of mathematics as very formulaic or procedural in
nature. With the SMM, she found that she could explain things better. She had more confidence
in her ability to show her reasoning for problem-solving steps. This shows that PTs’ MKT and
mathematics self-efficacy are connected in her mind to skill or fluency with a variety of problem-solving strategies. Allison spoke about liking critical thinking challenges in mathematics.
She said that she generally does well in mathematics classes and enjoys solving problems because there is a definite answer.
She also expressed confidence in her improvement, particularly through the SMM intervention. In the following interview excerpt, Allison linked improvement in confidence to the
visual nature of the SMM. In the following excerpt, ‘I’ refers to the interviewer, and ‘P’ represents the interview participant, in this case, Allison.

I:

… do you believe your confidence in your abilities to do math has changed as a
result of this course you're in? …
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P:

In the beginning, no, but after the Singapore [Modeling Method], I did understand
things differently. I know with this [the SMM], it helped me look at things in a
visual way, and I remember in class I was very algebraic when we would ask
questions. I'm like, ‘Say, I get the same thing a different way.’ But I realized
when it comes to teaching kids that they're very visual, and sometimes they're not
going to get it the algebraic way. They'll get it during models like this, so it did
help me out when it comes to word problems because I'm not really good at word
problems. So, it did significantly help me.... (Allison’s interview, Lines 46-57,
November 8, 2016)

Later and repeatedly throughout her interview, Allison referred to having several ways to approach problem solving as a source of increased confidence. Having a variety of pedagogical
tools “allows [her] to broaden [her] way of thinking” (Line 92), which makes a difference in her
sense of mathematics self-efficacy. In another instance, Allison linked MKT and mathematics
self-efficacy when she said, “I can explain to the students better and I feel more confident in
teaching it because I know different ways and because I learned more things about it” (Lines
172-173). After further attributing her MKT and confidence growth to “having two passionate
teachers [who] actually enjoy math” (Line 76), Allison offered a nice summary statement linking
mathematics self-efficacy to knowing a variety of problem-solving strategies. Supporting this
connection, she said, “Just because I know it one way and I'm confident, now I'm confident in
doing it in a whole different way, and it makes a difference” (Lines 88-90).
Several other interview participants expressed similar changes in their mathematics selfefficacy through the SMM intervention. For example, during her interview, Christy clearly
linked her growth in confidence to learning different ways to approach mathematics word prob-
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lems. She remarked, “I do think that I do have the ability to solve a problem better” (Christy’s
interview, Lines 118-119, November 15, 2016) after exposure to a variety of strategies in the
course, including the SMM. Jack, too, referred to the variety of problem-solving strategies in the
course having a big impact on his growth in confidence, citing the SMM as “a prime example”
(Jack’s interview, Line 151, November 14, 2016) of an effective way to help struggling learners
with mathematics problem solving.
When asked about confidence, Jimmy, who described his growing up years as “honor
roll, straight A’s, pretty much perfect attendance” (Jimmy’s interview, Line 40, November 15,
2016) also described himself becoming even more confident through engagement with the SMM.
He commented, "It's not my ability that's changed, it's the fact that I can show my work and explain how I do it instead of just doing it” (Lines 96-97). Linking MKT with mathematics selfefficacy, Jimmy went on to express, “I think that would help with my confidence, if someone
asks why, you're not just like, 'Oh, because that's just how it is', you can actually sit down and
explain it" (Lines 97-99). In the interview, when probed about whether his confidence changes
were because of new strategies or the ability to explain it better, Jimmy quickly responded:
"strategies" (Line 101). Like many of the others, his confidence growth is linked directly to
MKT and, more specifically, to SCK. He added a very interesting reflection about his learning,
“I’m really good at using simple things and making them complex. If I can understand something
simply, then I can pretty much do it on my own” (Lines 139-141). He seems to view the SMM as
a simple, yet powerful, tool to help students like him handle a wide variety of mathematics word
problems successfully. Like many others, he attributed his growth in confidence to think-pairshare and other collaborative opportunities in the course, including the SMM. Jimmy appreciates
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seeing different perspectives or strategies for mathematics problem solving through teachers and
other students.
The interview data generally revealed that PTs’ growth in confidence is linked to their
having a variety of problem-solving strategies in their pedagogical toolkit, so to speak, including
the SMM. In the interview data, there were several references to affective states as PTs mentioned past struggles or successes, and there were a few references to vicarious experiences as
PTs mentioned passionate instructors. While these were clear indicators of mathematics selfefficacy growth, most of the self-efficacy-related interview data illustrated the self-efficacy category called mastering or mastery experiences as a learner (Bandura, 1977, 1986 1993, 1997;
Newton et al., 2012). Consistently in these interview excerpts, PTs spoke about growth in their
ability to do mathematics with conceptual understanding, both in terms of showing their work
and explaining their reasoning to others, as they made clear connections to growth in selfefficacy. Several PTs also expressed growth in metacognition or reflection about their own thinking in mathematics problem-solving contexts
Implications for future teaching. Toward the end of each interview, the PTs were asked,
“Do you believe the Singapore Modeling Method is useful for you as a future elementary teacher?” Several PTs commented about using the SMM in their teaching future, and they mentioned
interesting reasons for this commitment. These reasons display evidence of PTs’ growth in both
MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. When Jack was questioned regarding the nature of his
commitment to use the SMM in his teaching future, Jack spoke at length about it being quite
helpful, especially to combat math anxiety. Speaking from research that he had done in another
course, he said,
Math anxiety starts in elementary school, like around first and second grade. If you
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introduce something like this to elementary … students, then maybe they won't have
that anxiety on through the rest of their life.... This might change the future for them. I
just believe, because after doing that study on math anxiety [in another course], I felt like
it's because teachers don't spend extra time or find different strategies or concepts.
Whatever way that the book has put, that's what they're teaching nowadays. Introducing
something like SMM would be very helpful then. It will help a lot of students down the
path. They'll use it later on in life when they take high school math classes when they're
struggling. I just feel like, I will use it because of that reason to prevent math anxiety and
prevent students hating math, because once you get good at it, it's pretty fun. (Jack’s
interview, Lines 379-390, November 14, 2016)
While several other PTs echoed this belief that the SMM is particularly effective for struggling
students, Jack was especially articulate on this point. He went on to say how helpful the SMM is
for problem solving, especially for students who struggle with mathematics: "I feel like it's a
good teaching strategy, you know, especially for struggling students. I feel like they should use it
in teacher education programs" (Lines 395-396). Interestingly, Jack told his mother about the
SMM, and she reacted very favorably about teaching her middle school mathematics students
with this method.
Echoing these sentiments, Allison mentioned her belief that the SMM is particularly beneficial for students with visual and kinesthetic learning styles, but also for students in general, in
terms of impacting their confidence and enjoyment of mathematics. In the following excerpt, Allison voiced these convictions:
I definitely think it's beneficial because as we talked about before, every child learns
differently, and you have a lot of kids now that don't particularly like math, so you have
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to give it to them in a way for them to understand it and to know several different ways.
And I feel like [the] Singapore Method is a great method and is a great way to teach a
child who is very visual … or a kinesthetic learner where they can be hands on about it,
rather than algebraic.... Will I make this my top choice? … Elementary, yes.... this is
a great foundation in math. I think with a foundation like this, you build student's confidence in math for them to actually enjoy the subject more because if you have confidence, you enjoy it. You're typically going to do much better than if you hate it and
you're struggling and you don't even want to do it. I definitely think it gives more confidence to students. It makes you look at math in a different perspective. (Allison’s interview, Lines 291-305, November 8, 2016)
In this excerpt, Allison emphasized learning styles and the visual and kinesthetic nature of the
SMM. She views the SMM as a particularly strong teaching tool for elementary students, perhaps even impacting their own self-efficacy and enjoyment of mathematics. She considers the
SMM a "great foundation" (Line 300) and impactful in terms of confidence and enjoyment. Continuing this theme in her interview, Allison spoke about the advantage of having a variety of
problem-solving strategies in her teaching pedagogy repertoire. She asserted, “When I become a
teacher I can say, ‘Okay if you can't get it this way, you can do it this way, or if not, I have another way.’ It allows me to broaden my way of thinking and to be able to reflect it into the students” (Lines 90-93). This variety of problem-solving methods fits nicely within the SCK domain, with clear impact on future teaching pedagogy.
Along with several other interview participants, Maria pointed to the SMM’s versatility,
its helpfulness in error prevention and diagnosis, its visual clarity, and its efficiency as she emphasized that this method is “really important” (Maria’s interview, Lines 474-475, November 14,
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2016) and “really beneficial” (Line 478) to visual learners. Maria further exhibited her commitment to use the SMM in her teaching future as she spoke of sharing it with her cousins who
struggle with mathematics problem solving.
In summary, the six interview participants mentioned many positive impressions of the
SMM, with clear connections to MKT and references to mathematics self-efficacy. These impressions range from its ease of use to its helpfulness with combatting common errors and misconceptions. Interview participants stressed the visual nature of the method, the clarity of its organizational structure, and the variety of problem types that students can handle with this strategy. Consistently, PTs’ interview data coupled with student artifacts point to PTs’ growth in MKT
through the SMM intervention and to their corresponding commitment to using this teaching
pedagogy in their future. Elementary PTs in this study consider this SMM mathematics problemsolving strategy particularly beneficial to visual and kinesthetic learners and to struggling mathematics learners.
Summary
In the quantitative part of this study, the findings were somewhat mixed. Using the
LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) Number and Operations subscale, a paired sample
t-test yielded a statistically insignificant difference between pretest and posttest scores for elementary PTs in the Foundations of Number and Operations course. Data from this instrument
also indicated a statistically insignificant difference between pretest and posttest scores on the
Algebra subscale, with group mean scores declining. As a further measure for judging SMM impact on PTs’ MKT, there was a positive change in PTs’ scores on the Mathematics ProblemSolving Assessment instrument, but this change was also statistically insignificant with the
paired sample t-test. On the MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993), a paired sample t-test
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yielded a significant difference between pretest and posttest survey results as PTs rated their own
confidence for performing a variety of mathematics problem-solving and course-related tasks.
In the qualitative part of this explanatory mixed methods study, the student artifacts and
the rich semi-structured interview data with six randomly selected students revealed several interesting insights. Several interview participants offered evidence of a shift from viewing mathematics as a set of procedures to seeing mathematics as a conceptual web of interconnected ideas. Supporting changes in PTs’ MKT, there is evidence in the interview and student artifact data
that the SMM impacted PTs’ ability to construct viable arguments to justify the mathematics
they use in various problem-solving contexts in a visually clear and efficient way. Next, the PTs
in the study viewed a broad range of strategies and thinking as mathematically valid, including
their own, and they highlighted many potentially powerful features of the SMM. This theme includes two subthemes: the SMM’s organizational structure and its facility or ease of use. Another theme, implications for future teaching, involved many interview participants volunteering
their commitment and their rationale for using the SMM in their future as teachers. The last
theme elucidates the strong connections in the interview data between PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. As interview participants spoke about growth in their ability to do mathematics
with conceptual understanding, both in terms of showing their work and explaining their reasoning to others, they consistently made clear connections to growth in self-efficacy.
Whereas the MKT for the elementary PTs in this study did not significantly improve
from pretest to posttest according to the quantitative assessment data, the student artifact and interview data revealed several important elementary PTs’ MKT changes, and these shifts connect
to their improvement in mathematics self-efficacy, which did significantly improve from pretest
to posttest in the quantitative phase of the study. Next, several PTs commented about using the
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SMM in their teaching future, and they mentioned interesting reasons for this commitment.
These reasons display evidence of PTs’ growth in both MKT and mathematics self-efficacy.
These impressions range from its ease of use to its helpfulness with combatting common errors
and misconceptions. Interview participants appreciated the visual nature of the method, the clarity of its organizational structure, and the variety of problem types that students can handle with
this strategy. Consistently, PTs’ interview data pointed to their growth in MKT through the
SMM intervention and to their corresponding commitment to using this teaching pedagogy in
their future. They consider this SMM mathematics problem-solving strategy particularly beneficial to visual and kinesthetic learners and to struggling mathematics learners.
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5 Discussion
Overview
This chapter presents a summary of the study and important conclusions drawn from the
quantitative and qualitative data presented in Chapter 4. The findings for each research question
are presented in the context of the study’s relevance to current research literature. The chapter
also provides a discussion of implications for action, recommendations for future research, and
limitations of this study.
Using the context of a mathematics teacher preparation course, this study focused on exploring the impact of the SMM on elementary PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy, as well
as any emergent findings. Using an explanatory sequential mixed methods approach, the study
involved first collecting and analyzing data largely quantitative in nature and then collecting and
analyzing data largely qualitative in nature as a means of explaining the quantitative results. The
qualitative data helped both to reveal details about changes in PTs that the quantitative results
may have missed and to confirm some of the quantitative findings. With elementary PTs, whereas the two LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) subscales and the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment may not be sensitive to a shift from seeing mathematics as procedural
toward seeing mathematics as conceptual, this impact is suggested clearly in the study’s interview and student artifact data. The two LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) subscales
and the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment may not be sensitive to a shift in PTs’ MKT,
but this impact is indicated in the interview and student artifact data. Whereas the MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) results indicated that the SMM intervention positively affected
change in the PTs’ mathematics self-efficacy, the interview data added to the depth of this finding. Thus, this blending of methods provides a fuller and deeper picture of these elementary PTs’
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changes in MKT, mathematics self-efficacy, and beliefs about mathematics related to the SMM
intervention. Furthermore, this study illustrates ways in which mathematics educators can encourage PTs to develop MKT, mathematics self-efficacy, and beliefs about mathematics using a
mathematics problem-solving focus.
This study is important because of the salience of PTs’ MKT, mathematics self-efficacy,
and mathematics beliefs, coupled with the lack of research literature on the SMM with this
study’s target population. In many respects, this study begins the discussion that the SMM has
potential to promote the mathematical development of elementary PTs in university content
courses, with potential impact on PTs’ MKT, mathematics self-efficacy, and even beliefs about
the centrality of conceptual understanding in mathematics.
Summary of the Study
Introduction. NCTM’s reform efforts and the widespread adoption of the CCSSM provide
an unparalleled opportunity for systemic change in mathematics education in the U.S. A central
focus of this study, NCTM (1989) asserted that problem solving “should be the central focus of
the mathematics curriculum” (p. 23), and this sentiment has been reaffirmed in more recent documents (NCTM, 2003, 2009). Pòlya (1945/2014) and others (e.g., Branca, 1980; NRC, 2012;
Schoenfeld, 2007) have maintained that problem solving is the goal of mathematics learning. Indeed, mathematics instruction should be centered on engaging students in meaningful problemsolving tasks and activities that promote critical thinking (NCTM, 2003, 2009; NRC, 2012).
There is little evidence, however, to indicate that this focus on problem solving is actually occurring as it should in classrooms (Anderson, 2003; Kennedy, 2005; Lovitt, 2000; Schoenfeld, 1992,
1994, 1996a, 1996b, 2007; Stigler & Hiebert, 2009), providing some impetus for this SMM
study.
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With problem-solving as an integral theme in NCTM’s (2000) PSSM and the CCSSM
(NGA/CCSSO, 2010), university mathematics courses must focus on problem solving and on
shoring up PTs’ weaknesses with mathematics problem solving. In MET II, CBMS (2010) offered several recommendations related to elementary PTs’ MKT with implications for teacher
preparation. PTs should not be drawing from past learning experiences or mathematics content
that is more advanced than they will teach, but rather, PTs should study the mathematics that
they will teach in great depth, and from the teaching perspective. Mathematics content courses
that focus on the development of conceptual knowledge before procedural knowledge and “a culture of understanding and successful problem solving” (Swars et al., 2009, p. 51) have great potential to help PTs who struggle with self-efficacy beliefs about mathematics content. The emphasis on problem solving was a vital feature of the SMM intervention in this study. One potential means of developing MKT and mathematics self-efficacy of elementary PTs, then, is through
this visual pedagogical tool.
There were at least four motivations for this study. First, the study of the influence of the
SMM on elementary PTs has been subjected to little inquiry. With only a few international studies and a few studies involving elementary students in the U.S., Ng and Lee (2009) stated there is
“a dearth of research” (p. 293) on students’ use of the SMM. Thus, this study was motivated in
part by the lack of research literature involving the SMM’s impact, notably with elementary PTs.
Another equally important motivation was the fact that mathematics content courses for PTs are
a “fledgling focus of research in mathematics education” (Hart, Oesterle, & Swars, 2013, p. 431).
A third motivation for this study is the centrality of problem solving in the elementary mathematics curriculum (NCTM 1989, 1991a, 1991b, 2000, 2006, 2014; NGA/CCSSO, 2010). Finally,
elementary PTs typically have weak mathematics backgrounds, gaps in MCK, mathematics anx-
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iety, and traditional beliefs about mathematics (CBMS, 2010). Thus, exploring the connectedness of PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy in the context of this SMM study’s emphasis
on mathematics problem solving is potentially powerful in terms of impacting elementary PT
preparation efforts (Ball et al., 2005; Bandura, 1993; Brown, 2012; Henson, 2002; Hill, Rowan,
& Ball, 2005; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001).
Purpose statement. The study explored the influence of the SMM on elementary PT development in a university mathematics content course. It was guided by the following research
questions:
(1) Does prospective elementary teachers' MKT change during a Foundations of Number and
Operations course that uses the SMM?
(2) Do prospective elementary teachers' mathematics self-efficacy beliefs change during a
Foundations of Number and Operations course that uses the SMM?
(3) How do prospective elementary teachers describe changes, particularly in their MKT and
mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, during a Foundations of Number and Operations
course that uses the SMM?
Review of the methodology. The context of the study was an ECEE Foundations of Number and Operations course at a large, urban university in the Southeastern U.S. The study’s participants included 32 undergraduate students completing the course as a requirement for their
ECEE major. Explanatory mixed methods were used to answer the study’s three research questions. To initially examine change in the SCK aspect of MKT, data largely quantitative in nature
were gathered and analyzed. The three quantitative assessments used were: the LMT/TKAS
MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004), a Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment, and two student
artifacts. To quantitatively examine change in mathematics self-efficacy, the MSES-R Survey
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(Betz & Hackett, 1993) was used. The Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment and other student artifacts also provided data qualitative in nature, and additional qualitative data for the study
were collected via six semi-structured, individual interviews with randomly selected PTs. Overall, the findings of the study provide insights into the effectiveness of the SMM as a means of
elementary PT development in university mathematics courses, with an emphasis on PTs’ MKT
changes, PTs’ mathematics self-efficacy changes, as well as the emergent finding of PTs’ belief
changes about mathematics.
Major Findings with Relevance to the Research Literature
This section summarizes the study’s findings for each of the three research questions. Integrated in this section is how this study’s findings compare and contrast with prior research involving elementary PTs and mathematics problem solving. Also included is relevant discussion
of the assessment instruments used in the study.
Research question 1. Using quantitative data, this study explored the question: Does elementary PTs' MKT change during a Foundations of Number and Operations course that uses the
SMM? As discussed in the findings, using the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004)
Number and Operations subscale, a paired sample t-test on the data yielded an increase in overall
mean scores for these elementary PTs, but this improvement between pretest and posttest scores
was a statistically insignificant difference. Analysis of data from this instrument also indicated a
statistically insignificant difference between pretest and posttest scores on the Algebra subscale,
with overall mean scores declining from pretest to posttest. As a further measure for judging the
SMM’s impact on PTs’ MKT, analysis of the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment yielded
a positive change in PTs’ scores, but this change was statistically insignificant for the paired
sample t-test. Incidentally, the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment data produced the
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smallest of the three p-values in the paired sample t-test analysis, and this is likely because this
particular assessment was designed to very closely match the SMM intervention activities. These
findings indicate that the SMM intervention did not significantly affect change in PTs’ MKT,
though two of the three assessments showed positive changes. Perhaps significant shifts were not
evidenced in the quantitative data due to the limited duration of the intervention, and other factors may include scaffolding decisions and the nonconsecutive structure of the intervention.
SCK is mathematics knowledge special to the work of teaching, and includes identifying
the key mathematical ideas in an instructional task, modeling multiple strategies for any one
problem, evaluating methods on the basis of accuracy and efficiency, being comfortable with
various representations, and anticipating different ways to think about mathematics, including
common misconceptions or error patterns. Research has found that higher levels of SCK are correlated with stronger student learning outcomes (Ball & Hill, 2008a; Hill et al., 2005; Hill et al.,
2008) and that SCK tends to be underdeveloped in teachers (Hill et al., 2005). Relating with several themes which emerged from the interview data, SCK will be discussed later in more depth.
Mathematics education research offers some clues to alleviating PTs’ MKT weaknesses
so that they can teach skillfully. As mentioned earlier, American teachers have weak training
mathematically and generally less mathematics coursework than teachers in high-performing nations (Schmidt, 2010). To help solve this problem, research indicates that effective PT development is “sustained, focused on important content, and embedded in the work of collaborative
professional learning teams” (Hirsh, 2009, p. 2). Along these lines, research shows that the critical features of effective PT development also include active learning opportunities (Birman et
al., 2000). Writing about the importance of reflection and interaction in teacher development,
Shulman (2000) expressed his view adamantly that if we can help PTs “engage in active thinking
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about what they know and how they know it and if we can create conditions where they can discuss what they know with others, we significantly raise the likelihood that the problems diminish” (p. 132). The use of active thinking tasks and activities in a collaborative framework was a
significant feature of this study’s intervention.
Several research studies have highlighted the importance of MKT. Exploring this construct, Ball’s (1990) TELT study indicated that PTs lacked explicit understanding of concepts
and principles even when they could perform the calculations involved. Similarly, in their work
with 700 first- and third-grade teachers and almost 3,000 students, Hill et al. (2005) found that
teachers’ performance on their knowledge for teaching questions―including both CCK and
SCK― significantly predicted the size of student gain scores, even though they controlled for
student socioeconomic status (SES), student absence rate, teacher credentials, teacher experience, and average length of mathematics lessons. A similar study concluded that only MKT was
a significant predictor of student outcomes, with an effect size almost double that of the general
cognitive ability (Rockoff et al., 2008). In their work with California’s Mathematics Professional
Development Institutes, Hill and Ball (2004) found that “the more teachers engage with mathematics in ways that afford them opportunities to explore and link alternative representations, to
provide and interpret explanations, and to delve into meanings and connections among ideas, the
more flexible and developed their knowledge will be” (p. 346).
While effective teaching is clearly a complex phenomenon, it is clear from the body of
research literature to date that strong MKT is one of its key components. In other studies, results
on the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) used in this study have been linked to
gains in teacher quality and student learning. For instance, Hill et al. (2007) found that higher
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scores are related to higher-quality mathematics instruction, where higher quality is defined by
examining the mathematics that occurs in the classroom.
This SMM study focused primarily on changes in elementary PTs’ MKT and found evidence in the interview data of several themes involving changes in PTs’ SCK, in particular. For
this study, a literature review of relevant research yielded seven studies involving SMM with
students in grades K-6 (Cai, 2003; Englard, 2010; Ho & Lowrie, 2014; Koedinger & Terao,
2002; Ng & Lee, 2005, 2009; Willis & Fuson, 1988), plus Lewis’s (1989) study involving visual
problem-solving methods with undergraduate students. While this study’s quantitative data did
not suggest consequential changes in elementary PTs’ MKT, the interview and student artifact
data suggest otherwise. These findings will be discussed in a later section. The few prior studies
involving the SMM did not involve elementary PTs, displaying a clear gap in the research literature. This study helps to fill that gap.
Research question 2. Using quantitative data, this study explored the second question: Do
prospective elementary teachers' mathematics self-efficacy beliefs change during a Foundations
of Number and Operations course that uses the SMM? As we discussed in the findings, on the
MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993), analysis of paired sample t-test data yielded a significant difference between pretest and posttest results as PTs rated their own confidence for performing a variety of mathematics problem-solving and course-related tasks. This finding suggests that the SMM intervention may have positively affected change in the PTs’ mathematics
self-efficacy, and this result was further supported in the interview data.
The importance of productive dispositions, including mathematics self-efficacy, has been
a long-standing focus in mathematics education. In MET II, the CBMS (2010) offered advice to
mathematics educators who strive to impact PTs’ self-efficacy. The CBMS concluded that “in-
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structors may need to spend time focusing on the importance of not only a productive disposition
toward mathematics, but a recognition of the depth and importance of elementary mathematics”
(p. 34) in the CCSSM (NGA/CCSSO, 2010). Linking MKT and mathematics self-efficacy,
Swars and her colleagues (2009) found that strong mathematics content courses which focus on
the development of conceptual knowledge before procedural knowledge with a problem-solving
focus have great potential to help PTs who struggle with efficacy issues over mathematics content. Focusing on elementary PTs, as well, this study supports Swars et al.’s (2009) finding.
Mathematics self-efficacy research involving PTs offers mixed results. Through Ball’s
(1990) TELT study at the National Center for Research on Teacher Education (NCRTE), findings indicated only half of the PTs in their study said they enjoyed and were good at mathematics, and over a third of them felt that they were not good at math and said they tried to avoid it.
Other researchers have demonstrated an increase in the consistency of PTs’ mathematical beliefs
during methods courses that emphasized constructivist experiences in the classroom (Beswick,
2006; Hart, 2002; Swars et al., 2007; Wilkins & Brand, 2004). In addition, PTs progressed from
a traditional conception of mathematics to a problem-solving conception of mathematics during a
methods course that focused on problem solving and learning to think mathematically (Steele &
Widman, 1997). However, other results have indicated that the mathematical beliefs of PTs did
not change during a teacher preparation program (Esterly, 2003). This reluctance to change beliefs is a consistent finding in the mathematics education research literature (e.g., Hoy, 2000).
In this study, MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) data suggested statistically significant changes in PTs’ mathematics self-efficacy through the SMM intervention in a university
mathematics content course. Also, interview data further suggested that mastery experiences
with the SMM contributed to positive changes in PTs’ mathematics self-efficacy. These will be
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discussed in more depth, along with five interview themes and two subthemes in the next section.
Research question 3. The third question explored in the study is: How do prospective elementary teachers describe changes, particularly in their MKT and mathematics self-efficacy beliefs, during a Foundations of Number and Operations course that uses the SMM? As discussed
in the findings, various student artifacts and the interview data revealed several interesting
themes and insights in the realm of MKT, mathematics self-efficacy changes, and beliefs about
the nature of mathematics.
First, several interview participants offered evidence suggesting a shift from viewing
mathematics as a set of procedures to seeing mathematics as a conceptual web of interconnected
ideas (Ambrose, 2004; Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986). Pertinent to this study’s finding, Hiebert and
Lefevre (1986) define conceptual knowledge as a “connected web of knowledge, a network in
which the linking relationships are as prominent as the discrete pieces of information” (p. 3).
This finding is also consistent with Ambrose’s (2004) study. She found that whereas “mathematics is a web of interrelated concepts and procedures, … knowledge of concepts is more powerful
and generative than knowledge of procedures” (p. 97). Ambrose also referred to studies showing
that PTs can know procedures without really understanding underlying concepts.
This change in beliefs about mathematics finding in this SMM study is significant because PTs tend toward procedural approaches and have difficulties justifying conceptual understandings (Browning et al., 2014). In Principles to Actions (NCTM, 2014), the NCTM included
their concern about too much focus on procedural understanding rather than on conceptual meaning as first in its list of five “troubling and unproductive realities” (p. 3) in the U.S. With elementary PTs, whereas the two LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) subscales and the
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Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment may not be sensitive to a shift from seeing mathematics as procedural toward seeing mathematics as conceptual, this impact is suggested clearly in
the study’s interview data. Perhaps, then, a part of the solution to these “troubling and unproductive realities” is including problem-solving heuristics like the SMM in elementary PT mathematics courses, a notion for which several of the interview participants advocated.
With a similar change in PTs’ beliefs about MKT through an intervention involving problem solving strategies and representations, this study appears to support Stohlmann et al.’s
(2015) recent finding. Stohlmann and his colleagues studied elementary PTs’ beliefs about mathematical knowledge, and they found their beliefs changed from a mainly procedural focus to seeing the importance of conceptual understanding through a fraction division intervention with
multiple representations. Through a reflection assignment and survey data, they found significant
evidence for change in PTs’ beliefs.
The next two themes from the data suggest changes in PTs’ MKT. The second theme
emerging from PTs’ interview and student artifact data was that the SMM impacted PTs’ ability
to construct viable arguments to justify the mathematics they use in various problem-solving
contexts in a visually clear and efficient way. Along these lines, CBMS (2010) stated, “Prospective teachers need to understand the fundamental principles that underlie school mathematics, so
that they can teach it to diverse groups of students as a coherent, reasoned activity and communicate an appreciation of the elegance and power of the subject” (p. 17). Teachers need to have expertise in “monitoring their own progress as they solve problems, attending to precision, constructing viable arguments, seeking and using mathematical structure, and making strategic use
of appropriate tools” (p. 1). These aspects of SCK in CBMS’s recommendations relate to both
this theme and the next.
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The third theme is that the interview participants viewed a broad range of strategies and
thinking as mathematically valid, including their own, and these PTs highlighted many pedagogical features of the SMM. This finding is consistent with Ambrose’s (2004) study which recognized PTs growth in appreciating the importance of multiple solution strategies in mathematics
problem solving though a field experience with children. This third theme includes two subthemes involving SMM’s organizational structure and the facility or ease of use of this potentially powerful heuristic. Highly related to its visual nature, the SMM is a very organized approach
and easy to apply to a wide range of word problems (Forsten, 2010).
Related to the SMM and CGI problem type frameworks, mathematics education research
has consistently shown that students who can classify problems on the basis of their semantic
structures are better problem solvers than students who do not have knowledge of problem types
(Morales et al., 1985; Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1982). Furthermore, other studies have indicated
that students' errors on word problems tend to be due to misrepresentations of problem structure
rather than to computational errors (Anand & Ross, 1987; Carpenter et al., 1981; De Corte et al.,
1985). Commenting on the SMM, Murata (2008) concluded that “mediating tools, such as tape
diagrams, support people’s cognitive development by helping organize their experiences in a
systematic way” (p. 401). This sort of organized approach is a clear strength of the SMM framework, as evidenced by other studies with K-5 students (Cai, 2003; Englard, 2010; Ho & Lowrie,
2014; Koedinger & Terao, 2002; Ng & Lee, 2005; Ng & Lee, 2009; Willis & Fuson, 1988) and
by PTs’ interview data in this study.
A major focus of this study, MKT is a critical component of successful mathematics
teaching. Grounded in the NRC’s (2001) work and research involving MKT (e.g., Ball & Hill,
2008a; Hill & Ball, 2004; Hill et al., 2008), NCTM’s (2014) Principles to Actions describes
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mathematical proficiency as having five interrelated strands, the first four of which involve
MKT: conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, strategic competence, adaptive reasoning,
and productive disposition. NCTM (2014) describes strategic competence as “the ability to formulate, represent, and solve mathematical problems” (p. 7) and adaptive reasoning as “the capacity to think logically and to justify one’s own thinking” (p. 7). Targeting these concerns, the
CBMS (2010) recommends that mathematics content courses for elementary PTs aim to both
help them overcome their weaknesses in mathematics knowledge and, as they further articulated,
to “develop a deeper and more comprehensive view and understanding of the mathematics they
will or already do teach” (CBMS, 2010, p. 23). Since PTs tend toward procedural approaches
and have difficulties justifying conceptual understandings (Browning et al., 2014), mathematics
education research must continue to explore ways to impact change in PTs’ MKT.
In addition to impacting PTs’ MKT, the fact that the SMM was a positive experience for
the interview participants is displayed in the next two themes. The fourth theme elucidates the
strong connections in the interview data between PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. The
interview data indicates PTs’ growth in mathematics self-efficacy as they became fluent in a variety of problem-solving strategies modeled in the course, including the SMM. Also, while statistical analysis of the MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) data showed the SMM’s significant
impact on PTs mathematics self-efficacy from pretest to posttest, the interview data provided
greater depth about the nature of this change and further provided evidence for connections between PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. In the qualitative data’s fifth theme, implications for future teaching, interview participants volunteered their commitment to using the SMM
in their future as teachers. Their rationale involved MKT and mathematics self-efficacy. Several
PTs recommended that the SMM intervention be incorporated in teacher development programs.
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Whereas the PT focus for the study certainly seems to be rare, if not unique, in mathematics education research, the study compares favorably with previous research involving the SMM
with K-5 students. For instance, echoing some of this study’s interview participants’ comments,
Booth and Koedinger (2012) noted that the distribution of rectangles in the diagram provides
visual cues about the approximate solution to the problem (Nunes et al., 1993; Rittle-Johnson &
Koedinger, 2005), which often helps students feel they are on a reasonable path toward the solution (Larkin & Simon, 1987). Along these lines, Ng and Lee (2009) found that “the use of visual
and concrete representations improves performance in solving word problems” (p. 283). In the
study, pretest-to-posttest MKT improvement was found to be statistically insignificant on two
different instruments, even declining on the algebra subscale, but the qualitative interview data
strongly supported the SMM impact on PTs’ MKT through its organizational structure, its facility or ease of use, and its visual clarity.
In another study with elementary students, Koedinger and Terao (2002) speculated that
“by evoking students’ spatial intuitions, the pictorial representation puts students in a ‘sense
making’ mode that leads to greater self-monitoring” (p. 6). Not all students in their study, however, who used picture algebra engaged in sense making. Some made errors typical of equation
solving and failed to catch these mistakes even with the visual support of the diagram (Booth &
Koedinger, 2012; Koedinger & Terao, 2002). In the study’s SMM intervention with elementary
PTs, there were some of these same tensions, but the interview participants generally expressed
their view that the SMM is a valid problem-solving technique with great potential to help students, mentioning in particular visual and kinesthetic learners and those who struggle with mathematics. As PTs further conveyed in their interviews, the SMM generally helped them make bet-
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ter problem-solving decisions and enabled them to clearly justify their reasoning as they progress
toward a solution.
Other studies with PTs have focused on the use of diagramming, though not with the
SMM per se. In his work with undergraduate students, Lewis (1989) found that for targeted
problems, the diagram group in his study, which learned about the types of statements found in
arithmetic word problems and learned a method for diagramming problem information, produced
greater pretest-to-posttest gains than did either the statement group, which received only translation training, or the control group, which received no training. Other studies have found that visual methods are “the most appropriate (and recommended) when the need for processing is high
and the problem solver is faced with complex or novel situations (Ho, 2009; Lowrie & Kay,
2001; Pirie & Kieren, 1992). In this study, a large proportion of PTs displayed effective use of
the SMM, and the interview participants offered evidence that they value its visual clarity, its
facility or ease of use, and its organizational structure.
With regards to mathematics self-efficacy, the interview data suggest that experiences
with the SMM positively influenced PTs’ affective states as the interview participants mentioned
past struggles or successes. Bandura’s (1997) self-efficacy theory posited that efficacy beliefs are
pliable, and he described four factors which influence efficacy: mastering experiences, vicarious
experiences, verbal persuasion, and affective states. Mastering or mastery experiences are successes during actual practice like field experience, microteaching in mathematics content and
methods courses, and student teaching. Next, vicarious experiences are acquired by observing
videos of effective practices and observing teacher peers. Verbal persuasion involves extrinsic
motivation, such as encouragement from methods or content instructors. Lastly, affective states
include stress and various emotions that people associate with a subject. In the study’s interview
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data, there were a few references to vicarious experiences as PTs mentioned passionate instructors. There were also quite a few remarks about various emotions, both positive and negative,
that students associate with mathematics. While these were clear indicators of PTs’ mathematics
self-efficacy growth, most of the self-efficacy-related interview data illustrated mastery experiences as a learner (Bandura, 1977, 1986, 1993, 1997; Newton et al., 2012). Consistently in the
interview excerpts, PTs spoke about growth in their ability to do mathematics with conceptual
understanding, both in terms of showing their work and explaining their reasoning to others, and
with these remarks, they made clear connections to growth in self-efficacy and linked these
changes to the SMM intervention. Several interview participants also expressed growth in metacognition or reflection about their own thinking in mathematics problem-solving contexts.
Conclusions
Implications for action. From the study, there are several practical implications and noted
improvements for the SMM intervention. Clearly, the findings suggest positive influences of the
SMM intervention, and the detailed description of the intervention makes it easy to replicate in
other college or university mathematics content courses that prepare elementary teachers. This
study and the SMM intervention address CBMS’s (2010) two critical pillars for mathematics
teacher education: a well-qualified teacher in every classroom and a challenging curriculum.
Though the SMM intervention had positive impacts, changes could be made in its implementation. Suggested changes involve improvements in the assessment instruments and other resources
used in the intervention, as well as some of the scaffolding decisions from lesson to lesson. Specifically, the Centers Activity used on the last day of the intervention had too many problems for
the allotted time frame and too many challenging word problems from the Walker (2010) text.
The first three classes flowed nicely, but the fourth day’s planning has room for improvement.
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Looking back on that day, modeling three problems from the Strip Diagrams worksheet would
have worked better, with collaborative groups then assigned to do the other three problems on
the worksheet. To highlight the power and versatility of the SMM method, three or more groups
would then be carefully selected to present their approaches. Then, having already cut the Centers Activity in half (from the original four problems per station down to two problems per station), 4-5 minutes would be sufficient for students to work on each of these eight problems. This
Centers Activity would then serve as an excellent student artifact for assessment and analysis
purposes. Refer to Appendix M for the revised Centers Activity with suggested improvements
from this study’s intervention. If time permitted, some of the more challenging problems deleted
from the original Centers Activity (Appendix G) used in this study could be used to model some
of the very difficult problems students can handle with the SMM. Other than that issue, students
generally responded well to the SMM intervention, and the instructional choices were pedagogically sound and effective. The course professor repeatedly offered very positive feedback on the
choices of instructional methods and resources.
Another issue related to the SMM intervention involves the Foundations of Number and
Operations course content. This course is designed to emphasize elementary and middle school
mathematics content through a variety of teaching methods. Then, inserted about midway
through the course in the study was a seemingly abrupt change to elementary mathematics problem solving with this introduction to the SMM intervention, along with the CGI problem types.
Looking at the study’s findings, PTs are perhaps too far removed from their own experiences in
the elementary classroom and need to be exposed to elementary mathematics curriculum expectations, real-life student experiences with mathematics, and elementary student thinking strategies. During the intervention, though anecdotal stories were shared from interviews with K-3
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children, more of this kind of activity may need to be integrated into Foundations of Number and
Operations courses. This could be done through SMM video excerpts of teachers engaging with
students in elementary classroom settings or through projects involving interviews with elementary children over CGI problem types or other mathematics content. Philipp and his colleagues’
(2007) study supports this suggestion.
Next, with about one-third of the students in the course, there seemed to be a general reluctance to try the SMM, and this situation could have improved with a more detailed introduction to the study and with better transitions from activity to activity throughout the intervention.
Still, the six randomly selected interview participants showed that they saw the value of using
these kinesthetic and visual approaches with elementary students in their future as they focus on
mathematics problem solving. The interview data was full of insights and enthusiasm for the use
of the SMM with elementary students.
With this issue in mind, the context for the intervention may be a concern. The SMM
clearly fits well with Foundations of Number and Operations course content. However, since the
SMM has been shown in other research to be a nice bridge from arithmetic to algebra (e.g., Forsten, 2010; Hoven & Garelick, 2007; Leinwand & Ginsburg, 2007; Ng & Lee, 2009), this intervention may also fit well with Algebraic Concepts course content. Assuming the ECEE program
has similar ordering of mathematics content coursework, this placement has the added advantage
of students who are further along in the ECEE program and presumably more settled or committed to their calling as elementary teachers. The next section outlines several suggestions for future research related to the SMM.
Recommendations for further research. This study yielded findings that were similar to
other studies involving the SMM’s impact on K-5 students. The fact that this study focused on
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elementary PTs was a significant difference and addressed a significant gap in the research literature. There are several avenues for future work suggested by this study and its findings.
Despite the study’s insignificant quantitative finding with respect to the use of the SMM
with elementary PTs in the MKT domain, other studies with larger samples of elementary PTs in
other university or college settings around the U.S. may prove helpful, especially with the suggested adjustments discussed in the previous section. With so much positive qualitative feedback
involving the PTs’ MKT, this study warrants further research on the effectiveness of the SMM
with elementary PTs. Perhaps a larger proportion of interview participants could be selected. A
similar mixed methods research design as this study is suggested, along with similar data
sources.
The impact of the SMM on elementary PTs’ mathematics self-efficacy was found to be
statistically significant, and the interview data supported this finding. Here, too, other studies
with larger samples of elementary PTs in other university and college settings around the U.S.
may be helpful to better understand this phenomenon and the potential of the SMM. Also, studies involving the impact of the SMM with students who favor various learning styles may be appropriate. Again, a similar research design to this study is suggested.
As discussed in the previous section, it can be easily argued that the SMM fits best in the
Foundations of Number and Operations course. However, current research and student maturity
may hint at its suitability for the Algebraic Concepts course. The SMM intervention is thoroughly described and supported in this document, so the study should be easily replicated in a variety
of course settings with the suggested improvements mentioned earlier. These two courses seem
to be the most reasonable options, and the content for these two courses is inextricably linked in
the CCSSM (NGA/SSCCO, 2010).
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Another suggestion for future research is an experimental study comparing two groups,
with one group getting exposure to the SMM and the other group using more traditional problem-solving strategies. In this sort of experiment, a covariate variable such as undergraduate
mathematics grade point average or mathematics SAT score would be appropriate. This study
would require an ANCOVA, perhaps with repeated measures over a semester or over a twocourse (Foundations of Number and Operations and Algebraic Concepts) sequence.
In readings about PTs’ beliefs about mathematics teaching, a PT-student interaction is often a critical component of positive change in beliefs about the benefits of conceptual understanding of mathematics. Philipp et al. (2007) found that the most impactful scenario for changing PTs’ beliefs is giving them the opportunity to see the difficulties that students can have with
mathematics when they are only taught procedurally and later seeing situations where students
grow in conceptual mathematical thinking. His study further indicated that PTs who study children’s mathematical thinking while learning mathematics develop more sophisticated beliefs
about mathematics, teaching, and learning and improve their MCK (Philipp et al., 2007). Along
these lines, a study of PTs’ interactions with students concerning the SMM may be beneficial,
with follow up interview questions to explore PTs’ changes in belief after the intervention. The
setting for this sort of PT-student interaction study could perhaps be during their field experiences or during their student teaching.
Limitations
This section outlines some of the study’s limitations. The data for the study are from a
fairly small sample of elementary PTs at a large, urban university in the Southeastern U.S. However, this sample is probably a reasonable representation of elementary PTs in this region of the
country because the University draws students from a variety of counties across the state and
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from a variety of states and countries. The convenience sample for the quantitative data was diverse demographically, and the smaller interview sample was randomly selected and quite diverse.
Another concern for the study was referred to earlier as the nonconsecutive structure of
the intervention. Because of other courses in my doctoral program that met on Thursday evenings, it was very much a logistical necessity to execute a Tuesdays-only study schedule for 6
consecutive weeks, while the Foundations of Number and Operations course continued to meet
on Thursdays to work through other content. This was not ideal in terms of the pretest and posttest surrounding not only the four-class SMM intervention but also five other regular class meetings. The course professor’s intention was to support the students in their problem-solving
growth through the SMM intervention on these Thursdays. Related to this concern, with only 6
weeks between the pretest and posttest administrations of the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment, there is the possibility that PTs may have remembered the pretest questions when they
took the posttest, possibly skewing the results. This is not an issue with the MSES-R Survey
(Betz & Hackett, 1993) results, and the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et al., 2004) used different forms from pretest to posttest.
Relative to the assessment instruments, while the LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Hill et
al., 2004) and the MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993) have been field tested for validity and
reliability, the researcher-generated Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment was not formally
tested for validity and reliability. However, the summer before the study started, after some
SMM instruction in each case, this five-question test was administered to 55 students in two Algebraic Concepts classes at the University to improve the instrument’s wording. The Centimeter
Grid Paper Activity, the SMM Classwork/Homework, the Strip Diagrams Worksheet, the Cen-
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ters Activity, and the other assessment instruments involving the SMM intervention also have
not been tested for validity and reliability.
When the researcher and a colleague coded the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment data, inter-rater reliability was established, with 65.6% agreement on the pretests and
70.0% agreement on the posttests. Since Shaughnessy et al. (2013) recommend a minimum of
90% inter-rater reliability, to compensate for this limitation, an average of the two scorers’ ratings was used for all statistical analyses. Looking back, there should have been more interaction
and training between the researcher and colleague over the use of the 5-point rubric (Swars
Auslander, 2016), and time issues were a contributing factor to this limitation.
Furthermore, with these data sources, the researcher is a relatively inexperienced data
gatherer and coder. To compensate for this, during the qualitative interview data analysis, a oneweek mini-hiatus was used between coding reviews to increase confidence in the reliability of
the coding decisions. As the researcher reviewed coding, memos, and theme decisions, collaboration with another doctoral student helped me further check my interpretations for reasonableness, and of course, discussion involving the study’s findings with my dissertation committee
chair and another professor at the University were invaluable.
Ball (2000) warned that the “close study of a single teacher, in a particular setting, with
specific content and students, no matter how carefully done or how captivating, always raises
questions about the domain of the results” (p. 393). Despite these limitations, the use of seven
different quantitative and qualitative data sources in this explanatory sequential mixed methods
approach helps to alleviate these concerns and contributes to the conversation about improving
elementary PTs’ MKT with respect to mathematics problem solving, PTs’ mathematics self-
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efficacy, PTs’ general disposition toward mathematics, and PTs’ beliefs about the importance of
conceptual understanding in mathematics.
Closing Thoughts
CBMS (2010) declared that oversight of PT development programs should be the responsibility of a faculty member with expertise in teacher education and mathematics content. They
added, “more mathematics faculty need to become deeply involved in pre-K–12 mathematics
education by participating in preparation and professional development for teachers and becoming involved with local schools or districts” (p. 19). Highly related to this recommendation, the
CBMS (2010) supported the notion that all mathematics courses for PTs “develop the habits of
mind of a mathematical thinker and problem-solver, such as reasoning and explaining, modeling,
seeing structure, and generalizing” (p. 19), all core principles in the SMM intervention and principles that should apply to all mathematics content courses. This was a first study on at least two
fronts, both as my first formal research study and as a rare study involving SMM with elementary PTs. As I reflect on the study’s intervention choices, there were several growth points, and I
am looking forward to my next opportunity to incorporate what I learned through the study, both
as a researcher and as a teacher. It was particularly wonderful that the research design involved
gathering and analyzing both quantitative and qualitative data, as the interviews were a highlight
and revealed a lot about the impact of the SMM on PTs’ MKT and mathematics self-efficacy,
along with some serendipitous evidence for PTs’ change in beliefs about the very nature of
mathematics. I trust that the PTs’ voices were well-represented, understandable, and impactful
and that this SMM study contributes to and perhaps even begins some conversations about elementary mathematics PT preparation efforts.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Interview Protocols
Thank you for meeting with me. The purpose of this interview is to learn about your experiences in the
Number and Operations course. This information will be used in my dissertation. I will be audio recording this interview, and I will submit to you the transcripts for your review before I submit it for publication. Answer in as much depth as you’d like, and when I refer to a “course”, I am specifically referring to
the Number and Operations course you are currently completing with Dr. Margo Alexander.
1. What year (sophomore, junior, etc.) are you at the University? When do you hope to start the Early
Childhood and Elementary Education program?
2. How would you describe your experiences in the Number and Operations class? (Prompt if needed:
What did you like? What did you dislike? What was hard? What was easy?)
3. Do you believe your confidence in your abilities to do mathematics changed as a result of the course
experiences? If yes, how so? If not, why? If there is a change, what contributed to this change in
your confidence?
4. Do you believe your mathematical knowledge changed as a result of the course experiences? If yes,
how so? If not, why? What contributed to this change in mathematical knowledge?
5. What did you learn as a result of your experiences in the course?
6. How would you describe your experiences with the SMM? Did your experiences with SMM influence you? If yes, how so? If not, why? (Prompt if needed: Was it helpful or not?)
7. In your view, what are SMM’s strengths and weaknesses? Why?
8. Tell me about your impressions about the SMM activities we did in class. Did these SMM activities
influence you? If yes, how so? If not, why? What worked, and what didn’t work? Why?
9. (Showing pretests, posttests, and student artifacts during intervention), Tell me about your impressions about your improvement from the pretests to the posttests and how you performed on the activities. Did these SMM activities influence you? If yes, how so? If not, why? What worked, and what
didn’t work? Why?
10. Do you believe the SMM is useful for you as a future elementary teacher? Why or why not?
Do you have any additional comments about your experiences in the Number and Operations course and
the SMM?
Thank you so very much for your time and insights!
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form for Student Participants
Georgia State University
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Informed Consent
Title: Exploring the influence of the Singapore Modeling Method on
prospective elementary teachers in a university mathematics course
Principal Investigator: Professor Geoff Clement
I.

Purpose:
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of the study is to investigate the impact of the SMM, a visual problem-solving technique, on elementary PTs’
mathematics knowledge for teaching and mathematics self-efficacy beliefs. You are invited to participate because you are a current student in the Math 2008 Foundations of
Number and Operations course. A total of 30-40 participants will be recruited for this
study. Participation will require 7-10 hours of your time over the fall semester (AugustDecember, 2016), but this is built into your course requirements. Only those students who
agree to participate in interviews will be giving up to one hour of their time outside of
class time to the study.

II.

Procedures:
If you decide to participate, you will take a series of pretests and posttests, and you may
be selected to participate in individual semi-structured interviews over questions pertaining to the research study. During the 4-day SMM intervention, the class sessions may be
audiotaped only for the purpose of enhancing the researcher’s field notes to document the
intervention. Pretests and posttests will take place in a computer lab on campus in September and November. A few students will be selected for follow up interviews in November. These semi-structured individual interviews will take place in a faculty office or
available empty classroom setting for up to one hour in a mutually agreed upon date,
time, and location.

III.

Risks:
In this study, you will not have any more risks than you would in a normal day of life.

IV.

Benefits:
Participation in this study may benefit you personally. Participation in doctoral research
may increase your knowledge of mathematics knowledge for teaching, the SMM, and
your own mathematics self-efficacy. Also consider this as a resume-builder and as a service to the educational research community. Overall, we hope to gain information about
prospective elementary teacher growth as a result of this intervention. During the intervention, there will be some classwork and homework activities which will be graded as
part of your class responsibilities.

V.

Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal:
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Participation in research is voluntary. You do not have to be in this study. If you decide
to be in the study and change your mind, you have the right to drop out at any time. You
may skip questions or stop participating at any time. Whatever you decide, you will not
lose any benefits to which you are otherwise entitled (situation in your class, status in the
early childhood and elementary education program, etc.)
VII.

Confidentiality:
We will keep your records private to the extent allowed by law. Professors Geoff Clement and Susan Swars Auslander will have access to the information you provide. Information may also be shared with those who make sure the study is done correctly (GSU
Institutional Review Board, the Office for Human Research Protection (OHRP)). We will
use your initials rather than your name on study records. The information you provide
will be stored in a locked cabinet in the researcher’s College office and in password- and
firewall-protected computers (office computer and professional laptop). A key (code
sheet) to identify the research participant will be stored separately from the data to protect
privacy and will be destroyed within 5 years after the dissertation is complete. Any audiotape recordings will also be destroyed within 5 years after the dissertation is complete.
The dissertation completion date is expected to be in the spring or summer, 2017. Your
name and other facts that might point to you will not appear when we present this study
or publish its results. The findings will be summarized and reported in group form. You
will not be identified personally; if we use a name in the report, it will be a mutually
agreed upon pseudonym.

VIII.

Contact Persons:
Contact Susan Swars Auslander at 404.413.8227, sswars@gsu.edu or Geoff Clement at
678.359.5820, gclement3@student.gsu.edu if you have questions, concerns, or complaints about this study. You can also call if you think you have been harmed by the
study. Call Susan Vogtner in the Georgia State University Office of Research Integrity at
404-413-3513 or svogtner1@gsu.edu if you want to talk to someone who is not part of
the study team. You can talk about questions, concerns, offer input, obtain information,
or suggestions about the study. You can also call Susan Vogtner if you have questions or
concerns about your rights in this study.

IX.

Copy of Consent Form to Participant:
We will give you a copy of this consent form to keep.
If you are willing to volunteer for this research, please sign below.
___________________________________________________
Participant

____________
Date

___________________________________________________
Principal Investigator or Researcher Obtaining Consent

____________
Date
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Appendix C: Data Collection Timeline Summary
Month

Task

*P or S

March-April Initial approval and planning meetings with ECEE mathematics coordinator/professor responsible for elementary mathematics content
course

May-June

Obtain publisher/author’s permission to use Step-by-step model drawing: Solving word problems the Singapore way (Forsten, 2010) and
Model drawing for challenging word problems: Finding solutions the
Singapore way (Walker, 2000) in the development of the Centimeter
Grid Paper Activity, SMM Classwork/Homework, & Centers Activity, plus the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment pretests and
posttests
Reserve computer lab for pretests (August) and posttests (November)
Complete IRB application

June-July

AugustSeptember

October

Field test the Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment pretest and
posttest in a University course
Finalize LMT/TKAS MKT Measures (Number and Operations & Algebra subscales) and MSES-R Survey pretests and posttests
Introduce research data gathering opportunities and obtain signed
consent form from each student participant
Administer LMT/TKAS MKT Measures pretest/survey (online)
Issue Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment pretest (paper and
pencil)
Issue MSES-R Survey instrument (paper and pencil)
Teach/record/make researcher notes on class sessions and audiotape
SMM lessons (4 classes)
Record anecdotal impressions of student engagement and impact of
SMM intervention
Consult with course professor on their perceptions of student engagement and impact of SMM intervention
Collect and analyze student artifacts for classwork and homework for
the whole group of participants (using photocopies of originals)

P
P
P
S
S
S

P
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November

Administer LMT/TKAS MKT Measures posttest/survey (online)
Issue Mathematics Problem-Solving Assessment posttest (paper and
pencil)
Issue MSES-R Survey instrument (paper and pencil)

P
P
P

Analyze quantitative results and finalize interview protocols
Select random sample of 6 students for interviews, contact potential
students for availability, agree on meeting times and locations
Conduct and analyze 6 individual, semi-structured, student interviews
with member checking to improve accuracy of transcripts
Coding, writing memos, peer debriefing
DecemberCompletion

Write findings and conclusions

*Primary (P) or Secondary (S) Data Source

P
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Appendix D: LMT/TKAS MKT Measures: Sample Problems (Hill, Schilling, & Ball, 2004)
1.

Ms. Dominguez was working with a new textbook and she noticed that it gave more attention to the
number 0 than her old book. She came across a page that asked students to determine if a few statements
about 0 were true or false. Intrigued, she showed them to her sister who is also a teacher, and asked her
what she thought.
Which statement(s) should the sisters select as being true? (Mark YES, NO, or I’M NOT SURE for each
item below.)
Yes
No
I’m not sure
(a) 0 is an even number.
1
2
3
(b) 0 is not really a number. It is a placeholder in writing big numbers. 1
2
3
(c) The number 8 can be written as 008.
1
2
3

2.

Ms. Chambreaux’s students are working on the following problem: Is 371 a prime number? As she walks
around the room looking at their papers, she sees many different ways to solve this problem. Which
solution method is correct? (Mark ONE answer.)
(a) Check to see whether 371 is divisible by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9.
(b) Break 371 into 3 and 71; they are both prime, so 371 must also be prime.
(c) Check to see whether 371 is divisible by any prime number less than 20.
(d) Break 371 into 37 and 1; they are both prime, so 371 must also be prime.

4.

Ms. Harris was working with her class on divisibility rules. She told her class that a number is divisible by
4 if and only if the last two digits of the number are divisible by 4. One of her students asked her why the
rule for 4 worked. She asked the other students if they could come up with a reason, and several possible
reasons were proposed. Which of the following statements comes closest to explaining the reason for the
divisibility rule for 4? (Mark ONE answer.)
(a) Four is an even number, and odd numbers are not divisible by even numbers.
(b) The number 100 is divisible by 4 (and also 1000, 10,000, etc.).
(c) Every other even number is divisible by 4, for example, 24 and 28 but not 26.
(d) It only works when the sum of the last two digits is an even number.
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Appendix E: MSES-R Survey (Betz & Hackett, 1993)
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Appendix F: The SMM/Cognitively Guided Instruction Centimeter Grid Activity
Use the Unifix cubes provided to directly model these problems. Then use the Centimeter Grid
Paper to represent your work. Solve the problem, and also write an open sentence for each story.
1.

Leon has 5 colored pencils. His mom gave him 9 more. How many colored pencils does
he have now?

2.

At lunch, 16 children chose pizza slices, and 7 children chose roast beef sandwiches.
How many more children chose pizza slices than roast beef sandwiches?

3.

One basket holds 8 apples. How many apples will 5 baskets hold?

4.

Grandma baked 25 oatmeal raisin cookies. She decides to make packages with 4 cookies
in each package for some neighborhood children. How many full packages can she
make? How many cookies are left over (for Grandma)?

5.

In one primary school, 12 boys and 15 girls took part in an art contest. How many children took part in the contest?

6.

Twenty children were playing in a neighborhood park. Some of the children went home.
Now there are 12 children left playing in the park. How many children went home?

7.

Adam has 12 matchbox cars. He has 5 more than Pedro. How many cars does Pedro
have? How many cars are there in all?

8.

Sharonda has 5 more kittens than Jan. Jan has 8 kittens. How many kittens are there in
all?

9.

A necklace cost $15. Meg had $3 left after buying the necklace. How much money did
Meg have at first?

10.

The giraffe in the zoo is 3 times as tall as the zebra. The zebra is 5 feet tall. How tall is
the giraffe?
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Appendix G: Centers Activity
Station 1
1.

At lunch, 128 children chose hot dogs, and 117 children chose turkey sandwiches. How
many more children chose hotdogs than turkey sandwiches?

2.

At the class Valentine’s party, there were vanilla cupcakes, chocolate cupcakes, and
strawberry cupcakes. There were 2 times as many chocolate cupcakes as vanilla cupcakes, and 3 times as many strawberry cupcakes as vanilla cupcakes. If there are 12
chocolate cupcakes, how many total cupcakes were there at the party?

3.

A rope is divided into 3 pieces. One piece is 3 inches longer than the shortest piece and 5
inches shorter than the longest piece. If the total of the combined pieces is 92 inches,
how long is each piece?

4.

The lengths of the sides of a quadrilateral are consecutive multiples of 6. If the perimeter
of the quadrilateral is 156 inches, how long is the shortest side?

Some of these problems came from L. Walker’s (2010) Model Drawing for Challenging Word Problems (2010) and
some from C. Forsten’s (2010) Step-by-step model drawing by permission of Staff Development for Educators
(SDE), Crystal Springs Books.

Station 2
5.
Joshua brought some money to school. He spent ¼ of his money on lunch. He spent ½ of
his money on a book at the book fair, and he saved $4. How much money did he spend
on the book?
6.

Ted had 3 times as many cookies as Shelly. Ted got really hungry in the afternoon and
ate 20 of his cookies. Afterward Ted had only ½ as many cookies as Shelly. How many
cookies did Shelly have?

7.

On a trip to Five Guys, Sandy spent $4.95 on a hamburger, $2.49 on fries, and $1.95 on a
large drink. She gave the clerk a $10 bill. How much change did she receive?

8.

Shernece decided that everyone on her Christmas shopping list would get a hat or a scarf.
The hats cost $18.95 each, and the scarves cost $28.95 each. She purchased 5 more hats
than scarves. If her total purchase came to $477.95, how many hats did she buy?

Some of these problems came from L. Walker’s (2010) Model Drawing for Challenging Word Problems (2010) and
some from C. Forsten’s (2010) Step-by-step model drawing by permission of Staff Development for Educators
(SDE), Crystal Springs Books.

Station 3
9.
Finn and Ella started traveling at the same time, from the same spot, but in opposite
directions. After 2 hours, they were 176 miles apart. If Finn’s average speed was 2 miles
per hour faster than Ella’s, what was Ella’s average speed?
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10.

The ratio of peanuts to sunflower seeds to cranraisins in a bag of trail mix is 2 : 5 : 3. If
there are 10 ounces of sunflower seeds in the bag, what is the total weight of the bag of
trail mix?

11.

The ratio of Mia’s balloons to Kiran’s was 3 : 5. After Mia was handed 21 more balloons,
she had twice as many balloons as Kiran. How many balloons did Mia have initially?

12.

Barry’s basketball team made 60% of their shots during a game. If they made 36 shots,
how many shots did the team take?

Some of these problems came from L. Walker’s (2010) Model Drawing for Challenging Word Problems (2010) and
some from C. Forsten’s (2010) Step-by-step model drawing by permission of Staff Development for Educators
(SDE), Crystal Springs Books.

Station 4
13.
At the Corner Market, 3 oranges and 1 apple cost $1.86, and 2 oranges and 3 apples cost
$2.15. Find the cost of 1 apple.
14.

Fred and Miguel both went to the same store to buy eggs and bread for their families.
Fred bought 3 dozen eggs and 5 loaves of bread, spending $30.07. Miguel purchased 2
dozen eggs and 2 loaves of bread, spending $14.74. What is the store charging for a
dozen eggs?

15.

Char took her friends out for ice cream. Her friends ordered 5 cones for $3.25 each and
one sundae for $y. If Char gave the waitress $40, how much change did she get back?
Express your answer in terms of y.

16.

Jane and Julie sold a total of 96 boxes of Girl Scout cookies. Jane sold 14 more boxes
than Julie. How many boxes did each girl sell?

Some of these problems came from L. Walker’s (2010) Model Drawing for Challenging Word Problems (2010) and
some from C. Forsten’s (2010) Step-by-step model drawing by permission of Staff Development for Educators
(SDE), Crystal Springs Books.
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Appendix H: SMM Classwork/Homework Assignment
Whole Numbers
1.

Addition (Discrete)
Ramon had 17 red crayons and found 14 blue crayons in his backpack. How many total crayons
does Ramon have?

2.

Subtraction (Discrete)
Susan had 43 pencils. She gave 18 of them away. How many pencils did she have left?

3.

Addition (Larger Numbers)
124 boys and 109 girls took part in an art contest. How many children took part in the contest?

4.

Subtraction (Larger Numbers)
A total of 438 people were at a little league football game. There were 213 children, and the remainder were adults. How many adults were at the football game?

5.

Subtraction (Comparison)
Khaji saved $184. Jamil saved $121. How much more money did Khaji save than Jamil?

6.

Ratio
The ratio of children to adults at the football game was 2:3. If there were 140 children at the football game, how many adults were there?

7.

Rate
Jesse roasted 12 marshmallows in 4 minutes. How many marshmallows could he roast in 7
minutes?

8.

Multiplication
Each student received 3 stickers on each page of his/her mathematics journal. If there were 9 pages, how many stickers did each student receive in their journal?

9.

Multiplication (Comparison)
A farmer has 8 cows. He has 4 times as many chickens as cows. How many animals does the
farmer have altogether?

10.

Division (Partitive)
Alex and Cody are playing Memory. They put 42 cards into 6 equal rows. How many cards are in
each row?
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11.

Division (Quotitive with remainders)
Ms. Taylor had 26 students in homeroom. If only 4 students can sit at each table, how many tables will Ms. Taylor need?

Fractions
12.

Jackie spent 2/3 of her money at the book fair and had $10 left. How much money did she spend at
the book fair?

13.

A pizza was cut into 6 equal pieces. Kurt ate 1/3 of the pizza. How many pieces were left?

14.

Asha had two candy bars and wanted to share ¼ of her candy with her sister, Anna. Anna’s total
share was what fraction of the whole candy bar?

15.

Joni had ½ of a birthday cake left that she wanted to divide evenly with 3 friends. What fraction
of the total cake will each friend receive?

Decimals
16.

Janna spent $48.69 on shorts and t-shirts. She has $13.55 left. How much money did she have at
first?

17.

Calvin wants to buy a new Xbox game that costs $15.99. He has $8.43 right now. How much
more money does Calvin need to save to buy the Xbox game?

18.

Students found that the teacher’s desk measured 1.3 meters long. The length of the board was 3
times as long as the teacher’s desk. What is their combined length?

19.

Shuntia is helping decorate the school for red ribbon week. She needs to cut a ribbon into 3 equal
pieces. If the ribbon is 6.3 meters long, what should be the length of each piece?

Percentage
20.

Raven knows 60% of the sixth graders have dogs. If 75 sixth graders have dogs, how many students are in sixth grade?

A Bridge to Algebra
21.

Together, Paul and John earned a total of $64 cutting grass. If Paul earned $14 more than John,
how much money did each person earn?
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For more information, consider the following resources:
Englard, L. (2010). Raise the bar on problem solving. Teaching Children Mathematics, 156-163.
Forsten, C. (2010). Step-by-step model drawing: Solving word problems the Singapore way.
Peterborough, NH: Crystal Springs Books.
Hong, K. T., Mei, Y. S., & Lim, J. (2009). The Singapore model method for learning mathematics.
Singapore: EPB Pan Pacific.
Ng, S. F., & Lee, K. (2009). The model method: Singapore children's tool for representing and solving
algebraic word problems. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, 40(3), 282-313.
Other resources:
http://www.symbaloo.com/mix/singaporemathresources
http://www.mathplayground.com/tb_addition/thinking_blocks_addition_subtraction.html
http://www.mathplayground.com/tb_multiplication/thinking_blocks_multiplication_division.html
http://timssandpirls.bc.edu/timss2015/frameworks.html (TIMSS website: Check out the problem choices!)
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Appendix I: Strip Diagrams Assignment
Strip Diagrams Worksheet
1.

Name _______________________

The big dog weighs five times as much as the little dog. The little dog weighs 2

3

times

as much as the medium-sized dog. The medium sized dog weighs 7 pounds more than the
little dog. How much does the big dog weigh?
(a) Draw a strip diagram for each of the 3 quantities mentioned in the problem. Be consistent in your scaling.

(b) Solve the problem, and explain your solution process.
2.

Pat and Ron split a cake. Pat’s share is 1/2 as large as Ron’s share.
(a) Sketch on the “cake” diagram below to show Pat’s and Ron’s shares. Label them P
and R.

(b) Ron's share is ______ times as large as Pat's share.

(c) Pat's share is what fractional part of the whole cake? ______

3.

Suzy and Linda split a candy bar. Suzy’s share is 2/3 as large as Linda’s share.
(a) Sketch on the “candy bar” diagram below to show Suzy’s and Linda’s shares. Label
them S and L.

(b) Linda's share is ______ times as large as Suzy's share.
(c) Suzy's share is what fractional part of the whole candy bar? ______
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4.

Rob and Laura split a pizza. Rob’s share is 5/3 as large as Laura’s share.
(a) Sketch on the “pizza” diagram below to show Rob’s and Laura’s shares. Label
them R and L. Use either shape.

(b) Laura's share is ______ times as large as Rob's share.
(c) Rob's share is what fractional part of the whole pizza? ______

(d) Laura's share is what fractional part of the whole pizza? ______

5.

Three boys spend the afternoon playing a video game and then compared their best
scores. Al says, “My best today is 900 points better than yours, Bob.” Carlos says, “I was
having a good day. My 3,600 points is 2/3 as much as your two scores combined, Al and
Bob.” How many points did each boy get in his best game that afternoon?

6.

Three brothers, Tom (16), Dick (14), and Harry (9) were home alone and hungry. They
decided to buy a whole apple pie and eat it. They chipped in their money – Tom $4, Dick
$3, and Harry $2 – and Tom bought a large pie. They succeeded in eating it all. Tom ate
twice as much as Harry, and Dick ate 1½ times as much as Harry. What fractional part of
the pie did each brother eat?
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Appendix J: Test Extras
1.

Sharonda has 5 more cookies than Jan. Sharonda has 12 cookies. How many cookies does
Jan have?

2.

Sarah had some candies. She gave 9 to Jake. Then, she had 15 candies left. How many
candies did Sarah have to start with?

3.

A class was having a fundraiser. Together, Paul and Shawniqua sold 44 boxes of cookies.
If Paul sold 4 less boxes than Shawniqua, how many boxes did Paul sell?

4.

Sam has two times as many matchbox cars as Ravi. Michael has 3 less matchbox cars
than Ravi. Together, they have 45 matchbox cars. How many does Ravi have?

Key:
1.

7 cookies

2.

24 candies

3.

20 boxes

4.

12 matchbox cars
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Appendix K: Foundations of Number and Operations Course Outline

Course Textbooks:
Bennett, A., Burton, L., & Nelson, T. (2010). Mathematics for elementary teachers: A
conceptual approach. McGraw-Hill Science.
Bennett, A., Burton, L., & Nelson, T. (2010). Mathematics for elementary teachers: An
activity approach. McGraw-Hill Science.
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Appendix L: Singapore Modeling Method Study Flyer

Volunteers Needed for Research Study

This study seeks to explore the influence of the Singapore Modeling Method on elementary
prospective teacher development (mathematical knowledge for teaching and mathematics selfefficacy beliefs) in a university mathematics content course.
To participate, you must be an undergraduate student enrolled in Math 2008 Foundations
of Number and Operations.
Participants will take 3 pretests and posttests, to be administered during class time (on September
27 and November 1). They involve mathematics knowledge for teaching, the Singapore Modeling Method mathematics problem solving, and mathematics self-efficacy beliefs.
The Singapore Modeling Method intervention (on Tuesdays in October – the 4th, 11th, 18th, and
th
25 ) will support your mathematics content in this Math 2008 Foundations of Number and Operations
course. The researcher will facilitate learning and provide a few assessments, grade them, and report those
grades to your course professor. The researcher plans to make copies of all student work on classwork and
homework and may use some of this student work to describe this intervention and the study’s findings.
No student names will be used in any reporting, and all data will be kept in a secure environment.
A random sample of six students will be selected for semi-structured, individual interviews in
early November. These meetings will occur at a mutually agreed upon day, time, and location. Interviews
should last no more than one hour, and each interviewee will have an opportunity to check the interview
transcript.
If you commit to participate and at any point change your mind, the researcher will pull any of
your data from the pool of data for the study’s findings, with no penalty to you in the course and in the
program.
To learn more, contact the student principal investigator of the study, Geoff Clement, at
gclement3@student.gsu.edu, 678-359-5820.
This research is conducted under the direction of Dr. Susan Swars Auslander, Associate
Professor of Early Childhood Education, Georgia State University, and has been reviewed and approved by the Georgia State University Institutional Review Board.
Thank you for considering participation in this research study!
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Appendix M: Centers Activity (with Suggested Improvements)
Some of these problems came from L. Walker’s (2010) Model Drawing for Challenging Word Problems (2010) and
some from C. Forsten’s (2010) Step-by-step model drawing by permission of Staff Development for Educators
(SDE), Crystal Springs Books. In many cases, numbers and names in the problems were changed.

Station 1
1.

At the class Valentine’s party, there were vanilla cupcakes, chocolate cupcakes,
and strawberry cupcakes. There were 2 times as many chocolate cupcakes as vanilla cupcakes, and 3 times as many strawberry cupcakes as vanilla cupcakes. If
there are 12 chocolate cupcakes, how many total cupcakes were there at the party?

2.

A rope is divided into 3 pieces. One piece is 3 inches longer than the shortest
piece and 5 inches shorter than the longest piece. If the total of the combined
pieces is 92 inches, how long is each piece?

Station 2
3.

Joshua brought some money to school. He spent ¼ of his money on lunch. He
spent ½ of his money on a book at the book fair, and he saved $4. How much
money did he spend on the book?

4.

On a trip to Five Guys, Sandy spent $4.95 on a hamburger, $2.49 on fries, and
$1.95 on a large drink. She gave the clerk a $10 bill. How much change did she
receive?

Station 3
5.

The ratio of peanuts to sunflower seeds to cranraisins in a bag of trail mix is
2 : 5 : 3. If there are 10 ounces of sunflower seeds in the bag, what is the total
weight of the bag of trail mix?

6.

Barry’s basketball team made 60% of their shots during a game. If they made 36
shots, how many shots did the team take?

Station 4
7.

Char took her friends out for ice cream. Her friends ordered 5 cones for $3.25
each and one sundae for $y. If Char gave the waitress $40, how much change did
she get back? Express your answer in terms of y.

8.

Jane and Julie sold a total of 96 boxes of Girl Scout cookies. Jane sold 14 more
boxes than Julie. How many boxes did each girl sell?

